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Abstract

The amount of wireless data traffic has been increasing exponentially. This results in the short-
age of radio frequency (RF) spectrum. In order to alleviate the looming spectrum crisis, visible
light communication (VLC) has emerged as a supplement to RF techniques. VLC uses light
emitting diodes (LEDs) for transmission and employs photodiodes (PDs) for detection. With
the advancement of the LED technology, LEDs can now fulfil two functions at the same time:
illumination and high-speed wireless communication. In a typical indoor scenario, each single
light fixture can act as an access point (AP), and multiple light fixtures in a room can form a
cellular wireless network. We refer to this type of networks as ‘optical attocell network’. This
thesis focuses on interference mitigation in optical attocell networks.

Firstly, the downlink inter-cell interference (ICI) model in optical attocell networks is investi-
gated. The conventional ray-tracing channel model for non-line-of-sight (NLOS) path is stud-
ied. Although this model is accurate, it leads to time-consuming computer simulations. In order
to reduce the computational complexity, a simplified channel model is proposed to accurately
characterise NLOS ICI in optical attocell networks. Using the simplified model, the received
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) distribution in optical attocell networks can be
derived in closed-form. This signifies that no Monte Carlo simulation is required to evaluate
the user performance in optical attocell networks.

Then, with the knowledge of simplified channel model, interference mitigation techniques us-
ing angle diversity receivers (ADRs) are investigated in optical attocell networks. An ADR
typically consists of multiple PDs with different orientations. By using proper signal com-
bining schemes, ICI in optical attocell networks can be significantly mitigated. Also, a novel
double-source cell configuration is proposed. This configuration can further mitigate ICI in
optical attocell networks in conjunction with ADRs. Moreover, an analytical framework is
proposed to evaluate the user performance in optical attocell networks with ADRs.

Finally, optical space division multiple access (SDMA) using angle diversity transmitters is
proposed and investigated in optical attocell networks. Optical SDMA can exploit the avail-
able bandwidth resource in spatial dimension and mitigate ICI in optical attocell networks.
Compared with optical time division multiple access (TDMA), optical SDMA can significantly
improve the throughput of optical attocell networks. This improvement scales with the num-
ber of LED elements on each angle diversity transmitter. In addition, the upper bound and
the lower bound of optical SDMA performance are derived analytically. These bounds can
precisely evaluate the performance of optical SDMA systems. Furthermore, optical SDMA
is shown to be robust against user position errors, and this makes optical SDMA suitable for
practical implementations.
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In recent years, the emergence of mobile devices such as smart phones has dramatically changed

our daily life. These devices enables a wide range of multimedia services which require high

speed data transmission. As the number of mobile devices increases, the amount of wire-

less data traffic increases accordingly and it exhibits an exponential growth. For instance,

the latest data provided by Cisco shows that overall mobile data traffic is expected to reach

24.3 exabytes per month by 2019 [2]. In order to fulfil the growing data demand, advanced

techniques such as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [3–11], and orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) [12–18] have been developed for radio frequency (RF). Al-

though these techniques effectively exploit the RF communication capacity, it is predicted that

the increasing demand in mobile communication cannot be satisfied [19].

The deficiency of spectrum resource is a key factor that limits the capacity of wireless commu-

nication. Contemporary wireless communication exhaustively exploits the RF spectrum in the

range up to 10 GHz. In an attempt to alleviate the looming spectrum crunch, the unregulated

parts of the electromagnetic spectrum are explored to expend communication bandwidth.

Recently, researchers focus on the spectrum ranging from 30-300 GHz [20–23]. This region is

referred to as the extremely high frequency (EHF) or millimetre wave band with wavelength

ranging from 1 to 10 mm. Millimetre-wave communication is very promising due to its rel-

atively high availability. Some millimetre-wave communication systems managed to achieve

multi-gigabit data rate [24, 25]. However, millimetre-wave communication operates at very

high frequency band. This means that the design of front-end device for millimetre-wave com-

munication is challenging.

Infrared radiation (IR) is also studied for high speed communication in addition to the con-

ventional RF spectrum [1, 26–29]. Infrared emitters and detectors are capable of high speed

transmission and their cost is considerably low. IR cannot penetrate opaque objects which

means that the co-channel interference between different rooms separated by opaque walls is

zero. This makes the IR favourable for short-range implementations [30–34]. However, high

speed Infrared transmission requires relatively high transmit power which is strictly limited by

eye-safety regulation.

According to the DIN 5031 standard, the wavelength of the visible radiation spectrum is be-

tween 400 nm and 800 nm. This spectrum can be perceived by human eyes and it is commonly
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referred to as visible light spectrum. We refer to the communication using visible light spec-

trum as visible light communication (VLC). The total usable bandwidth in VLC is about 375

THz which is more than 3000 times higher than the RF spectrum below 10 GHz [55]. With

the development of light emitting diode (LED) technology, LEDs can now fulfil two functions

at the same time: illumination and high speed wireless data communication. This means that

VLC enables the transformation of conventional lighting infrastructures into high speed wire-

less networks. The advantages of VLC are as follows: a) compared with RF, VLC operates in

an unregulated part of the electromagnetic spectrum; b) since visible light (VL) cannot pene-

trate walls, VLC can transmit wireless data more securely within a confined area; c) VLC is

intrinsically safe to use in electromagnetic interference (EMI) sensitive environments [35–38],

such as aircraft, hospitals and oil refineries.

In terms of point-to-point link, VLC shows a great potential to achieve high transmission

speeds. Khalid et al. demonstrated a 1 Gb/s link over a commercial white phosphor-coated

LED [39]. A breakthrough in optical wireless transmission speed is reported in [40]. A data

rate of 3 Gb/s is achieved with the use of 50-µm Gallium Nitride µLED. Recently, µLED-based

VLC system is demonstrated to provide a data rate of over 10 Gb/s with the use of wavelength

division multiplexing [41].

Apart from exploring unregulated communication spectrum, dense spectrum reuse can further

boost the area spectral density. If a single transmitter serves a large number of users in a multi-

user system, high transmission power is required. This is because the users far from the desired

transmitter experience significant signal attenuation. Hence, this type of system is not energy

efficient. Instead of using a single transmitter with high power, several low-power transmitters

in a cellular configuration are used to serve different users. These low-power transmitters are

deployed in different locations and are named access points (APs). Compared with a single

transmitter system, this type of configuration can provide much higher power efficiency and

expand the system bandwidth by efficient frequency reuse [42–46].

The most effective way of improving the performance of cellular networks is to reduce the

inter-site distance between each AP in the system. In the past 25 years, the network spectral

efficiency of cellular systems has increased by two orders of magnitude. The concept of hetero-

geneous networks has been introduced [47–51]. A typical heterogeneous network consists of

different cell layers such as microcells, picocells and femtocells. The deployment of femtocells

enables intensive frequency reuse which provides higher mobile data capacity. However, such
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cell configuration will introduce new intra-cell and intercell interference. This means the cell

size of femtocells is restricted to avoid compromising frequency reuse gain.

Using VLC can further reduce the cell size. Compared with RF, LEDs with limited transmis-

sion angle are much easier to be designed which provide illumination within more confined

regions [52–54]. Due to the confined coverage of LEDs, an optical cell has a smaller size than

a RF cell. An optical cellular network facilitates higher frequency reuse and, therefore, higher

data density than small-cell RF wireless networks. In 2013, Haas put forward the concept of

LiFi networks in [55]. This type of network can be developed based on the existing lighting

infrastructures. Multiple light fixtures in a room function as optical APs. Haas referred to

this type of network as optical attocell network [55]. In [56], optical attocell networks show a

significant improvement when compared with RF femtocell. Nearly three orders of magnitude

area spectral efficiency (ASE) improvement has been achieved in a 5× 2.5× 3 m office.

In order to fulfil illumination requirements, light fixtures are usually placed close to each other.

This type of deployment can achieve high spectral efficiency by dense spatial reuse. How-

ever, when optical APs are too close to each other and transmit independent signals, inter-cell

interference (ICI) at cell edge is inevitable. This limits the performance of optical attocell net-

works. In terms of the ICI mitigation, the existing methods are based on the coordination of

light signals from neighbouring APs. In [57–59], different ICI mitigation methods are put for-

ward such as, the busy burst approach, joint transmission and fractional frequency reuse (FFR).

Based on scheduling information, ICI can be effectively mitigated, especially at the cell edge.

In this thesis, in order to have a insightful understanding of ICI in optical attocell networks, the

channel modelling of ICI is studied. Conventional ray-tracing model requires a huge amount

of computational resource since it considers high order light reflections in optical attocell net-

works. Also, in the conventional ray-tracing model, light reflecting surfaces are split into small

light reflectors. The calculation of non-line-of-sight (NLOS) channels using these small light

reflectors are time-consuming. Hence, in order to reduce the computational complexity, a sim-

plified model is proposed to estimate NLOS ICI in optical attocell networks.

Inspired by compound eyes of insects, the concept of angular diversity has been implemented

in the design of optical receivers in VLC. A typical angle diversity receiver (ADR) consists of

multiple photodiodes (PDs) pointing to different directions. It can precisely capture the desired

light signals without losing coverage. This feature is favourable in optical attocell networks,
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since it can be used to eliminate the interference from other cells. Hence, ADRs are proposed in

optical attocell networks and different signal combining schemes are considered and evaluated.

The multiple access scheme, space division multiple access (SDMA), is favourable since APs

with more concentrated beams introduce less ICI. Also, SDMA facilitates spatial reuse within

cells which can further improve data density. In RF, directional narrow beams are generated by

carefully changing the amplitude and phase of the signals transmitted by an antenna array. In

comparison, a LED has an inherent feature of confined field-of-view (FOV). This characteristic

facilitates the generation of directional light beams. Therefore, optical SDMA using angle

diversity transmitters is proposed and evaluated in optical attocell networks.

1.2 Contribution

This thesis focuses on characterising and mitigating ICI in optical attocell networks. A simpli-

fied ICI model, novel ICI mitigation schemes and an advanced multiple access scheme that can

mitigate ICI are proposed and analysed both numerically and theoretically. The accuracy of the

theoretical models is validated by Monte Carlo simulations.

Firstly, a simplified model is proposed by only considering second-order light reflections. A

new method of evaluating NLOS reflections is also introduced in the simplified model. With the

use of the simplified model, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) distribution of

indoor optical attocell networks can be derived analytically in closed-form. Results show that

the simplified model has a close match with the conventional NLOS ray-tracing model. The

simplified model can be applied to different scenarios, such as optical attocell networks using

angle diversity receivers and angle diversity transmitters. Part of the work on the simplified

model led to the publication of [60].

With the knowledge of ICI modelling, interference mitigation techniques using ADRs are inves-

tigated in optical attocell networks. Four signal combining schemes are considered for ADRs:

select best combining (SBC), equal gain combining (EGC), maximum ratio combining (MRC)

and optimum combining (OPC). Also, a novel double-source cell configuration which exploits

the benefit of ADRs is proposed. In specific, to the best of the author’s knowledge, OPC is firstly

proposed in an VLC system. Results show that an ADR can greatly improve the system perfor-

mance in comparison with a single-PD receiver. Also, when double-source cell configuration

is implemented, additional improvement can be obtained. A criteria for selecting transmission
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mode is proposed for double-source cell configuration. Furthermore, an analytical framework

is proposed for analysing optical attocell networks using ADRs. Analytical models for different

scenarios including line-of-sight (LOS) and NLOS propagation are derived and the accuracy of

the models has been validated by Monte Carlo simulations. The work conducted on ADRs and

double-source cell configuration has led to the publication of [61–63].

Another method to mitigate ICI in optical attocell networks is optical SDMA with angle diver-

sity transmitters. In this work, optical SDMA is realised by using angle diversity transmitters.

The results show that optical SDMA significantly outperforms optical time division multiple

access (TDMA) in terms of ASE. It is found that this improvement scales with the number

of elements on each angle diversity transmitter. In addition, the upper and lower bound of the

performance of optical SDMA is derived analytically. These bounds can be used to estimate

the performance of SDMA systems. The study is also extended to consider the user position

errors. Monte-Carlo simulations show that the system is robust to user position errors. This

means optical SDMA is practical to implement. Part of the work conducted on optical SDMA

using angle diversity transmitters has led to the publication of [64, 65].

1.3 Thesis Layout

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the fundamental knowledge

of front-end VLC system and the concepts of optical attocell networks.

Chapter 3 investigates the downlink modelling of NLOS interference. The proposed simplified

ICI model is introduced in detail. The accuracy of the model is evaluated numerically and

theoretically.

Chapter 4 investigates the interference mitigation techniques using an ADR in optical atto-

cell networks. Firstly, the principle of four signal combination schemes are introduced. Also,

a novel double-source cell configuration is proposed for ADRs. Furthermore, an analytical

framework is put forward to analyse optical attocell networks using ADRs. Analytical models

for different scenarios including LOS and NLOS propagation are derived and the accuracy of

the models has been validated by Monte Carlo simulations.

Chapter 5 proposes a new multiple access scheme, optical SDMA, in optical attocell networks.

Optical SDMA is realised by using angle diversity transmitters. In addition, the upper and
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lower bound of the performance of SDMA system are derived analytically. Finally, the study is

extended by considering the user position errors.

Chapter 6 summaries the key results of this thesis. Some conclusions are derived based on these

results. Moreover, limitations and future work are listed in this chapter.

1.4 Summary

The VLC spectrum is three orders of magnitude larger than the entire RF spectrum. This is

very promising to solve the shortage of communication spectrum in RF. Since LEDs have a

confined coverage area, they are very suitable for implementing in small cell wireless networks.

By exploiting the existing visible light infrastructure, optical attocell networks can provide

high data density. This thesis provides insight into ICI mitigation techniques in optical attocell

networks. In this chapter, motivation, main contributions and the outline of this thesis are listed.
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Background

2.1 Introduction

The need for communication between one person to another never stops. When people are close

to each other, voice and gestures are used to exchange information which leads to the emergence

of language. When the distance between people becomes longer, voice and gestures are no

longer capable of conveying messages. Then, visible light becomes a competitive candidate to

send messages [66]. The use of sunlight, fire and smoke signalling can be dated back to two

thousand years ago. For example, in ancient Greece, warriors used their polished shields to

reflect sunlight to signal in the battlefield. Also, according to Roman records, polished metal

plates were used to transmit signals to a distant place by reflecting sunlight. In China, fire

beacons were built on the Great Wall in order to indicate the invasion of enemies. Similarly,

Romans and American Indians used smoke to signal their presence in hostile territory [67].

Before recent decades, lighthouses had been the first choice for the ships near shore to avoid

potential threat.

In early 19th century, a wireless solar telegraph named ‘heliograph’ was equipped in US mil-

itary. Heliograph uses the flashes of reflected sunlight to send Morse code. These signals are

generated by momentarily spinning the mirror, or by deliberately shielding the beam with a

specifically designed shutter. Also, signal lamps were often used in the navy to send visual

signals to other ships typically in the format of Morse code. The earliest example of advanced

visible light communication (VLC) technology was put forward and demonstrated by Alexan-

der Graham Bell. This demonstration is named ‘photophone’ which uses reflected sunlight on

a vibrating mirror and a selenium photo cell to transmit voice via a visible light beam [68].

The invention of laser and laser diodes stimulated the development of optical communication

[69, 70]. In 1970s, low loss optical fibres were developed as a medium for transmitting in-

formation using laser. Also, optical fibre amplifiers and in-fibre Bragg gratings were invented

in 1980s and 1990s. These inventions are the basis of the current high-speed infrastructures

of Internet. The development of optical fibre technology results in the advancement in opti-

cal front-end elements, such as light emitting diode (LED)s, laser diodes, p-intrinsic-n (PIN)

diodes and avalanche photodiode (APD) etc. These components have attracted researchers to

consider optical communication in wireless aspect which leads to the modern VLC.

The first optical wireless system was proposed by Gfeller and Bapst in 1979 [71]. In this

work, both line-of-sight (LOS) and diffusive optical channels were studied and transmission
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speeds up to 1 Mbps was proved to be feasible if optical transmission power was sufficient.

Since that work, a lot of following studies have been performed which gives a deeper un-

derstanding of VLC systems [1, 31, 72, 73]. An VLC system implementing white LED was

proposed by Komine and Nakagawa [74, 75]. LEDs in this VLC system are directly linked

together by the mains-power cable and the data exchange between them is realised by power-

line communication (PLC). In the recent years, high speed demonstrations using LEDs have

been developed. A µLED-based VLC demonstration can provide a data rate of over 10 Gb/s

[41] by using wavelength division multiplexing. This significant transmission speed improve-

ment shows a great potential in VLC technology. In 2013, Haas put forward the concept of

optical attocell network in [55]. Since then, a lot of researches have been conducted on op-

tical attocell networks [56–59, 76, 77]. The results show that an optical attocell network can

achieve three orders of magnitude system performance improvement when compared with ra-

dio frequency (RF) femtocell. The standardisation of VLC was first driven by Visible Light

Communication Consortium (VLCC) in Japan [78]. In 2011, an Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard 802.15.7 “IEEE standard for Local and Metropolitan

Area Networks, Part 15.7: Short-Range Wireless Optical Communication Using Visible Light”

was introduced [79]. In 2014, IEEE P802.15.7r1 task group was formed to write a revision

to IEEE 802.15.7-2011 [80]. A number of VLC options are proposed in the revision which

includes: a) optical camera communications which use the flash lights, displays and image sen-

sors as front-end devices; b) LED-ID which use LEDs for identification purpose; c) LiFi which

is high-speed, bidirectional wireless network using visible light.

2.2 VLC Links

The fundamental concepts of the VLC links are discussed in this section, which includes the

classification of VLC links, channel characteristic of front-end components, source of noise,

propagation model and modulation schemes.

2.2.1 The Design of VLC Links

The classification of VLC links is illustrated in Figure 2.1. There are two criteria to classify

VLC links [1]. The first one depends on the degree of directionality of transmitters and re-

ceivers. Following this criteria, there are three types of links, directed links, nondirected links
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Figure 2.1: Classification of VLC links [1].

and hybrid links. In a directed link, transmitters and receivers are highly directional. This

means the alignment between transmitters and receivers is important to ensure link quality.

Such links are very useful when high speed or energy efficient transmission is required. In

a nondirected link, the half power semi-angle of transmitters and the field-of-view (FOV) of

receivers are wide. This means precise calibration is not necessary. This type of links is very

suitable to systems that require ubiquitous coverage and mobility. Hybrid link is the combina-

tion of the directed link and nondirected link. In this system, transmitters and receivers are of

different degrees of directionality. This type of links is very useful when a system requires the

trade-off between transmission speed and mobility.

The second criteria to classify VLC links is the way of establishing data transmission between

transmitters and receivers. According to this criteria, there are two types of links, LOS links

and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) links. LOS means that there is a continuous signal path between

a transmitter and a receiver without blocking by opaque objects. In the NLOS case, light signals

from a transmitter require one or multiple reflections to reach a receiver. On the one hand, the

use of LOS links can maximise the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) while minimising the

effect of multi-path distortion. On the other hand, NLOS link design is robust to the blockage

by opaque objects, which is suitable to fulfil the requirement of ubiquitous coverage.
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LED optical 
receiverλ

Figure 2.2: A VLC IM/DD link. The wavelength of visible light is denoted as λ.

2.2.2 IM/DD (Intensity Modulation/Direct Detection) Channels

In RF wireless system, modulation techniques include the coherent modulation of amplitude,

phase and frequency and also the combination of them [81–84]. An RF receiver usually con-

sists of one or more antennas and the received signals are down-converted by heterodyne or

homodyne detection techniques. This involves the use of local oscillator and a mixer. The volt-

age of the output electrical signals is linear with the amplitude of the received carrier electric

field.

Unlike RF, conventional light sources, including LEDs, are incoherent sources. This means

that these sources cannot generate a beam of photons with the same frequency and constant

phase difference. This is because, in a incoherent light source, the transitions between energy

levels in an atom is a completely random process and there is no control over when an atom will

lose energy in the form of radiation. In a typical VLC system, since LEDs are incoherent light

source, it is difficult to capture a stable carrier. Therefore, optical receivers for coherent detec-

tion cannot be used. Hence, intensity modulation (IM) is a preferable modulation technique in

VLC. IM is a form of modulation that the instantaneous power of the carrier is in accordance

with the waveform of modulating signals. In order to capture IM signals, a practical detec-

tion technique named direct detection (DD), is used. In DD, a photodiode (PD) proportionally

converts the received instantaneous optical power to a current.

In RF, the magnitude and phase of received signals exhibit spatial variation. This is referred to

as fading. Since the length of RF antennas is usually smaller than the wavelength of received

signal, the variation of fading is often modelled as a random process. In VLC, as the width and

length of an photodetector are much longer than visible light wavelength, the variant fading
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within an optical receiver can be averaged (see in Figure 2.2). Therefore, in VLC, channel

fading is usually deterministic.

Based on a typical intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) baseband channel model

[1], the instantaneous output current of a PD is:

Y (t) = RSinst(t)⊗ h(t) +N(t), (2.1)

where⊗ denotes mathematical convolution; Sinst(t) represents the instantaneous optical power;

R represents the responsivity of a PD; h(t) is the channel impulse response;N(t) represents the

instantaneous noise signal. Since Sinst(t) is instantaneous optical power, it cannot be negative:

Sinst(t) ≥ 0. (2.2)

The optical power in this thesis is defined as the variance of optical power at a transmitter end.

Hence, the optical power Ptx is given by:

Ptx = lim
T→∞

√
1

2T

∫ T

−T
(S(t)− S̄)2dt, (2.3)

where S̄ is given by:

S̄ = lim
T→∞

1

2T

∫ T

−T
S(t)dt. (2.4)

With this definition, the transmitted optical power also depends on the modulation format of

the symbol.

Also, the received electrical SNR of the baseband channel can be represented as:

γ =

(
RPtxH

)2

N0B
. (2.5)

where H is channel direct current (DC) gain

H =

∫ ∞

−∞
h(t)dt (2.6)

and B is the modulation bandwidth and N0 is the noise spectral density. Here, it is assumed

that thermal noise is the dominant noise in the system. The detailed discussion of other form of

noise is presented later in Sec.2.2.4. Also, it can be observed from (2.5) and (2.3) that SNR of
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the system varies with different modulation techniques. For example, if the modulation index

of a VLC system is defined as Imod, S(t) will be:

S(t) = ImodSAC(t) + SDC, (2.7)

where SAC(t) is the AC component and SDC is the DC component. Then, (2.3) can be rewritten

as:

Ptx = Imod lim
T→∞

√
1

2T

∫ T

−T

(
SAC(t)

)2
dt. (2.8)

It can be observed that Ptx is proportional to Imod. Also, according to (2.6), γ is proportional

to I2
mod.

In this thesis, it is also assumed that the symbol duration of the system is much longer than the

duration of channel impulse response. Hence, the performance of VLC system is characterised

on the basis of channel DC gain instead of time-dispersive channel gain.

2.2.3 Optical Front-end Elements

Figure 2.3 illustrates a typical transmission link of VLC. All necessary front-end elements are

demonstrated and they can be categorised as transmitter front-end and receiver front-end.

2.2.3.1 Transmitter Front-end

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, a transmitter front-end usually consists of a digital signal processor

(DSP) and a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The function of a DSP is to convert input

information bits into digital signals. In practice, this work can be accomplished through a field-

programmable gate array (FPGA). The obtained digital signals are then fed into DAC, which

ends up with analogue current signals. Recently, a design of an energy efficient high-speed

DAC for driving LED is presented in [85]. This design achieves 1 Gb/s sampling rate with a

electrical efficiency of 67%. After the DAC, analogue current signals are forward to the light

source. Currents signals are converted into optical light of different intensity.

In a VLC system, LEDs are commonly used as optical sources. In particular, a LED is the

most favourable transmitter front-end since it is widely used for the purpose of illumination

[78, 86–89]. Depending on the material and techniques of fabrication, LEDs have different
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Figure 2.3: A typical VLC transmission link. The commonly used front-end devices of the trans-
mitters and receivers are presented.

colours and power efficiencies. In general, there are two types of commercial white LEDs.

The first type is red-green-blue (RGB) LED. This LED yields white optical light by blending

three colour components which are generated by different set of devices [40, 90]. The other

type of LEDs that can generate white light is a blue LED chip covered by a yellow-phosphor

coating. The emission of narrow blue spectrum can be absorbed and efficiently re-emitted by

phosphor coating. The emitted light has a wide emission profile across the entire visible light

spectrum [39, 40]. The limiting factor of using this type of LEDs is that the absorption and

re-emission time of phosphor is slow. Therefore, the 3-dB bandwidth of these LEDs is about

2 MHz [40, 91]. In order to expand the modulation bandwidth, a blue filter is used to remove

the slow signal components from phosphor. As a result, the 3-dB modulation bandwidth up to

20 MHz has been obtained using phosphor-coated commercial LED [39, 91]. Carrier lifetime

and innate junction capacitance are the most important factors that limits the modulation speed

of the LED [40, 92–94]. The lifetime of the carrier can be decreased by increasing the current

density within the junction. The most efficient way of increasing the current density is to

reduce the size of a LED. To this end, a Gallium Nitride based LED, named µLED, is designed

which can provide a modulation bandwidth over 400 MHz [92]. Also, based on µLED, a
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demonstration is designed which reaches a data rate over 1 Gb/s [95]. A drawback of µLED

is that, the current efficiency drops when the current density increases. This is due to the issue

of heat generation [96]. When current level is high, extra current input will generate more heat

instead of optical output.

In general, the emission from an optical transmitter can be modelled as a Lambertian pattern.

The radiant intensity using a generalised Lambertian model is given as [1]:

R0 =
(m+ 1)

2π
cosm φ, (2.9)

where R0 is the radiant intensity; φ is the irradiance angle; m is the Lambertian index which

can be represented as:

m = − ln 2

ln(cos Φtx)
, (2.10)

where Φtx is the transmitter semi-angle at half power. By changing Φtx, the radiant pattern can

be changed.

2.2.3.2 Receiver Front-end

At the receiver end, the received light signals are converted to the electric signals with the use

of optical detectors. A number of devices can be used as optical detectors, such as imaging

sensors [97–99], solar cell panels [100–102] and also LEDs [103, 104]. These devices can

work under different circumstances in various applications. However, the long response time

of these devices significantly restricts their communication bandwidth. Therefore, in order

to realise high-speed VLC, PDs are preferable since they can provide wider communication

bandwidth [78, 105].

In general, PDs are classified into three types according to their operation mode. The first type

is PIN diode. A PIN diode consists of a wide undoped intrinsic semiconductor region between

a positive-type semiconductor and an negative-type semiconductor region. With proper reverse

bias, a PIN diode can exploit the energy from the electron and hole pairs created by photons.

The current generated by PIN diode is approximately linear to the energy of received photons.

The second type of PD is APD. APD is a specially designed PD which applies a high reverse

bias (typically 20-200 V ). Due to the avalanche effect, more than 100 internal current gain can

be achieved. This feature makes an APD very suitable to the environment that light intensity is

expected to be low. Although an APD can achieve a high current gain, it is very vulnerable to
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ambient shot noise as well as the internal excess noise, which is introduced in the multiplication

process [1]. Multiplication process means the multiplication of the number of initial, optically

generated charge carriers in APD. This process amplifies photocurrent in APD. The light

energy captured by an APD increases when the area of a device increases. However, the transit

times of the device also scales with its area. This means that there is always a trade-off between

the received energy and receiver bandwidth. The third type of PD is single-photon avalanche

diode (SPAD). Similar to APD, SPAD exploit the avalanche effect of a reverse biasing of p-n

junction. Unlike APD, the reverse bias of a SPAD is designed to be well above the breakdown

voltage of an p-n junction. This operation is named as Geiger mode which can achieve a gain

up to 106 [106, 107]. The gain of a SPAD is so high that even a single photon can trigger a

current pulse. The intensity of a SPAD output signal is acquired by counting the number of

pulses within a measurement time slot. Since the gain of a SPAD is very high, it is preferable

to be used in the environment of extremely low light levels. However, there are two limitation

restricting the use of a SPAD in high-speed application of VLC. Firstly, the gain of a SPAD is

so high that it can be easily saturated. Hence, proper filter is required to reject ambient light

when environment light level is high. Secondly, the operation of pulse counting makes a SPAD

highly nonlinear [108]. This means that the received signals will be affected by non-linear

effect.

In high-speed VLC application, such as wavelength division multiplexing system, bandpass fil-

ters are required to exclude unnecessary colour components (see Figure 2.3). Bandpass filters

usually consist of multiple thin dielectric layers which exploit the phenomenon of optical in-

terference [109]. The bandwidth of optical filter is required to be larger than the bandwidth of

the desired signals so that the received optical power can be maximised. Also, the transmission

spectrum of a typical bandpass filter is shifted when the incident angle changes [1]. Therefore,

a filter must be carefully placed if it is on wide FOV receiver.

Typically, the received power of a PD is proportional to the physical area of it. If the physical

area of a PD increases, it can capture more optical power and be more robust to movement and

rotation. However, it is expensive to increase the size of a PD. Moreover, large physical area

results in a slow switching time which reduces the receiver bandwidth. Hence, it is of vital

importance to find a way to collect more light energy without compromising the bandwidth of

a PD. A method of increasing the effective area of a PD is the use of an optical concentrator.

Usually, there are two main types of concentrators: imaging concentrators and non-imaging
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concentrators. Imaging concentrators collect light signals and project the original image of the

optical transmitter on a PD. They are favourable to use in a multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) configuration. This is because, with the use of imaging concentrator, optical links

from different LEDs can be well separated. This significantly improves the capacity of each

optical channel and reduces the complexity of detection [38, 95, 110]. The use of non-imaging

concentrators aim for optimising the transmission of light radiation from an optical transmitter

to a PD. Unlike imaging concentrators, nonimaging concentrators focus all light energy to

a small area, which means that it can no longer separate different optical channels and be

applicable to a MIMO configuration [111]. Instead, nonimaging concentrators can effectively

collect light energy and achieve higher gain. Typically, an effective signal collection area is [1]:

Abare
eff = Ap cosψ × rect(

π

2
), (2.11)

where Ap is the physical area of a PD; ψ is the incidence angle; rect(·) represents a rectangular

function. With a concentrator and a filter, the effective area becomes [1]:

Abare
eff = ApTs(ψ)g(ψ) cosψ × rect(Ψfov), (2.12)

where Ts(ψ) is the signal transmission of an optical filter corresponding to incidence angle

ψ; Ψfov is the FOV of an optical receiver and g(ψ) is the concentrator gain. With the use of

nonimaging concentrators, there is a trade-off between FOV and gain. Ideally, a nonimaging

concentrator has a gain [112] of

g(ψ) =
n2

ref

sin2 Ψfov
rect(Ψfov), (2.13)

where nref is the internal refractive index. In Figure 2.4, three types of nonimaging concen-

trators are illustrated. The first one is a hemisphere lens optical nonimaging concentrator with

a planar longpass filter on the top a PD Figure 2.4(a). For this concentrator, Ψfov ≈
π

2
and

g(ψ) ≈ n2 over the entire FOV. In some scenarios, when a bandpass filter is required, a pla-

nar filter is no longer suitable. As the incidence angle of the concentrator changes, the filter

passband shifts. This leads to the design of another type of concentrators which is illustrated

in Figure 2.4(b). For this concentrator, a bandpass filter is bonded on the outer surface of the

hemisphere concentrator. The change of the incidence angle of the concentrator will not have a

great impact on the filter passband [1]. Therefore, with this type of design, an optical receiver

can achieve wide FOV and narrow bandwidth at the same time. The third type of nonimaging
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Figure 2.4: Different types of nonimaging optical concentrator. (a) hemisphere with planar
optical filter; (b) hemisphere with hemispherical optical filter; (c) CPC with planar
optical filter.

concentrator is named compound parabolic concentrator (CPC), which is illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.4(c). This concentrator can achieve a much higher gain compared with the hemisphere

concentrator at the cost of a narrower FOV. The representation of concentrator gain of CPC

is similar to (2.13). In this design, planar optical bandpass filter can be used at different FOV.

The drawback of CPC is its excessive length, especially when Ψfov is small. Some researches

have been done to deal with this issue [113]. In this thesis, CPC concentrator is used in all

scenarios, as it has a cut-off effect for the light signal outside its FOV which is beneficial to the

interference cancellation.

After passing an optical filter and concentrator, light signals are converted to electric signals by

PDs. One important parameter here is responsivity τ . It is a ratio of the generated photocurrent

to the incident light power at a given wavelength. The responsivity over the desired bandwidth

can be represented as:

τ =

∫ λmax

λmin

τ(λ)dλ =

∫ λmax

λmin

IPD(λ)

P (λ)
dλ, (2.14)

where IPD(λ) is the generated photocurrent at a wavelength λ and P (λ) is the optical light

power at a wavelength λ; λmax is the maximum wavelength of incident light; λmin is the mini-

mum wavelength of incident light.
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Figure 2.5: A typical transimpedance amplifier. RTIA represents the feedback resistor in an
amplifier configuration. Ip is the photo-diode current. Vout is the output voltage.

The received electric analogue signals are fed to analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), where

digital signals can be obtained. Finally, these digital signals will pass another DSP which

decodes and generates output information bits.

2.2.4 Noise Sources

In a high speed VLC communication system, one of the most important limiting factors of

transmission speed is noise. Noise is usually introduced at receiver front-ends which can signif-

icantly degrade system performance. Typically, there are two different types of noise: thermal

noise and shot noise.

Thermal noise is another noise from receiver front-ends. It is mainly introduced at the tran-

simpedance amplifier (TIA) stage. A typical TIA is illustrated in Figure 2.5. An PD captures

optical power from light sources and generates current Ip. This current is transferred to output

voltage Vout by TIA. In this type of TIA, the resistor RTIA dominates the thermal noise which

can be modelled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Hence, for this type of configura-

tion the power spectral density (PSD) of this thermal noise can be calculated as [114, 115]:

Nthermal =
4kBTK

RTIA

[
A2

Hz

]
, (2.15)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, which is 1.38×10−23[J/K]; TK[K] is the device temper-

ature in Kelvin; RTIA is the TIA resistor. The thermal noise contribution not only depends on
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the configuration of TIA, but also relates to the modulation bandwidth. For high speed trans-

mission, when modulation bandwidth exceeds a few hundred MHz, the thermal noise from

other components in the TIA need to be consider as described in [114, 115].

Shot noise is a type of electronic noise which can be modelled by a Poisson process. It origi-

nates from the discrete nature of electric charge and it is also relevant to the particle nature of

light. There are a lot of sources that generates shot noise. This includes ambient light from

sun light, street light, incandescent and fluorescent lamps [71]. Although these sources emit

light without any modulation, they provide large optical power than the desired communication

signal. This means after passing through a PD, there is a large DC photocurrent that causes shot

noise. The DC component in communication signal can be easily removed by using a proper

signal processing technique. However, the shot noise introduced by DC component cannot be

eliminated. Hence, the one-sided PSD of shot noise can be represented as:

Nshot = 2qelecτP̄rx

[
A2

Hz

]
, (2.16)

where qelec is the charge of one electron which is 1.602 × 10−19 C and P̄rx is the average

received optical power. Not only external light source causes shot noise, the light signal from

the desired link can generate shot noise as well. This happens specially in the condition that the

lighting fixtures have the dual functionality of illumination and communication. When a VLC

system use an APD as optical receiver, the issue of shot noise must be carefully considered.

When shot noise is small enough, an APD can provide high SNR performance since the effect

of thermal noise overcome the effect of shot noise and will not affect by the high internal gain.

However, when shot noise is large, it can be significantly amplified by the avalanche effect of

APD and overcome the effect of thermal noise. Thus, in this case, both desired signals and shot

noise are simultaneously amplified by APD which degrades SNR performance of an receiver.

Finally, the overall noise generated by receiver front-ends can be represented as the combination

of APD shot noise and thermal noise from the TIA, which is given as:

N0 = Nshot +Nthermal, (2.17)

where Nshot and Nthermal can be directly added since they are AWGN and uncorrelated. In a

typical indoor scenario, thermal noise is greater than shot noise.
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Figure 2.6: The geometry of a LOS link.

2.2.5 Propagation Models

In order to study a VLC system, the most important thing is to characterise an optical channel

and determine its DC gain. The DC gain of the optical channel can be characterised by ray trac-

ing model instead of statistic model. This is because, in VLC, the distance of light propagation

and the size of transmitter and receiver front-ends are significantly larger than the wavelength

of visible light. Hence, diffraction will not occur in this scenario which guarantees the accuracy

of the ray-tracing model.

2.2.5.1 LOS Link

In LOS links (directed, hybrid or nondirected), the DC gain can be accurately computed. The

geometry of a LOS link is illustrated in Figure 2.6, where an optical transmitter and an optical

receiver are placed in a room with a height of h and the horizontal distance between them is r.

The channel DC gain can be calculated by [1]:

H0 =
(m+ 1)Aeff

2πd2
cosm(φ) cos(ψ)rect

(
ψ

Ψfov

)
, (2.18)

where d is the distance between an optical transmitter and an optical receiver; Ψfov is the FOV of

the optical receiver; m is the Lambertian order of the optical transmitter and is a function of the
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Figure 2.7: The geometry of a first order reflection NLOS link. (xtx, ytx, h) are the coordinates
of an optical transmitter. (0, yw, zw) are the coordinates of a point on the wall.
(xrx, yrx, 0) are the coordinates of an optical receiver.

transmitter half-intensity radiation angle Φtx as m = −1/ log2(cos(Φtx)); φ is the irradiance

angle of the optical transmitter; ψ is the incidence angle the optical receiver; rect(x) represents

the rectangular function. The effective signal collection area Aeff is given as:

Aeff = ApG
n2

ref

sin2(Ψfov)
, (2.19)

where nref is the refractive index of the receiver optics; Ap is the physical area of a PD; Ts is

the signal transmission gain of the optical filter.

2.2.5.2 NLOS Link

In NLOS directed and non-directed links, the transmitted power reaches the optical receivers

through reflections. The geometry of a first order reflection NLOS link is illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.7. First order reflection means that the entire light path from a transmitter to a receiver

experiences one reflection. Most of the materials used in a building are effective reflectors,

which have the reflectivity within 0.6 − 0.9 [1]. Therefore, these materials can be deemed as
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Lambertian reflectors. This means reflecting materials absorb the incident light energy and re-

flect them as Lambertian pattern. The intensity of reflected light is proportional to the cosine

of irradiance angle and it is independent to the incidence angle of incoming light. In a second

order reflection NLOS link, the channel gain can be calculated as [1]:

H2nd−reflection =
ρTsAeffx

2
txx

2
rx

π2

∫∫

Swall

[x2
rx + (yrx − yw)2 + z2

w]−2

(x2
tx + (ytx − yw)2 + (h− zw)2)2

dxwdyw, (2.20)

where ρ is the reflectivity of a reflecting material; (xtx, ytx, h) is the the coordinates of an

optical transmitter; (0, yw, zw) is the coordinates of a point on the wall; (xrx, yrx, 0) is the

coordinates of an optical receiver; Swall is the area of the wall.

As the second-order reflection model is described, the next step is to generalise it to higher

order reflections. In order to derive this model, all of the smooth reflection surfaces are divided

into a number of small reflecting surface elements [116]. Each element collects the energy of

the light signal incident on its surface and re-emits a fraction of the collected light determined

by the reflection coefficient of the surface material.

In a generalised model, a NLOS link can be divided into three parts. The first part is the light

path from an optical transmitter to the qth reflecting surface element. The optical channel gain

for this path can be calculated as:

L1,q =
(m+ 1)∆A

2πd2
q,tx

cosm(φ) cos(ψ), (2.21)

where ∆A is the area of the reflecting surface element. The distance between the optical trans-

mitter and the qth reflecting surface element is denoted as dq,tx. Equation (2.21) provides a

method to calculate the power distribution on the reflecting walls due to a single-point source.

The incident light is absorbed by each reflection element and re-emitted with a Lambertian

pattern, and the intensity is determined by the reflection coefficient ρ. Therefore, the power on

each reflecting surface element after the ith light reflection can be derived.

Hence, in the second part of the NLOS path, the optical channel gain is described as:

Li,p =

Q∑

q=1

ρq(mref + 1) cosmref (φ) cos(θ)∆A

2πd2
p,q

Li−1,q, (2.22)

where i represents the number of the light reflections and dp,q is the distance between the
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reflecting element p and the reflecting element q. The total number of reflecting elements is Q.

The reflectivity of the reflecting element q is ρq; mref is the Lambertian order of the reflecting

element, which is a function of the reflecting material emission semi-angle at half power Ψref

as mref = 1/ log2(cos(Ψref)). For most surfaces, Ψref = 60o.

The third part of the NLOS link is the light path from the reflecting elements to an optical

receiver. The optical channel gain for this path can be represented as:

Hi =

Q∑

p=1

Li,p
ρp(mref + 1)∆A

2πd2
rx,p

cosmref (φ) cos(ψ)rect

(
ψ

Ψfov

)
, (2.23)

where drx,p is the distance between the qth reflecting surface element and the optical receiver;

the reflection coefficient of the reflecting element p is ρp.

Finally, the overall DC gain is the sum of the LOS component and the NLOS components:

Hoverall = H0 +
I∑

i=1

Hi, (2.24)

where I is the total number of maximum light reflections taken into account in a propagation

model.

2.2.6 Modulation Schemes

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, since light signal generated by LEDs are incoherent, the only

feasible way to convey information is to use IM/DD. Unlike RF, the modulation signals in VLC

must be real and positive. This means some modulation scheme in RF requires modification

before applying to VLC.

2.2.6.1 Single Carrier Modulation

Real single carrier modulation scheme can be adapted to VLC from RF without major modi-

fication. These modulation schemes include on-off keying (OOK), pulse position modulation

(PPM), pulse width modulation (PWM) and unipolar pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). The

detail of these modulation schemes is introduced as follows.
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OOK

OOK is the simplest way of modulation by representing digital data using “1s” and “0s”. In

terms of OOK implementation, two specific optical output power levels, PH,OOK and PL,OOK,

are defined. PH,OOK is the higher optical power which represents “1” and PL,OOK is the lower

optical power which represents “0”. Usually, PH,OOK and PL,OOK are chosen to maximise

their difference. Since there is no issue of non-linearity, PH,OOK can be the maximum possible

optical output power and PL,OOK can be 0.

PPM

PPM is a way of modulation by varying the position of the pulses in a time interval T . The way

of generating pulses in PPM is similar to that of OOK. If MPPM possible positions are used in

one time interval, log2(MPPM) bits can be represented within a time interval T .

PWM

PWM is a way of modulation by varying the pulse width in a time interval T . IfMPWM possible

positions can be used in one time interval, log2(MPWM) bits can be represented within a time

interval T . PPM is very useful in VLC system due to its flexibility of adjusting illumination

condition. With the help of variable pulse position modulation (VPPM) [117], illumination

with dimming control and communication can be realised simultaneously in VLC.

PAM

PAM is a way of modulation by encoding messages in the amplitude of a series of signal pulses.

If a PAM symbol has MPAM possible amplitudes, log2(MPAM) bits can be represented by one

PAM symbol. Unlike RF, VLC can only use positive optical output power. This means that

only unipolar PAM can be implemented.

The advantages of single carrier modulation techniques are: i) compared with multiple car-

rier modulation, single carrier modulation techniques can achieve better performance in flat

channels; ii) compared with multiple carrier modulation techniques, single carrier modulation

techniques are simple to implement and of low complexity; iii) compared with multiple carrier

modulation techniques, single carrier modulation techniques experience less impact from non-
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linear distortion at an optical transmitter. This is because these modulation techniques are time

domain based which can be easily shaped and constrained in a desired range.

2.2.6.2 Multiple Carrier Modulation

Compared with single carrier modulation, multiple carrier modulation offers higher data rates.

Multiple carrier modulation generally includes discrete multitone (DMT) and orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing (OFDM). At high data rates, the information signal is affected by

inter-symbol interference (ISI) when passing through a dispersive optical channel. Also, when

the off-the-shelf components are used, extra ISI is generated. This results in limited modula-

tion bandwidth and the main limiting factor of the communication rate [39, 40, 90]. Moreover,

the frequency response of realistic channel is usually non-flat in high frequency region. This

means that the use of modulation bandwidth in non-flat region requires appropriate equalisa-

tion techniques. For single carrier modulation, equalisation in non-flat channel requires so-

phisticated digital filter. Hence, multiple carrier modulation, especially OFDM is favourable

in this scenario. The advantage of using OFDM are: i) it enables simple equalisation using

single-tap equaliser in the frequency domain; ii) as the entire available bandwidth is split into

multiple narrowband subcarriers, it is possible to adaptively allocate information bits and en-

ergy to individual subcarriers according to their channel properties. This can effectively exploit

the communication resources; iii) OFDM technique can be directly used as a multiple access

scheme at the medium access control (MAC) level, where different subcarriers of OFDM can

be effectively allocated to different users [118].

Since a VLC system uses IM/DD, the way of generating OFDM signals need to be modi-

fied. Conventional OFDM subcarriers are modulated by M -quadrature amplitude modulation

(QAM) signals. As a result, the time domain signals are complex and bipolar. To make the time

domain signals real, Hermitian symmetry is required to impose in the block of symbols before

inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). To make the time domain signals unipolar, two differ-

ent methods are proposed in a typical VLC system, which are denoted as DC biased optical

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (DCO-OFDM) and asymmetrically clipped opti-

cal orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM), respectively. Details of DCO-

OFDM and ACO-OFDM are introduced in the following parts.
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Figure 2.8: DCO-OFDM signal generation. The cyclic prefix is not illustrated.
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Figure 2.9: ACO-OFDM signal generation. The cyclic prefix is not illustrated.

2.2.6.3 DCO-OFDM

In DCO-OFDM, a positive DC bias is added to the bipolar time domain signal [119]. Then,

the non-negative value of the biased signal is clipped so that the time domain signal becomes

unipolar. An example of DCO-OFDM time domain signal is illustrated in Figure 2.8. With the

use of DCO-OFDM, unipolar time domain OFDM signal can be generated straightforwardly.

The need for DC bias results in the waste of transmission power. However, in the perspective

of downlink, the addition of DC bias is beneficial since it provides illumination.

2.2.6.4 ACO-OFDM

In order to generate energy efficient unipolar OFDM signal that can avoid adding DC bias,

ACO-OFDM is proposed [119–123]. Only impose the information bits on odd-indexed subcar-

riers, ACO-OFDM can inherently generate unipolar signal without DC bias by exploiting the

properties of Fourier transform (see Figure. 2.9).
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Compared with DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM sacrifices half of the spectral efficiency to make

the time domain signal unipolar. In return, ACO-OFDM is more energy efficient than DCO-

OFDM.

2.3 Optical Attocell Networks

With the implementation of cellular networks, RF technology managed to serve a large number

of users with high service quality. Compared with a single transmitter, cellular networks can

provide higher power efficiency and also higher spectral efficiency by means of frequency reuse

[42, 124–130]. Due to the limitation of available communication bandwidth, the most effective

way to improve the performance of cellular networks is to reduce the inter-site distance between

each access point (AP) in the system. A femtocell is usually referred to as a low power, low

cost, plug-and-play AP which is small in cell size. The deployment of femtocells introduces

new intra-cell and intercell interference, which degrades the system performance.

VLC is very suitable in small-cell system since the coverage area of a LED is intrinsically

limited. In order to provide high speed broadband service with wide coverage, networked VLC

system, namely optical attocell network, is required. As the visible light spectrum does not

interfere with RF, the existing RF cellular network will not be affected by optical APs. This

means, with the use of optical cells, the total throughput of the heterogeneous network can be

further improved. Unlike RF transmitters that are usually omnidirectional, optical transmitters

are intrinsically directional. The transmitted light of an AP can be strictly confined within a

limited region. Also, as visible light cannot penetrate wall, physically there is no co-channel

interference between the neighbouring rooms. With these features, optical attocell networks can

be deployed in extremely high density. Interestingly, the high-density deployment of lighting

infrastructures already exists in order to fulfil the illumination requirement. According to the

recent study [56], up to three orders of magnitude throughput improvement can be obtained by

optical attocell networks when compared with RF femtocell.

2.3.1 Interference Mitigation

In an optical attocell network, inter-cell interference (ICI) is inevitable since APs are placed

close to each other. This can significantly compromise the system performance. In order to mit-

igate ICI, three methods were studied. The first one is joint transmission [58]. In this method,
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data transmitted from the adjacent APs are cooperated to avoid ICI at cell edge. Results show

that this method can achieve better cell edge signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and

improve the system throughput. However, a drawback of joint transmission systems is that they

require extra signalling overhead. The second interference mitigation technique is fractional

frequency reuse (FFR) [59]. By using FFR, cells are partitioned into spatial regions with dif-

ferent frequency reuse factors. Since adjacent regions use different frequency band, ICI can be

effectively avoided. Hence, the cell edge user SINR and spectral efficiency of optical attocell

networks are significantly improved. The third ICI mitigation method is busy burst signalling

[57]. For this method, a busy burst signal will be broadcast if a user intend to receive data in the

following frame. In optical attocell networks, a busy burst signal is generated to indicate the

neighbouring cells to avoid data transmission while the desired AP is transmitting. By using

this method, each AP in the system can acquire the knowledge of interference without cen-

tral supervision. Results show that busy burst approach can improve the system performance

without compromising the user throughput at cell edge.

2.3.2 Multiple User Access Schemes

In optical attocell networks, it is of vital importance to have multiple access schemes to fa-

cilitate users to get access to APs. In this part, three different multiple user access schemes,

time division multiple access (TDMA), space division multiple access (SDMA) and orthogonal

frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) are introduced.

2.3.2.1 TDMA

In an optical TDMA scenario, a single-element transmitter is functioned as an AP. All active

users share the same bandwidth resource in their corresponding optical cell. Information for

different users is transmitted in different time slots. Only one of the active users can be served

in each time slot. Therefore, the received SINR of an active user k can be expressed as:

γk =

(
τPtxHb̂,k

)2

N0B +
∑

b′ 6=b̂
(
τPtxHb′,k

)2 , (2.25)

where τ is the responsivity of the PD; Ptx is the optical power transmitted by an AP and is

assumed to be the same for all APs; Hb̂,k is the channel attenuation between user k and the
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Figure 2.10: The difference between TDMA and SDMA. On the left is a TDMA scenario. Only
user 1 is served within a time slot. On the right is a SDMA scenario. Four users
are served simultaneously within one time slot.

desired AP b̂;
∑

b′ 6=b̂
(
rPtHb′,k

)2 represents the interference signal from interfering APs; N0 is

the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power spectral density; B is the optical communi-

cation bandwidth. If a simple round-robin (RR) scheduler is used, the spectral efficiency of the

optical TDMA system is as follows:

ΩTDMA =
1

K

K∑

k=1

log2(1 + γk), (2.26)

where K is the total number of the active users.

2.3.2.2 SDMA

Unlike TDMA, SDMA is multiple access scheme that supports simultaneous transmission to

different active users. SDMA was initially implemented in RF communication [131]. As illus-

trated in Figure 2.10, in a TDMA scenario, an AP consists of a single-element transmitter which

has wide transmission pattern. Only one user can be served within a time slot. Unlike TDMA,

the AP in SDMA system consists of multiple LED elements which can generate multiple di-

rectional narrow light beams simultaneously. Hence, more than one active user can be served

within a single time slot. By exploiting the location information of active users, the interference

between these narrow beams can be significantly mitigated. Therefore, SDMA is able to offer
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superior performance in comparison with TDMA. Detailed analysis of optical SDMA and the

comparison between optical TDMA and optical SDMA are discussed in Chapter 5.

2.3.2.3 OFDMA

In an optical OFDMA scenario, the entire modulation bandwidth is divided into a number

of subcarriers by the operations of IFFT. This can be done by either DCO-OFDM or ACO-

OFDM. Multiple access is achieved by allocating subsets of the subcarriers to different users.

The received SINR of a subcarrier io is:

γ(io) =

(
τPtxHb̂(io)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′ 6=b̂

(
τPtxHb′(io)

)2 , (2.27)

where Hb̂(io) is the channel gain of the desired AP b̂; Hb′(io) represents the channel gain from

interfering AP b′. The spectral efficiency of the optical OFDMA system is as follows:

ΩOFDMA =
1

Isub

Isub∑

io=1

log2

(
1 + γ(io)

)
, (2.28)

where Isub is the total number of the OFDMA subcarriers.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, a brief history of VLC and the fundamental concepts for VLC link-level design

are introduced. These concepts include: the classification for VLC links, IM/DD channel, the

characteristic of transmitter and receiver front-end elements and the noise source in VLC links.

With these fundamental concepts, both LOS and NLOS optical channels are modelled. In order

to increase the spectral efficiency of VLC links, modulation schemes including single carrier

and multi-carrier modulation are introduced.

In addition, the concept of optical attocell networks is presented. Also, interference mitigation

schemes and multiple access schemes for optical attocell networks are also discussed.
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3.1 Introduction

In an optical attocell network, inter-cell interference (ICI) consists of two parts: line-of-sight

(LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) ICI. Conventionally, both LOS and NLOS ICI are char-

acterised by ray tracing model [1]. In order to mitigate the LOS ICI, one of the most effective

ways is to use angle diversity receiver (ADR) as optical receivers [132]. An ADR consists of

multiple directional photodiode (PD) with narrow field-of-view (FOV). With the use of signal

combining schemes, an angle diversity receiver can reject LOS ICI from the cell in the vicinity

without losing the coverage. In terms of NLOS ICI, since light interference can be reflected by

walls, ceilings and floors, even a narrow FOV optical receiver fails to exclude it. Hence, NLOS

ICI is inevitable at receiver side. The estimation of the NLOS ICI is of significant importance

as it limits the upper bound of the system performance in optical attocell networks.

In this section, a simplified model was proposed to evaluate NLOS ICI in optical attocell net-

works. This model is based on the assumption that the symbol duration of the system is much

longer than the duration of channel impulse response. Therefore, direct current (DC) chan-

nel gain instead of time dispersive channel gain is taken into account. In this model, only

second order light reflections are considered. Also a novel way of estimating light reflection

is introduced. This model significantly simplifies the calculation of NLOS reflections. With

this model, the analytical result of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) distribution

in optical attocell networks can be represented as closed-form. The results of Monte Carlo

simulations verify the accuracy of the analytical model.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, conventional propagation model

for light transmission in optical attocell networks is introduced and discussed in this section.

Section 3.3 describes the simplified NLOS propagation model. The analytical derivation of

the SINR distribution in attocell network is given in Section 3.4. The analytical and numerical

results are presented and discussed in Section 3.6. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 3.7.

3.2 Conventional Ray-tracing Model

The channel DC gain of LOS path in this optical attocell network can be calculated by (2.18)

in Chapter 2. The conventional way of calculating the channel gain is that, all of the smooth

reflection surfaces are divided into a number of small reflecting surface elements [116]. Each
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element collects the energy of the light signal incident on its surface and re-emits a fraction of

the collected light determined by the reflection coefficient of the surface material. As mentioned

in Chapter 2, a NLOS link can be divided into three parts which can be calculated by (2.21),

(2.22), (2.23) and (2.24).

3.2.1 The SINR Statistics Evaluation

The service quality of optical attocell networks can be determined by considering the SINR

statistics of received SINR. This metric includes the level of received SINR and the cumulative

distribution function (CDF) distribution of received SINR. Therefore, in order to evaluate the

performance of an optical receiver using a conventional ray-tracing model, the received SINR

of the optical receiver need to be determined. First, a desired access point (AP) need to be

chosen to maximize the received SINR of the optical receiver. The desire AP for the k-th user,

b̂, can be chosen as:

b̂ = argmax
b

(
Hb,k

)
. (3.1)

where, b is the index of an AP. The Hb,k is the channel gain from AP b to user k. Then, the

received SINR of the user is:

γ =

(
RPtxHb̂,k

)2

N0B +
∑

b′ 6=b̂
(
RPtxHb′,k

)2 (3.2)

where R is the optical to electric conversion efficiency; Ptx is the average electric power of

an AP; b′ represents the index of interfering AP; N0 is the noise spectral density; B is the

modulation bandwidth. There is no frequency selective fading in a VLC system since the PD

area is much larger than the wavelength of the optical signal. Therefore, it is assumed that

all APs exhibit similar frequency responses which are determined by the electrical and optical

components used.

With the representation of the received SINR, the CDF of the received SINR in optical attocell

networks is:

F (γ) = P (γ < Γ). (3.3)

where Γ is the threshold of the received SINR.
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Figure 3.1: The layout of a hexagonal optical attocell network.

3.2.2 Simulation and Discussion

In this thesis, hexagonal optical attocell network is chosen since hexagonal configuration pro-

vides the optimised performance in terms of system capacity and illumination [133]. The layout

of a hexagonal optical attocell network is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The parameters of hexagonal

optical attocell network is consistent with the parameters in [133]: the optical attocell network

is deployed in a typical 20× 11× 4 m office with 40 light emitting diode (LED) on the ceiling.

Each LED is placed in the centre of a hexagonal cell and the radius of the cell, Rcell, is 3 m.

Single-element optical receivers are used in this scenario and they are all assumed to be placed

at a desktop height of 1 m. Also, the FOV of the each PD is identical, which is 30o. Transmis-

sion power of each optical AP, Ptx is 1 W. The half power semi-angle of an optical transmitter

is 40o. The physical area of an optical receiver is 1cm2. Also, up to fourth order multipath

reflections are taken into account. Matlab with parallel computation module is used to perform

the Monte Carlo simulation.

In the simulation, active users in the attocell network are assumed to be uniformly distributed

in the entire office. By varying the position of the active users across all possible locations in

the room and estimating the respective achievable SINR, the CDF of the SINR for the active

users can be determined, which is shown in Figure 3.2.

The distribution of the SINR are split into two different parts: high SINR region and low SINR

region. This is due to the cut-off effect of optical receiver FOV. The users in region 1 (Fig-
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Figure 3.2: The CDF of the SINR for the single-PD receiver when FOV is 30o. The SINR
of users in Region 1 corresponds to the high SINR part. The SINR of users in
Region 2 corresponds to the low SINR part. I is the total number of maximum light
reflections taken into account in a propagation model.

ure 3.4) are near the cell centre and are free from LOS ICI. This is because optical receivers

with limited FOV can reject LOS ICI from neighbouring cells. This means that they can achieve

higher SINR than the cell-edge users in region 2 where user performance affects by LOS ICI.

Compared with the performance where there is no light reflection (I = 0), the SINR perfor-

mance only slightly degrades when the first order reflection (I = 1) is considered. This is

because the first order reflection can only reach the optical receiver via the walls. In most parts

of the room, the first order reflection can be easily rejected by the optical receiver with limited

FOV. Only users at the edge of the room can be affected by the interfering signal from the

first order reflection. However, when both the first and second order reflections are taken into

account, the SINR performance in the high SINR part dramatically decreases. This is because

all users can receive the second order reflected interfering signals through the reflection off the

ceiling. When higher-order reflections are considered, the SINR performance degrades slightly.

This is because the magnitude of high-order reflected light decays significantly due to the power

loss of reflection. Therefore, it is notable that the second order light reflection is the dominant

NLOS ICI component in the optical attocell networks.

Unlike the first order reflection, the power of the second or higher-order reflected interfering
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Figure 3.3: The PDF of the SINR for the single-PD receiver when FOV is 30o.

signal is spread over the entire ceiling area which means it is impossible to totally eliminate

it by only adjusting the FOV of the receiver. Furthermore, since the power of the reflected

interfering signal is proportional to the transmission power of the optical APs, the reflected

interfering signal will always constrain the upper limit of the SINR performance especially

when high transmitted optical power or a low-noise receiver is used. Therefore, it is of vital

importance to analytically model the reflected ICI, especially for the users in region 1 where

NLOS ICI dominates.

Fig. 3.3 shows the characteristic of SINR distribution in the PDF perspective. It can be observed

that the PDF of user SINR is clustered in three different SINR regions. The region with the

lowest SINR corresponds to the users that experience LOS interference. The region with the

highest SINR corresponds to the users that experience no-interference. This only happens when

up to first order reflection is taken into account. If higher order reflections are considered, SINR

drops as users will experience NLOS interference from light reflections.

3.3 Simplified NLOS Propagation Model

In the analytical model, a 7-cell configuration is considered, as is shown in Figure 3.5. The cell

in the centre is the desired cell and the six interfering cells are in the vicinity of the desired cell.

As discussed in the last section, the users in cell centre are mainly affected by NLOS ICI which
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Figure 3.4: The layout of a hexagonal optical cell.

is dominated by second order reflection. Hence, in order to focus on NLOS ICI, all users are

assumed to be distributed within the centre of the desired cell with a radius of R1.

In the conventional model, the computation complexity of the NLOS path is high. This is

because high-order reflections are taken into account in conventional ray-tracing models. How-

ever, this is unnecessary in optical attocell networks. As illustrated in Figure 3.6, the FOV of

the optical receiver is designed to be narrow enough to block the LOS interference (O → C)

from cells in the vicinity. Furthermore, the narrow FOV optical receiver also blocks the first-

order reflections (O → D → C) which are reflected by walls. Second-order reflections are

the only dominant inter-cell interference occurred because the other high-order reflections

attenuates significantly, thus are negligible. Hence, only the second-order reflections (point

O → A→ B → C) are assumed in the simplified model. Usually, the propagation path of the

second order reflection can be divided into two parts as part I (point O → A → B) and part II

(point B → C).

3.3.1 NLOS Path I

For this path, light signals are considered to be transmitted from an optical transmitter at point

O on the ceiling, reflected by the floor and transmitted back to the ceiling (see Figure 3.7). The

optical power density of the reflected light at point O, I0, has the maximum value and can be
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Figure 3.5: The layout of the simplified attocell network.

presented as:

I0 =
C(m+ 1)(n+ 1)

4π2h−(m+n+2)

∫∫

floor

dxdy

(x2 + y2 + h2)(m+n+6)/2
. (3.4)

Here, x, y in (3.4) can be replaced by φ, ϕ, respectively. The mathematical relationship between

them is as follows: 



x = h tan(φ) cos(ϕ)

y = h tan(φ) sin(ϕ),
(3.5)

where φ is the angle of irradiance and ϕ is the azimuth angle. Then, the intensity density at

point O can be calculated in closed-form:

I0 =
C(m+ 1)(n+ 1)

4π2h4

∫ 2π

0

∫ π/2

0
cos(φ)m+n+6Jdφdϕ

=
C(m+ 1)(n+ 1)

2πh2(m+ n+ 4)
,

(3.6)

where the coefficient C = ρfloorρceilingPtx; and the reflection coefficient of the floor and ceil-

ing are ρfloor and ρceiling, respectively; also, J is the Jacobian determinant of the coordinate

conversion which can be represented as:

J = det

([
∂x

∂φ

∂x

∂ϕ
;
∂y

∂φ

∂y

∂ϕ

])
. (3.7)
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Figure 3.6: The signal propagation model in an optical attocell network.

In the simplified model, instead of reflecting by the entire floor, all light energy is assumed to

be concentrated and reflected by two points, S and S′, shown in Figure 3.8. It is also assumed

that the intensity density at point O is identical to that in the conventional ray-tracing model.

The intensity density of the reflected light reaches its peak at point O and attenuates at the

other locations on the ceiling. The attenuation of the light signals depends on v, which is the

horizontal distance between the desired point W and the start point O. Also, the attenuation

depends on the attenuation factor, α′. Any two points on the ceiling have the same intensity

density of the reflected light if their distances to O are the same. Hence, for an arbitrary point

on the ceiling, the intensity density can be represented as:

Iv = 0.5I0

(
H ′s
Hs

)α′/2
+ 0.5I0

(
H ′s′
Hs′

)α′/2

=
0.5I0(h2 + l2s )α

′

(h2 + (v + ls)2)α′
+

0.5I0(h2 + l2s )α
′

(h2 + (v − ls)2)α′
,

(3.8)

where, Hs, Hs′ , H ′s and H ′s′ are four different channel gains from reflectors S and S′ to the

ceiling (see Figure 3.8); h is the height of the room; ls is the horizontal distance between point

O and point S. Since the energy spread of a transmitter scales with its transmitter semi-angle,

a heuristic equation is used to determine ls, which is:

ls = h tan(Φtx). (3.9)

The attenuation factor, α′, is chosen to minimise the difference between the intensity density
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Figure 3.7: The conventional signal propagation model for NLOS path I.

of the proposed simplified model, Ins∆v, and the intensity density of the conventional model,

Îns∆v, which is represented as:

α′ = argmin
α′

Ns∑

ns=1

∣∣∣Ins∆v − Îns∆v

∣∣∣ , (3.10)

where ∆v is the step size; ns is the index of step size; Ns is the total number of steps. The

value of α′ is more accurate when the step size ∆v is smaller and Ns is greater. The estimated

α′ at different transmitter semi-angle is presented in Figure 3.9. Note that only a few points of

α need to be calculated and a fourth-order polynomial is used for interpolation, which is:

α′ = −1.88× 10−8Φ4
tx + 4.80× 10−6Φ3

tx − 2.68× 10−4Φ2
tx + 0.0098Φtx + 2.02. (3.11)

Considering the simplified NLOS model, the optical power density of an arbitrary point on

the ceiling, Iv, can be calculated in closed-form using (3.8). As a result, the simplified model

significantly reduces the computational complexity in comparison with the conventional ray-

tracing model.
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Figure 3.8: The simplified propagation model for NLOS path I.

3.3.2 NLOS Path II

For this path, the reflected light from the ceiling is transmitted to an optical receiver, as shown

in Figure 3.10. Due to the limitation of the receiver FOV, only the reflected light within the

grey area on the ceiling can be captured by the receiver. For optical receivers with narrow FOV,

the optical power intensity of the reflected light in the grey area can be assumed as constant.

In a 7-cell optical attocell network, NLOS ICI is generated by the six neighbouring APs. The

distance between an interfering AP and the desired cell centre is
√

3Rcell. Therefore, the total

NLOS ICI can be calculated as:

INLOS = 6

[∫ h tan(Ψsingle)

0
RIv2πr′H(r′)dr′

]2

= 6
[
RIvAeff sin2(Ψsingle)

]2
∣∣∣∣
v=
√

3Rcell

.

(3.12)

By using the proposed simplified NLOS model, the NLOS ICI received by an optical receiver

can be calculated in closed-form by (3.12).
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Figure 3.9: The value of attenuation factor α at different transmitter semi-angle.

3.4 Theoretical Derivation of the SINR Distribution of NLOS In-

terference

In this section, the CDF of the SINR of an optical attocell network is derived analytically. All

users are assumed to be located within the central area of the desired cell, which is illustrated

in Figure 3.5. The radius of the area is R1. The horizontal distance between an active user and

the desired cell centre is represented as r. The user location follows a uniform distribution and

the PDF of r can be represented as:

fr(r) =
2r

R2
1

. (3.13)

By considering the geometry relationship between the parameters: d = h/cos(φ), cos(φ) =

h/
√
h2 + r2, ψ = φ, (2.18) can be expressed as:

H(r) =
(m+ 1)Aeff

2πh2

(
h√

h2 + r2

)m+3

. (3.14)

Since an optical attocell network is usually interference limited [133], the signal-to-interference
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Figure 3.10: The simplified propagation model for NLOS path II. Yellow spot represents the
desire AP and red spots represent interfering APs.

ratio (SIR) can be represented as:

γ(r) =

(
RPtxH(r)

)2

INLOS +N0B
≈

(
RPtxH(r)

)2

INLOS
. (3.15)

Considering the relationship γdB = 10 log10(γ) and probability density transform rule, the

PDF of SIR γdB can be generated as:

fγdB(γdB) =
h2 ln 10

10(m+ 3)R2
1

exp

(
−(γdB + γmax) ln 10

10(m+ 3)

)
, (3.16)

where γmax is the maximum achievable SIR which exists at the cell centre which can be repre-

sented as:

γmax = 20 log10

(
RPtx(m+ 1)Aeff

2πh2

)
− 10 log10(INLOS). (3.17)

The CDF of the SIR of an optical receiver in the optical attocell network can be represented in

closed-form:

F (γdB) =

∫ γdB

γmin

f(γdB)dγdB

= − h
2

R2
1

exp

(
−(γdB + γmax) ln 10

10(m+ 3)

)
+
h2

R2
1

exp

(
−(γmin + γmax) ln 10

10(m+ 3)

)
,

(3.18)

where γmin is the minimum achievable SIR which exists at the cell edge:

γmin = 10 log10

(
(RPtxH(R1))2

INLOS

)
. (3.19)
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Cell radius, Rcell 3 m
Responsivity, R 1 A/W
Room height, h 4 m

Surface half-intensity radiation angle, Φref 60◦

Refractive index, nref 1.5

Transmission Power of an AP, Ptx 1 W
Modulation Bandwidth, B 20 MHz

AWGN spectral density, N0 10−21A/Hz
Step size, ∆v 0.05 m

Total step number, Ns 200

Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters

3.5 Computational Complexity

In terms of the computational complexity, the nondirected model described in [31] calculates

the channel gain by dividing reflection surface into small pieces. This means that the compu-

tational complexity of this model depends on the size of the room and the area of each reflect

element, ∆A. The total area of reflection surface is defined as Atotal. Hence, according to [31],

the computational complexity of the nondirected model is represented as O(nielem), where i is

the reflection order and nelem is the total number of reflection elements which can be calculated

as nelem =
Atotal

∆A
.

In comparison, as discussed in the previous section, our proposed simplified model can be

calculated in closed-form. That means the computational complexity of this simplified method

does not depend on the size of the room. The computational complexity of the proposed model

can be represented as O(1), which is of less computational complexity.

3.6 Results and Discussion

In this section, the CDF results using conventional ray-tracing method and the proposed sim-

plified model are presented. The CDF results using a ray tracing technique is obtained by

Monte-Carlo simulation and the CDF results using the proposed simplified model is generated

analytically according to (3.18). In both scenarios, a 7-cell optical attocell network is assumed.

Four different transmitter semi-angles are considered, which are 15o, 30o, 45o and 60o, respec-

tively. All other parameters are presented in Table. 3.1.

The comparison between the CDF of SINR using ray-tracing and the the proposed simplified
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Figure 3.11: The CDF of the SINR at the optical receiver in terms of different transmitter semi-
angle Φtx. ’Conv’ denotes the CDF results obtained by conventional ray-tracing
model. ’Simp’ denotes the CDF results generated by the simplified model.

model is presented in Figure 3.11. There is a close agreement between the proposed simplified

model and the conventional ray-tracing model, especially when the transmitter semi-angle of

the optical receiver is small. The difference between the proposed simplified model and the

ray-tracing model becomes greater when the transmitter semi-angle is large. This is because,

for NLOS path I, the simplified model is nearly identical to the conventional ray-tracing model

when the transmitter semi-angle is considerably small. The accuracy of the model decreases

when the transmitter semi-angle increases. However, from an application perspective, opti-

cal attocell networks with smaller cell size can provide higher data density. In the small cell

scenario, smaller transmitter semi-angle is preferred since it can effectively avoid inter-cell in-

terference. This means that the proposed simplified NLOS propagation model is valid in most

of the realistic scenarios and provide accurate closed-form performance estimation in optical

attocell networks.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, the conventional ray-tracing model for optical attocell networks is introduced.

While achieving high accuracy, the ray-tracing model is of high computational complexity. In

order to address this issue, a simplified model for NLOS propagation is proposed for evaluating
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the performance of optical attocell networks. In comparison with the ray-tracing model, the

simplified model only considers second-order reflections. Also, a new method for estimating

light reflections is introduced. By implementing the simplified model, the SINR distribution of

optical attocell networks can be derived analytically in closed-form which significantly reduces

the calculation complexity in comparison with ray-tracing technique. By comparing the results

of using the conventional ray-tracing model and the proposed simplified model, the accuracy

of the simplified model is validated. Apart from optical attocell networks with single-element

receiver, the proposed model can also be applied to the optical attocell networks that use angle

diversity receivers and angle diversity transmitters.
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Chapter 4
Interference Mitigation Techniques

using Angle Diversity Receiver
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4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a novel inter-cell interference (ICI) mitigation technique which employs angle

diversity receivers (ADRs) is proposed in optical attocell networks. The ADR in the proposed

technology consists of multiple narrow field-of-view (FOV) photodiodes (PDs) with different

orientations. This type of optical receiver can achieve a large coverage area without introducing

extra ambient light and interference light. In [134–137], a single link from an optical transmit-

ter to an ADR is investigated. The results show an improvement in terms of signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR), transmission speed and coverage. In this work, four different signal combining

schemes namely select best combining (SBC), the equal gain combining (EGC), maximum

ratio combining (MRC) and optimum combining (OPC), are proposed for ADRs in optical at-

tocell networks. Also, a novel double-source cell configuration consisting two transmission

modes is designed which is shown to provide further improvements to system performance. A

criteria of selecting transmission modes in double-source cell configuration is also determined.

Finally, an analytical framework for evaluating the performance of an ADR in a hexagonal

optical attocell network is introduced. It is further shown that the analytical results accurately

predict and evaluate the performance of optical attocell networks.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the design of optical

angle diversity receivers. Four different signal combining schemes for ADR are discussed

in Section 4.3. The concepts of the optical double-source cell are introduced in Section 4.4.

Theoretical analysis of the optical attocell networks are discussed in Section 4.5. The results

and discussions are presented in Section 4.6. Finally, conclusions of the topic are given in

Section 4.7.

4.2 Optical Angle Diversity Receivers

Three types of optical receivers are considered in optical attocell networks. For the purpose

of fairness, the parameters of these optical receivers are chosen to make the overall coverage

area of each optical receiver equal. The first type is a single-PD receiver with only one upward-

pointing PD with a FOV of Φsingle. The second type is an ADR with 9 PDs. 9 PDs are chosen

to ensure the angle diversity receiver has the same FOV with the single PD receiver. As shown

in Figure 4.1, this ADR consists of an upward pointing PD which is surrounded by a ring of

8 PDs. The third type is an ADR with 20 PDs as shown in Figure 4.2. This ADR has an
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Figure 4.1: The illustration of an ADR (9 PDs).
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Figure 4.2: The illustration of an ADR (20 PDs).

upward-pointing PD which is surrounded by two rings of PDs. The number of PDs in each

ring is 7 and 12, respectively. This can also ensure the FOV of the angle diversity receiver is

similar to the single-PD receiver. Each PD on an ADR has the same FOV, ΨADR. In addition,

as shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, α is defined as the tilted angle between the neighbouring

rings. The tilted angle, α is designed so that the overlap between the coverage area of each

PD is minimised. As a result, the ADR has a strong ability to separate different light sources.

The coverage area of a single-PD receiver (S1) and the coverage area of each ADR (S2,S3) are

illustrated in Figure 4.3.

In optical attocell networks, ICI can be reduced by increasing the number of PDs on an optical

receiver, especially when PDs point to a different directions. The reasons for this are twofold.

Firstly, since the overall coverage area of each optical receiver is identical, the optical receiver

with more PDs can have a narrower FOV for each PD. A narrow FOV PD can effectively re-

ject the line-of-sight (LOS) ICI. Secondly, due to the dispersive nature of light reflections, a
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S2S1 S3

9 PDs 20 PDs1 PD

Figure 4.3: The coverage area of each type of optical receivers on the ceiling. The overall
coverage area of an ADR is the union of the individual coverage areas of each PD
on that ADR. The coverage area of the single-PD receiver is defined by the only
PD.

narrow FOV PD can significantly mitigate the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) ICI because it collects

less light from reflections. Secondly, as the number of individual detector elements on a re-

ceiver increases, the granularity of the receiver increases. This results in the better capability of

suppressing ICI.

4.3 Signal Combining Schemes for ADR

An ADR consists of multiple PD elements with different orientations. It can significantly miti-

gate ICI if proper signal combining schemes are used. Therefore, four popular signal combining

schemes in radio frequency (RF), namely SBC, EGC, MRC and OPC, are adapted and imple-

mented to the proposed ADRs. The detail of these signal combining schemes are described

later in this section.

Similar to RF [138], it is assumed that a user chooses an access point (AP) that provides the

strongest signal as:

ad = argmax
a

NPD∑

p=1

∣∣Ha,p

∣∣2. (4.1)

The ADR combines the received signals from its PDs. According to [1], the signal-to-interference-
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plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the desired user after signal combining is given by:

γ =

(
NPD∑
p=1

RPtxwpHad,p

)2

NPD∑
p=1

w2
pN0B +

NAP∑
a=1,a6=ad

(
RPtx

NPD∑
p=1

wpHa,p

)2 , (4.2)

where wp is the weight of the PD p; N0 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power

spectral density;B is the communication bandwidth; Ptx is the transmission power of an optical

AP. If NPD is set to be 1, (4.2) represents the SINR of an user with a single-PD receiver.

In different combining schemes, the weights are evaluated differently, and requires the knowl-

edge of channel state information (CSI) at the ADR. In this study, CSI is assumed as channel

direct current (DC) gain, H , and usually ADR acquires CSI through pilot sequences.

4.3.1 SBC scheme

In SBC, only the signal from the PD which has the highest received SNR is selected. All the

signals from other PDs are discarded. The index of the desired PD is determined by:

pd = argmax
p

(
RPtxHad,p

)2

N0B
. (4.3)

The weight of PDs is:

wp =





1 p = pd

0 otherwise.
(4.4)

The weight of PDs is determined by the knowledge of CSI. According to (4.3), only the knowl-

edge of CSI from the desired cell to a user is required. The knowledge of CSI from the other

interfering APs to the user is unnecessary. In terms of the circuit design, a switch is required

for selecting the signals from the desired PD.

4.3.2 EGC scheme

The EGC is a simple signal combining scheme in which signals from all PDs are combined

with equal weights giving wp = 1.
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The EGC requires only a simple adder for the combining circuit. No knowledge of CSI from

any AP to a user is required for signal combining. Since optical power from multiple PDs is

added up, the received optical power using EGC is higher than the optical power using SBC.

However, as the signal from each PD is equally weighted, co-channel interference cannot be

suppressed effectively which could result in poor overall SINR performance.

4.3.3 MRC scheme

In MRC, weights wp, are proportional to the SNR [139] on each PD, which is:

wp =

(
RPtxHad,p

)2

N0B
. (4.5)

Here, Had,p can be determined by pilot sequence and N0B can be determined at the optical

detector by setting all optical APs to transmit constant light. It is notable that, since the symbol

duration is expected to be long enough, the time difference caused by the geometry of an angle

diversity receiver can be negligible. That means the signals can be regarded as coherent.

Similar to SBC, MRC only requires knowledge of CSI from the desired AP to a user. For

circuit design, a multiplier and an adder are necessary for combining the received signals. With

a proper weight on each PD, MRC should boost the desired signal components and attenuates

ICI and noise components which should result in a high overall SINR.

4.3.4 OPC scheme

If there is no ICI, MRC can provide the optimum SNR [140]. However, in the proposed opti-

cal attocell network, both LOS and NLOS ICI components from the neighbouring APs can be

received. The correlation between interference terms at different PDs significantly affects the

performance of MRC. As a consequence, OPC is considered. OPC was initially used in RF

scenario [140] and is firstly proposed for an visible light communication (VLC) system. It mit-

igates ICI by considering an interference-plus-noise correlation matrix which can significantly

suppress the correlated interference. In OPC, weights are calculated as follows:

w = ξR−1
nnuad , (4.6)
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where the signals received from the desired AP uad is:

uad = [RPtxHad,1, RPtxHad,2, · · · , RPtxHad,NPD
]T ; (4.7)

and a vector with the different weight is represented as:

w = [w1, w2, · · · , wNPD
]T ; (4.8)

ξ is a scaling factor; the interference-plus-noise correlation matrix, Rnn, is given by:

Rnn = N0BI +
∑

a6=ad

[
uau

T
a

]
. (4.9)

In (4.9), I is the identity matrix and ua is the signals received from AP a:

ua = [RPtxHa,1, RPtxHa,2, · · · , RPtxHa,NPD
]T . (4.10)

Compared with MRC, OPC not only requires knowledge of CSI from the desired AP to a user,

but also the knowledge of CSI from all other interfering APs to the user in order to estimate

the interference-plus-noise correlation matrix. However, by exploiting the correlation of inter-

ference received each PD, OPC can suppress the correlated interference and this is expected to

achieve better SINR performance compared with MRC.

4.4 Double-source Optical Cell

The existing optical attocell has a single AP at each cell centre. Although common, this config-

uration cannot fully exploit the spatial diversity of ADRs since only a single transmitter element

can be used in each cell. Hence, in this section, we increase the number of optical transmitters

in each cell and propose a novel double-source cell configuration to further improve the perfor-

mance of ADRs. As shown in Figure 4.4, in each double-source cell, there are two APs which

are termed as the ‘positive AP’ and the ‘negative AP’. The time domain signal transmitted

by the ‘positive AP’ and the ‘negative AP’ are denoted as S(t) and S′(t), respectively. The

dynamic range of them is from 0 to SH.

In terms of illumination, when the distance between the ‘positive AP’ and the ‘negative AP’ is
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Hpos HnegH

Conventional Cell Double-source Cell

Figure 4.4: The layout of a conventional optical cell and a double-source optical cell.

small, the illumination condition of double source cell configuration is similar to that of single-

cell configuration. However, when the distance between the ‘positive AP’ and the ‘negative

AP’ is large, illumination condition will be different and might not meet the indoor illumination

requirement. In this case, extra dummy light source can be added in the system to compensate

the illumination.

4.4.1 Mode A

Two data transmission modes, mode A and mode B, are defined in double-source cell configu-

ration. In mode A, the relationship between S′(t) and S(t) is represented as:

S′(t) = SH − S(t). (4.11)

Since transmission power of an optical AP is defined as the standard deviation of the optical

signal, the transmission power of the ‘positive AP’ and the ‘negative AP’ is obtained as:

Ptx,pos =
√
E [(S(t)− E[S(t)])2], (4.12)
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Ptx,neg =
√
E [(S′(t)− E[S′(t)])2]

=
√
E [(SH − S(t)− E[SH − S(t)])2]

=
√
E [(S(t)− E[S(t)])2]. (4.13)

Since the transmission power of the ‘positive AP’ and the ‘negative AP’ is the same, it is simply

denoted as Ptx. Furthermore, the transmit power, Ptx is assumed to be the same for all APs.

As we assume that the symbol duration of the system is much longer than the duration of

channel impulse response, channel gain is regarded as non-time-dispersive and is represented

by channel DC gain. Therefore, for a single optical cell, the received optical signal at a PD is

represented as:

Ssum(t) = S(t)Hpos + S′(t)Hneg. (4.14)

Therefore, the received optical power at a PD is:

Prx =
√
E [(Ssum(t)− E[Ssum(t)])2]

=
√
E [(S(t)(Hpos −Hneg)− E[S(t)(Hpos −Hneg)])2]

=
√

E [(S(t)− E[S(t)])2] |Hpos −Hneg|

= Ptx∆H, (4.15)

where Hpos is the channel gain between the ‘positive AP’ and the optical receiver and Hneg is

the channel gain between the ‘negative AP’ and the optical receiver; ∆H denotes the difference

between Hpos and Hneg.

It can be observed from (4.15) that the received signal power is scaled by the channel gain

difference, ∆H . Generally, the desired cell is close to a receiver and the interfering cells are

much farther. As illustrated in Figure 4.5, a receiver is underneath its desired cell and the

channel gain difference ∆H of a PD is large. This is because, the PD has little chance to

simultaneously receive LOS signals from the two APs due to the narrow FOV. Therefore, only

one of Hpos, and Hneg appears in the LOS channel gain. Since the difference between LOS

and NLOS channel gain is significant, the received optical signal is enhanced. It is also shown

in Figure 4.5, a receiver is far from an interfering cell. The channel gains, Hpos and Hneg are

both NLOS channel gains. The difference between them is small which means the received

interference is attenuated. Hence, this configuration can effectively boost the signal from the

desired cell and suppress the interference. Moreover, the double-source cell configuration is
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Figure 4.5: The benefit of implementing a double-source cell configuration.

easy to implement, since the signal from the ‘negative AP’ is simply an inverted version of

the signal from the ‘positive AP’. A practical differential light emitting diode (LED) driver for

double-source cell configuration has been made and achieved high energy efficiency [85]. A

prototype of a VLC system with double source cell configuration is subjected to future work.

4.4.2 Mode B

Transmission mode A can effectively suppress interference. However, mode A requires an

optical receiver that has the ability to separate the signals from the ‘positive AP’ and ‘negative

AP’ in the desired cell. If a receiver cannot distinguish them, the SINR performance of it will

be significantly degraded, especially at the cell centre. In order to facilitate the receivers that

cannot distinguish the signals from the ‘positive AP’ and ‘negative AP’ in their desired cells,

another transmission mode, mode B, is proposed. In mode B, the relationship between S(t)

and S′(t) is represented as:

S′(t) = S(t). (4.16)

This means both APs transmit identical signals which is in the fashion of repetition coding.

In order to optimise the system performance in double-source cell configuration, a criteria for

transmission mode selection is necessary. Simulations and discussions on this criteria are pre-
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Figure 4.6: The region of scenario I and scenario II for analysing a single-PD receiver. The
region of scenario I is a circle with a radius of RI. The region of scenario II is a
circle ring.

sented in Section 4.6.

4.5 Theoretical Performance for Different Types of Optical Re-

ceivers

In this section, a theoretical approach for analysing the performance of angle diversity receivers

in optical attocell networks is presented. For simplicity, only the desired AP and the interfering

APs in the vicinity of the desired cell are considered. Also, hexagonal cells are assumed. The

proposed simplified model described in Chapter 3.3 is used for calculating NLOS interference.

4.5.1 SINR Statistic of Single-PD Receiver

The service quality in optical attocell networks is determined by the statistics of the received

SINR. In this study, the distribution, especially the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of

the SINR is derived to evaluate the performance of optical attocell networks. The simplified

NLOS propagation model proposed in Chapter 3 is applied in the evaluation. Depending on the

position of active users, the analysis at a single-PD receiver can be separated into the analysis

of two scenarios, scenario I (cell centre) and scenario II (cell edge), as shown in Figure 4.6.

For simplicity, the boundaries of scenario I and II are approximated as circles. The area of the

approximated circle is equivalent to that of the original region, where RII ≈ 0.91Rcell.
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Figure 4.7: The layout of scenario I and scenario II.

4.5.1.1 Scenario I

As shown in Figure 4.6, users are uniformly distributed at the cell centre. There is no LOS ICI

from the neighbouring optical cells (see Figure 4.7). The horizontal distance between an active

user and its desired cell centre is defined as r. The probability density function (PDF) of r is

given as:

fI(r) =
2r

R2
I

, (0 ≤ r ≤ RI) (4.17)

where RI is the radius of the circular region of scenario I. By considering the geometry rela-

tionship between the parameters: d = h/cos(φ), cos(φ) = h/
√
h2 + r2, ψ = φ, (3.14) can be

expressed as:

H(r,Ψsingle) =
(m+ 1)Aeff(Ψsingle)

2πh2

(
h√

h2 + r2

)m+3

, (4.18)

where Ψsingle is the FOV of a single-PD receiver. Assuming that an attocell network is an

interference limited system, the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) can be represented as follows:

γ(r) =

(
RPtxH(r,Ψsingle)

)2

INLOS(Ψsingle) +N0B
≈

(
RPtxH(r,Ψsingle)

)2

INLOS(Ψsingle)
. (4.19)
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Defining that γdB = 10 log10(γ), the PDF of SIR γdB can be rewritten as follows:

fI(γdB) =





h2 ln 10

10(m+ 3)R2
I

e
− (γdB+γ0,dB) ln 10

10(m+3) γI,dB ≤ γdB ≤ γ0,dB

0 otherwise,

(4.20)

where γ0,dB is the maximum SIR at the cell centre (r = 0), which is represented as follows:

γ0,dB = 10 log10

(
(RPtxH(0,Ψsingle))

2

INLOS(Ψsingle)

)
; (4.21)

and γI,dB is the minimum SIR at the boundary of the region of scenario I (r = RI):

γI,dB = 10 log10

(
(RPtxH(RI,Ψsingle))

2

INLOS(Ψsingle)

)
. (4.22)

The closed-form CDF of the SIR for the scenario I is:

FI(γdB) =





0 γdB < γI,dB

h2

R2
I

(
−10

− (γdB+γ0,dB)

10(m+3) + 10
− (γI+γ0,dB)

10(m+3)

)

γI,dB ≤ γdB ≤ γ0,dB

1 γdB > γ0,dB.

(4.23)

4.5.1.2 Scenario II

As shown in Figure 4.6, users are uniformly distributed at the cell edge. LOS interference from

the neighbouring cell can be received (see Figure 4.7). The PDF of r in scenario II can be

represented as follows:

fII(r) =
2r

R2
II −R2

I

, (RI ≤ r ≤ RII), (4.24)

where RII is the outer radius of the region of scenario II.

In this scenario, LOS ICI can be received by users. Since the magnitude of the LOS ICI is a

few orders of magnitude higher than the NLOS ICI and noise [133], NLOS ICI and noise are
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assumed to be negligible. Hence, the SINR of the system can be approximated as follows:

γ(r) =

(
RPtxHsrc(r)

)2

(
RPtxHinter(r)

)2 =

(
h2 + r2

h2 + (
√

3Rcell − r)2

)−(m+3)

, (4.25)

where Hsrc(r) is the link from desired AP to optical receiver; Hinter(r) is the link from inter-

fering AP to optical receiver. The CDF of the SINR for the scenario II is:

FII(γdB) =





0 γdB < 0

h2 + r̃

R2
II −R2

I

(
−10

−γdB
10(m+3) + 10

−γ′dB
10(m+3)

)

0 ≤ γdB ≤ γ′dB

1 γdB > γ′dB,

(4.26)

where r̃ =
√

3Rcell − (RI +RII)/2 and consequently γ′dB yields:

γ′dB = −10(m+ 3) log10

(
h2 +R2

I

h2 + (
√

3Rcell −RI)2

)
. (4.27)

4.5.1.3 Overall Theoretical Performance

Based on the results for scenario I and scenario II, the CDF of the SINR of a single-PD receiver

in an optical attocell network can be derived. The PDF of r is given as:

foverall(r) =
2r

R2
II

, (0 ≤ r ≤ RII), (4.28)

where r is the radius of the polar coordinates of the user distribution.

When 0 < r ≤ RI, the PDF of the SINR, γdB, can be derived and is similar to (4.20):

foverall(γdB) =
h2 ln 10

10(m+ 3)R2
II

e
− (γdB+γ0) ln 10

10(m+3) =
R2

I

R2
II

fI(γdB). (4.29)

Similarly, when RI < r ≤ RII, the PDF of the SINR, γdB, can be calculated as follows:

foverall(γdB) =
R2

II −R2
I

R2
II

fII(γdB). (4.30)
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Figure 4.8: The CDF of the received SINR when single-PD receivers are used. Solid line repre-
sents the simulation result and the round markers represents the theoretical result.

Cell radius, Rcell 1.5 m
Transmission power, Ptx 1 W
The height of the room, h 3 m

Responsivity, r 0.5 A/W
The gain of the optical filter, G 1

Refractive index, n 1.5

Transmitter half-intensity radiation angle, θtx 25◦

The physical area of a PD, Ap 5 mm2

Modulation Bandwidth, B 20 MHz
AWGN spectral density, N0 1× 10−21A2 /Hz

Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters

Consequently, the CDF of the SINR yields:

Foverall(γdB) =

∫ γdB

−∞
foverall(γdB)dγdB

=

∫ γdB

−∞

R2
I

R2
II

fI(γdB) +
R2

II −R2
I

R2
II

fII(γdB)dγdB

=
R2

I

R2
II

FI(γdB) +
R2

II −R2
I

R2
II

FII(γdB).

(4.31)
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Figure 4.9: The PDF of the received SINR when single-PD receivers are used. Solid line repre-
sents the simulation result and the round markers represents the theoretical result.

4.5.1.4 Results for Single-PD Receivers

Both Monte Carlo simulation and theoretical results are performed in a 7-cell configuration. For

Monte Carlo simulation, up to fourth order reflections are considered. Simulation parameters

are listed in Table 4.1. The simulation and theoretical results of using a single-PD receiver is

presented in Figure 4.8. The CDF of the SINR consists of two parts, the high SINR part and the

low SINR part. The high SINR part corresponds to scenario I. Since users are distributed in cell

centre, the limited FOV can reject the LOS interference from neighbouring cells which means

only NLOS interference is presented. This results in a high received SINR. The low SINR part

corresponds to scenario II. Strong LOS ICI at the cell edge results in low received SINR. It

is notable that there is a sharp separation between the low SINR and high SINR part. This is

because of the cut-off effect from the FOV-limited optical receiver. The reason of sharp rises in

CDF can be explained by Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 shows the PDF distribution of user SINR. It can

be observed that the variance of SINR is very small. This is because the radius of optical cell is

small in comparison with the height of the room. Therefore, the change of horizontal distance

between the desired AP and its corresponding receiver does not significantly change the user

SINR. Finally, the theoretical results show a close match to the simulation results which verifies

the accuracy of the theoretical model. This figure clearly shows that the neglect of noise does

not impact the accuracy of the theoretical results. This is because intercell interference is the

limiting factor which is a few orders of magnitudes higher than noise [133].
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Figure 4.10: The generalisation of scenario I. The desire AP ad is represented in yellow; the
interfering AP s are represented in red.

4.5.2 SINR Statistics of Angle Diversity Receiver

The theoretical tools developed for analysing single-PD receivers can be generalised to ADRs.

For simplicity, it is assumed that each PD on an ADR covers a different direction and there is

no overlap between the aperture of each PD. This means that one PD can establish at most one

LOS link with a desired AP.

4.5.2.1 SBC

As shown in Figure 4.10, a user in the cell centre selects the upward pointing PD, p1 to achieve

the best SINR performance. The SIR of the user can be derived as follows:

γSBC,centre(r) =

(
RPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

INLOS(ΨADR)
, (4.32)

where ΨADR is the FOV of PDs on an ADR; INLOS(ΨADR) is the NLOS interference received

by p1. A user at the cell edge selects PD, p2 to achieve the best SIR, and the SIR of the user is:

γSBC,edge(r) =

(
RPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

I ′NLOS(ΨADR)
, (4.33)

where I ′NLOS is the NLOS interference received by p2. According to [141], when p1 and p2

have identical FOV, INLOS(ΨADR) = I ′NLOS(ΨADR). This means the SIR of the optical
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receiver can be represented by (4.32) in both cell centre and cell edge area. Therefore, the PDF

of the SIR, γdB, can be calculated by:

fSBC(γdB) =

∫ 0.91Rcell

0
10 log10

(
γSBC,centre(r)

)
foverall(r)dr. (4.34)

This can be simplified as follows:

fSBC(γdB) =





h2 ln 10

10(m+ 3)R2
II

e
− (γdB+γ0) ln 10

10(m+3)

γII,SBC ≤ γdB ≤ γ0,SBC

0 otherwise,

(4.35)

where γ0,SBC is the SIR at r = 0:

γ0,SBC = 10 log10

(
(RPtxH(0,ΨADR))2

INLOS(ΨADR)

)
, (4.36)

and γII,SBC is the SIR at r = RII:

γII,SBC = 10 log10

(
(RPtxH(RII,ΨADR))2

INLOS(ΨADR)

)
. (4.37)

The CDF of the SIR of SBC scheme can be determined as follows:

FSBC(γdB) =





0 γdB < γII,SBC

h2

R2
II

(
−10

− γdB+γ0,SBC
10(m+3) + 10

− γII,SBC+γ0,SBC
10(m+3)

)

γII,SBC ≤ γdB ≤ γ0,SBC

1 γdB > γ0,SBC.

(4.38)

4.5.2.2 EGC

In cell centres, the received signal of a user using EGC is similar to that of SBC. This is because,

as discussed in the assumption, only one of the PDs can receive the LOS signal from the desired

cell. However, since the weights of all PDs are identical, the received NLOS ICI increases

when the number of PDs on the receiver increases. Therefore, the SIR can be approximated as
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follows:

γEGC,centre(r) ≈

(
RPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

M2INLOS(ΨADR)
. (4.39)

Similarly, the SIR of cell edge users can also be approximated as follows:

γEGC,edge(r) =

(
RPtxHsrc(r,ΨADR)

)2

(
RPtxHinter(r,ΨADR)

)2 . (4.40)

Similar to the derivation in Section 4.5.1, the CDF of SIR, γdB in EGC can be approximated as

follows:

FEGC(γdB) ≈ R2
I

R2
II

FEGC,centre(γdB) +
R2

II −R2
I

R2
II

FEGC,edge(γdB), (4.41)

where FEGC,edge(γdB) = FII(γdB) and FEGC,centre(γdB) is:

FEGC,centre(γdB) =





0 γdB < γI,EGC

h2

R2
I

(
−10

− (γdB+γ0,EGC)

10(m+3) + 10
− (γI,EGC+γ0,EGC)

10(m+3)

)

γI,EGC ≤ γdB ≤ γ0,EGC

1 γdB > γ0,EGC.

(4.42)

Here, γ0,EGC is the SIR at the cell centre (r = 0):

γ0,EGC = 10 log10

(
(RPtxH(0,Ψsingle))

2

M2INLOS(ΨADR)

)
; (4.43)

and γI is the SIR at the boundary of scenario I (r = RI):

γI,EGC = 10 log10

(
(RPtxH(RI,Ψsingle))

2

M2INLOS(ΨADR)

)
. (4.44)

4.5.2.3 MRC

In MRC, different weights will be allocated to different PDs according to their SIR. Therefore,

the SIR of a user when using MRC can be represented as:

γMRC =

(
RPtx

∑NPD
p=1 wpHad,p

)2

INLOS,MRC
, (4.45)
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where INLOS,MRC is NLOS ICI when MRC is used. According to the assumption that only one

of the PD can establish LOS link to the source AP, it can be concluded that:

wpd � wp 6=pd . (4.46)

The LOS links have the highest SIR, and thus contributes the most to the received signal.

Therefore, (4.45) can be approximated as follows:

γMRC(r) ≈

(
RPtxwpdH(r,ΨADR)

)2

w2
pd
INLOS(ΨADR)

=

(
RPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

INLOS(ΨADR)
.

(4.47)

After the approximation, (4.47) and (4.32) are identical. Hence, the CDF of the SIR for MRC

is: FMRC(γdB) = FSBC(γdB).

4.5.2.4 OPC

OPC mitigates NLOS ICI by exploiting CSI of NLOS ICI. The SINR of OPC can be calculated

as follows:

γOPC =

(∑NPD
p=1 RwpPtxHad,p

)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑NPD

p=1 w
2
pN0B

, (4.48)

where INLOS,OPC is NLOS ICI. Similar to MRC, the SINR of OPC can be further approxi-

mated as follows:

γOPC(r) ≈

(
RPtxwpdH(r,ΨADR)

)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑NPD

p=1 w
2
pN0B

. (4.49)

The proof of (4.49) is provided in Appendix A.1. Since the NLOS ICI can be effectively

suppressed in OPC, an upper bound of the OPC can be established:

γOPC,UB(r) =

(
RPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

N0B
> γOPC(r). (4.50)
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The proof of (4.50) is provided in Appendix A.1. The CDF of the SIR for the upper bound,

FOPC,UB(γdB) is as follows:

FOPC,UB(γdB) =





0 γdB < γII,OPC

h2

R2
II

(
−10

− (γdB+γ0,OPC)

10(m+3) + 10
− (γII,OPC+γ0,OPC)

10(m+3)

)

γII,OPC ≤ γdB ≤ γ0,OPC

1 γdB > γ0,OPC,

(4.51)

where γII,OPC can be represented as follows:

γII,OPC = 10 log10

((
RPtxH(RII,ΨADR)

)2

N0B

)
, (4.52)

and γ0,OPC can be represented as follows:

γ0,OPC = 10 log10

((
RPtxH(0,ΨADR)

)2

N0B

)
. (4.53)

4.5.3 SINR Statistics of Double-source Cell Configuration

In double-source cell configuration, the distance between two APs in the same cell is designed

in such a way that no PD on an ADR can simultaneously receive LOS light signals from two

APs in the desired cell. Defining the distance as ddouble, this relationship can be represented as:

ddouble ≥ 2h tan(Φfov). (4.54)

In this section, the SINR performance of ADR in double-source cell configuration using mode

A is analysed. Since ‘positive AP’ and ‘negative AP’ are close to their cell centre, the LOS

channel gain of them is calculated by (5.12).
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Figure 4.11: The SBC in double source cell configuration.

4.5.3.1 SBC

As illustrated in Figure 4.11, the ADR using SBC choose one AP to establish a LOS link.

Similar to (4.32), the SINR of a user can be approximated as follows:

γdouble
SBC (r) =

(
1

2
PtxRH(r,ΨADR)

)2

Idouble
NLOS,SBC(ΨADR)

. (4.55)

According to (4.15) and (3.12), the total NLOS interference, Idouble
NLOS,SBC(ΨADR), for a double-

source cell configuration can be represented as follows:

Idouble
NLOS,SBC(ΨADR) = A2

effR
2 sin2(ΨADR)

∑

j

∣∣∣Iv′j − Iv′′j
∣∣∣
2
, (4.56)

where j is the index of an interfering optical cell; v′j represents the distance from the desired

AP to a ‘positive AP’ in cell j; v′′j represents the distance from the desired AP to a ‘negative

AP’ in cell j. The CDF of the SINR when SBC is used in double source cell configuration

can be derived using a method similar to the analysis of single source cell configuration in

Section 4.5.1.
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Figure 4.12: The MRC scheme in double source cell configuration.

4.5.3.2 MRC

As illustrated in Figure 4.12, ADR using MRC can establish two LOS links with both ‘positive

AP’ and ‘negative AP’. The SINR of an active user can therefore be calculated as:

γdouble
MRC =

(1

2
RPtx

(
wpposHapos,ppos + wpnegHaneg,pneg

) )2

Idouble
NLOS,MRC(ΨADR)

, (4.57)

where Idouble
NLOS,MRC(ΨADR) is the power of NLOS ICI in double source cell configuration when

MRC is used. Since the distance between ‘positive AP’ and ‘negative AP’ in the desired cell

is much smaller than the cell cell size and the transmission power of them is the same, the

relationship between the channel gain Hapos,ppos and Haneg,pneg is:

Hapos,ppos ≈ Haneg,pneg . (4.58)

According to (4.5) and (4.58), the relationship between the weights of PDs is:

wppos ≈ wpneg . (4.59)

To this end, (4.57) can be approximated as follows:

γMRC,double(r) ≈

(
RPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

I ′double
NLOS,MRC(ΨADR)

, (4.60)
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where I ′double
NLOS,MRC(ΨADR) is represented as follows:

I ′double
NLOS,MRC(ΨADR) = A2

effR
2 sin2(ΨADR)

∑

j

(∣∣Iv′j,pos − Iv′′j,pos
∣∣+
∣∣Iv′j,neg − Iv′′j,neg

∣∣
)2

,

(4.61)

where v′j,pos is the horizontal distance between a ‘positive AP’ in interfering cell j and the

‘positive AP’ in the desired cell; v′j,neg is the horizontal distance between a ‘positive AP’ in

the interfering cell j and the ‘negative AP’ in the desired cell; v′′j,pos is the horizontal distance

between a ‘negative AP’ in interfering cell j and the ‘positive AP’ in the desired cell; v′′j,neg is

the horizontal distance between a ‘negative AP’ in the interfering cell j and the ‘negative AP’

in the desired cell.

4.5.3.3 OPC

Similar to MRC, the LOS signals of OPC are captured by two PDs that can establish LOS

links with desired APs. Therefore, the SINR of OPC in double-source cell configuration can be

determined as follows:

γdouble
OPC =

(
1

2
RPtx

(
wpposHapos,ppos + wpnegHaneg,pneg

)
)2

Idouble
NLOS,OPC +

∑NPD
p=1 w

2
pN0B

, (4.62)

where Idouble
NLOS,OPC is the NLOS interference component of OPC. The SINR of OPC in double-

source cell configuration can be approximated as follows:

γdouble
OPC (r) ≈

(
1

2
RPtx

(
wppos + wpneg

)
H(r,ΨADR)

)2

Idouble
NLOS,OPC +

∑NPD
p=1 w

2
pN0B

. (4.63)

Similar to single-source cell configuration, the upper bound of the OPC in double-source cell

configuration is represented as follows:

γdouble
OPC,UB(r) =

(
RPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

2N0B
> γdouble

OPC (r). (4.64)

The proof for (4.64) is provided in Appendix A.2. By comparing (4.50) and (4.64), it is notable

that the noise level is doubled when double-source configuration is used. This is because that
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Figure 4.13: The layout of a 20× 10× 4 m room implementing an optical attocell network.

two PDs in an ADR are used to receive LOS signals which doubles the noise from amplifier

circuit. Therefore, when double-source cell configuration is used, the SINR performance of

OPC is expected to degrade by 3 dB.

4.6 Results and Discussions

In this section, both numerical Monte-Carlo simulation and theoretical results are evaluated.

As illustrated in Figure 4.13, numerical simulation is performed in a 20× 10× 4 m room and

up to fourth-order reflections are considered. As a baseline, the performance of the single-PD

receiver is evaluated. The FOV of the single-PD receiver Ψsingle is set as 22o which can avoid

ICI at the desired cell centre. ADRs are designed to have the equivalent FOV to single-PD

receiver. For the ADR with 9 PDs, α and ΨADR are set to be 8.5o and 15.5o, respectively. For

the ADR with 20 PDs, α and ΨADR are set to be 6o and 10.5o, respectively. These chosen

parameters guarantee the equal coverage area of all optical receivers. In the double source cell

configuration, the distance between the APs in the desired cell are chosen so that an ADR can

distinguish the light signals from these APs. Therefore, when the 9-PD receiver is used, the

distance between APs in the same cell is set as 0.7 m. When the 20-PD receiver is used, the

distance is set as 0.5 m. The reflection coefficients of the walls, the ceiling, and the floor are

0.8, 0.8 and 0.2, respectively [142]. For fairness, the optical transmission power of the AP in

the conventional single-source cell configuration is 1 W, and the optical transmission power of
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Responsivity, r 0.5 A/W

The gain of the optical filter, G 1

Refractive index, n 1.5

Transmitter half-intensity radiation angle, θtx 25◦

The physical area of a PD, Ap 5 mm2

Modulation Bandwidth, B 20 MHz

AWGN spectral density, N0 1× 10−21A2/Hz

Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters

the APs in the double-source cell configuration is set to 0.5 W. Other simulation parameters are

presented in Table 4.2. For the theoretical results, a seven-cell configuration with second-order

reflection is assumed and the other parameters are identical.

The CDF of the SINR for the indoor attocell network can be determined by varying the position

of the optical receiver across all of the possible locations and estimating the respective received

SINR.

4.6.1 Convention Single-source Cell Configuration

Figure 4.14 shows the SINR performance for the single-source cell configuration when the

ADR with 9 PDs is used. The SINR performance of 9-PD ADR is similar to the single-PD

receiver when EGC is used. This is because, for the high SINR region in the cell centre, NLOS

interference from all PDs is added together which is equivalent to a single large FOV receiver.

For the low SINR region in the cell edge, the EGC cannot suppress the LOS interference from

the neighbouring cell which results in the same SINR performance with the single-PD receiver.

The theoretical result closely matches the trend of the numerical result for EGC. In some

sections of the graph, there are 6 dB gaps between the numerical and theoretical results. This

is because, in the numerical simulation, LOS signal might be captured by two different PDs

simultaneously at some positions which doubles the received optical power.

By using SBC, the SINR performance of 9-PD ADR is significantly better than the single-PD

receiver. This is because, the SBC chooses the PD that provides the highest channel gain. Due

to the narrow FOV, this PD is free from LOS ICI. This means that the SBC can successfully

avoid LOS ICI at cell edge. From (3.12), it is notable that the NLOS ICI decreases when

the FOV of a PD decreases. Since the FOV of the selected PD is narrower than the single-
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Figure 4.14: The CDF of the achieved SINR at 9-PD ADR in conventional cell configuration
when different signal combining scheme is implemented. The simulation and the-
oretical results are denoted by ‘sim’,’theory’, respectively. The upper bound is
denoted as ’UB’.

PD receiver, the NLOS interference is significantly mitigated compared to single-PD receiver.

Also, the numerical result closely match the theoretical result, which proves the accuracy of the

model.

The performance of the MRC technique is, as expected, nearly identical to the SBC methods.

Due to the diffusive NLOS propagation path, the received interference signals are correlated in

each PD and the MRC is unable to suppress this interference. Therefore, the performance of

the MRC is not optimal.

As shown in Figure 4.14, the OPC scheme has the best SINR performance among all signal

combining schemes. By using the interference-plus-noise correlation matrix, the OPC can

generate the best weights for the ADR. These weights can effectively suppress the correlated

NLOS interfering signal. Result shows that the OPC achieve over 20 dB improvement over the

SBC and MRC schemes. Also, the numerical result of OPC is close to the theoretical upper

bound. This shows that OPC can significantly suppress the ICI.

Figure 4.15 shows the SINR performance for the single-source cell configuration when the

ADR with 20 PDs is used. In terms of EGC performance, the trend of the SINR performance
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Figure 4.15: The CDF of the achieved SINR at 20-PD ADR in conventional cell configuration
when different signal combining schemes are implemented. The simulation and
theoretical results are denoted by ‘sim’,’theory’, respectively. The upper bound is
denoted as ’UB’.

is similar to the scenario with 9-PD receiver. This is because, the overall coverage area of the

ADR remains unchanged when the number of receiver elements increases. In terms of the SBC

and MRC techniques, the SINR performance of the 20-PD ADR exhibits a 5 dB improvement

over the 9-PD ADR system. This is because each PD on the 20-PD ADR has a narrower

FOV. A narrower FOV means less NLOS ICI can be captured. Therefore, the overall SINR

performance improves. In terms of the OPC, ICI from other cells is significantly suppressed.

The main factor affects the system performance is the magnitude of the received power. Since

the receiver element on 20-PD ADR has a narrower FOV and higher concentration gain than

the 9-PD ADR, the 20-PD ADR can capture stronger light signals. Therefore, 20-PD ADR

performs better than 9-PD ADR when OPC is used.

In summary, in single-source cell configuration, the OPC performs the best in comparison

with the other signal combining schemes. However, this signal combining scheme requires

the knowledge of CSI not only from the desired cell but also from all other interfering cells.

Moreover, ADRs using SBC and MRC can achieve better SINR performance than single-PD

receivers by simply using the knowledge of CSI from the desired cell.

In the engineering perspective, as shown in Table 4.3, EGC is not recommended for implemen-
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Schemes Performance CSI knowledge Recommendation

EGC Worst No Not recommended

SBC Sub-optimal Desired AP for systems with limited CSI estima-
tion capability

MRC Sub-optimal Desired AP for systems with limited CSI estima-
tion capability

OPC Optimal All APs for the systems aiming for best SINR
performance without concerning the
expense of CSI estimation

Table 4.3: Summaries for signal combining schemes

tation, since its SINR performance is similar to the performance using single-PD receiver. SBC

and MRC can significantly improve the SINR performance which is very suitable for the sys-

tems with limited CSI estimation capability. OPC is recommended for the system that aiming

for best SINR performance without concerning the expense of CSI estimation.

4.6.2 Double-Source Configuration

In this section, the performance of the SBC, MRC, and OPC techniques are evaluated in the

double-source cell configuration using transmission mode A.

Figure 4.16 shows the SINR performance for both the single-source cell and the double-source

cell configurations when 9 PDs ADRs are used. In terms of the SBC, the SINR performance

improves significantly when double-source cell configuration is implemented. This is because

the NLOS ICI has been significantly mitigated when the signals from two APs in the same in-

terfering cells combine destructively. Also, there is a close match between the theoretical result

and numerical result. In terms of MRC, the SINR is nearly identical to the SINR performance

of the SBC. This is similar to the performance in single-source cell configuration. It can also be

observed that the SINR of the OPC scheme in double-source cell degrades by 3 dB compared

with single-source cell. This is consistent with the theoretical analysis in (4.50) and (4.64).

Since two PDs are required for OPC to capture light signals in double-source cell, the total

noise power is doubled compared with single-source cell.

Figure 4.17 shows the SINR performance for both single-source cell and double-source cell

configurations when the ADR composed of 20 PDs is used. Compared with 9-PD receiver,

each signal combining scheme achieves at least 5 dB SINR improvement when 20-PD receiver
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Figure 4.16: The CDF of the achieved SINR at a 9-PD ADR when different signal combining
scheme is implemented. The results for the conventional and double-source cell
configuration are denoted by ‘conv’ and ‘double’, respectively. The upper bound
is denoted as ’UB’.

is used. This is consistent with the results for single-source cell.

In double-source cell configuration, an important observation is that the SINR performance of

SBC and MRC is close to the SINR performance of OPC, which can approach the performance

of ICI free system. Compared with OPC, SBC and MRC require less knowledge of CSI. Hence,

it is more preferable to implement in a practical system.

4.6.3 Transmission Mode Selection

Although double-source cell configuration using mode A shows a significant improvement, it

is not optimal in all scenarios. In practical optical attocell cell networks, several factors might

affect the performance using mode A: a) some multi-element optical receivers may only support

suboptimal signal combining scheme, such as EGC, which means the use of SBC, MRC, or

OPC is impossible; b) active users equipped with single-PD receiver will experience significant

signal attenuation in cell centre since they cannot distinguish the signals from different APs

in the same desired cell; c) when user density is low, only a few APs are active which means

the ICI is significantly decreased and the system can be regarded as a noise-limited system.

In order to address these issues, transmission mode B (APs in the same cell transmit identical
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Figure 4.17: The CDF of the achieved SINR at a 20-PD ADR when different signal combining
scheme is implemented. The results for the conventional and double-source cell
configuration are denoted by ‘conv’ and ‘double’, respectively. The upper bound
is denoted as ’UB’.

signals in repetition coding fashion) is used as a complementary transmission mode in double-

source attocell networks. In order to determine the selection criteria of the transmission mode,

two cases are studied. One case is the interference-limited case. As illustrated in Figure 4.13,

only the desired cell (cell 1) and the interfering cell (cell 2) are activated in the room. Only the

performance in the desired cell is evaluated. The other case is the noise-limited case. In this

case, only one cell (cell 1) in the room is activated and evaluated.

Figure 4.18 shows the SINR performance in cell 1 when one neighbouring interfering cell is

active. In terms of single-PD receiver, mode B achieves better performance. This is because

single-PD receiver can not separate the signals from the ‘positive AP’ and the ‘negative AP’.

This results in a significant attenuation of the received signal power, especially in cell centre.

The performance of EGC is similar to the single-PD receiver. As the EGC combines the signals

from both ‘positive AP’ and ‘negative AP’, the system performance degrades. In terms of the

SBC and MRC, the SINR performance significantly improves when mode A is used. This is

due to the ICI mitigation by mode A. In terms of OPC, there is no difference between mode A

and B. This is because OPC can effectively collect light energy and suppress correlated ICI by

adjusting the weight at each PD.
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Figure 4.18: The CDF of the achieved SNR when only one neighbouring cell is active. Two
types of optical receivers, single-PD receiver and 20-PD receiver, are used.
Transmission mode A is represented as solid lines and transmission mode b is
represented as dash lines.

Single-PD EGC SBC MRC OPC

Interference B B A A A or B

No Interference B B A or B A or B A or B

Table 4.4: The Criteria of Transmission Mode Selection.

Figure 4.19 shows the CDF of SNR in cell 1 without ICI. In terms of single-PD receiver and

EGC, there is a significant improvement when mode B is used. This is because mode B boosts

the received signal power of a user. In terms of SBC, since only one of the AP can be used

for data transmission, the performance of the mode A and mode B is the same. In terms of the

MRC, transmission mode A and transmission mode B are identical since the energy from both

APs can be captured in both modes. Finally, the performance of the OPC is identical to the

MRC since there is no ICI. The criteria of selecting transmission mode in double-source cell

configuration is listed in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.19: The CDF of the achieved SNR at single-PD receiver and 20-PD ADR when no
neighbouring cell is active. Two types of optical receivers, single-PD receiver
and 20-PD receiver, are used. Transmission mode A is represented as solid lines
and transmission mode b is represented as dash lines.

4.7 Summary

This chapter investigates interference mitigation techniques for indoor optical attocell networks

with ADRs. Four different signal combining schemes, namely SBC, EGC, MRC and OPC are

evaluated. The performance of ADR is also comprehensively compared with conventional

single-PD receivers. A novel double-source cell configuration is proposed for the first time

for ADR which can further mitigate ICI. Results show that an ADR outperforms a single-PD

receiver in terms of the SINR performance. In particular, an ADR using OPC performs the

best which approaches the performance of interference-free systems. However, OPC requires

the knowledge of CSI from all optical APs in the network. In comparison, MRC and SBC can

also provide better performance than single-PD receiver and only the knowledge of CSI from

the desired cell is required. Results also show that, SBC and MRC can achieve better SINR

performance in mode A double-source cell configuration than in single-source cell configu-

ration. Mode B can provide better performance when single-PD receiver or ADR with EGC

are used in double-source cell configuration. The criteria for selecting transmission modes in

double-source attocell networks is determined. Moreover, according to the proposed analytical

framework, the theoretical performance of optical attocell networks with ADRs is derived in
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closed-form. There is a close match between the numerical and theoretical results which proves

the accuracy of the analytical model.
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Chapter 5
SDMA using Angle Diversity

Transmitter in Optical Attocell
Networks
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5.1 Introduction

In a cellular multi-user system, time division multiple access (TDMA) is a typical multiple

access scheme. In TDMA, the data intended for different users is transmitted in different time

slots, and occupies the entire system bandwidth in its respective time slot. There are two limi-

tations in TDMA: i) only one user can be served in a single time slot; ii) in a cellular network, a

TDMA transmitter radiate signals omni-directionally to provide full cell coverage, this causes

strong inter-cell interference (ICI), especially to cell edge users. In order to overcome these

limitations, space division multiple access (SDMA) is introduced which adds a spatial dimen-

sion to TDMA. SDMA is a well-known method in radio frequency (RF) [143] which has been

integrated into 4G communication standards such as LTE and IEEE802.11ac [144]. In SDMA,

the transmitter with an antenna array is used to generate spatially separated beams pointing to

different active users. In this way, multiple users can be served simultaneously within the same

time slot without experiencing strong interference.

Although SDMA shows promising performance in RF, it cannot be directly adopted in visible

light communication (VLC). One of the key issues is the transmitter. In RF, directional nar-

row beams are generated by changing the amplitude and phase of the signals transmitted by

an antenna array. However, this approach cannot be implemented straightforwardly to optical

attocell network. Since intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) is used, the phase of

light signals cannot be changed in VLC. However, an light emitting diode (LED) has an inher-

ent feature of a confined beam. This characteristic can be exploited for generating directional

light beams. Therefore, in optical SDMA, an angle diversity transmitter with multiple direc-

tional narrow field-of-view (FOV) LED elements is used as the optical transmitter. The angle

diversity transmitter can simultaneously serve multiple users at different locations by activating

transmitter elements pointing to different directions. In this way, optical SDMA can potentially

mitigate ICI in optical attocell network.

In RF, SDMA increases the system spectral efficiency by multiplexing information intended

for multiple users using channel state information [143, 145, 146]. The existing approaches

to improve the spectral efficiency of VLC networks includes a system consisting of multi-

beam transmitters and imaging diversity receivers [97]. However, this system does not support

multiple users and its mobility is significantly restricted by the imaging optical receiver. In [61]

and [147], an optical attocell network is proposed which can achieve a higher system spectral

efficiency by exploiting frequency reuse and different ICI mitigation methods. In [148], optical
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interfering APs

active users

Rcell

Figure 5.1: The layout of a 7-cell attocell network.

SDMA is experimentally realised by using spatial light modulator and results show that SDMA

can effectively enhance the received light signal. But this work has limitations: only a single

cell is considered which cannot reflect the actual performance of SDMA in a large scale optical

attocell network. Therefore, in this section, optical SDMA using angle diversity transmitters

for optical attocell network is proposed and analysed.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 introduce the downlink propagation

model. The concept of optical TDMA is introduced in Section 5.3. The concept of an optical

SDMA system is introduce in Section 5.4 and is divided as follows: Section 5.4.1 introduces

the design of angle diversity transmitter; Section 5.4.2 discusses the spatial grouping strategy

for angle diversity transmitter; the position error model for each active user in an optical SDMA

system is presented in Section 5.4.4. Section 5.5 explains the analytical derivation of the upper

and lower bound of an optical SDMA system performance. Section 5.6 confirms the validity of

the theoretical result by means of Monte Carlo simulation. Also, both theoretical and simulation

results are discussed in this section. Finally, Section 5.7 gives the concluding remarks.
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5.2 Propagation Model

The downlink transmission of an optical attocell network is the main focus in this study. A

7-cell optical attocell network is assumed and the performance of the central cell is discussed

in order to eliminate cell edge effects in the simulations (see Figure 5.1). LED lighting fixtures

constitute optical attocell wireless access points (APs). These APs are assumed to be placed in

the ceiling and the optical receivers for all active users are assumed to be placed at the desktop

height of 0.85 m. For the optical receiver, a wide FOV photodiode (PD) of 70o is assumed. An

optical receiver with a large FOV ensures that line-of-sight (LOS) components dominate rather

than non-line-of-sight (NLOS) components which are a few orders of magnitude weaker than

LOS components. Therefore, in this section, only the effect of LOS paths of the light fixtures is

considered. The direct current (DC) gain of a LOS link can be accurately calculated by (2.18)

which is introduced in Chapter 2.

5.3 Optical TDMA

In order to serve multiple users in optical attocell network, a multiple access scheme is nec-

essary. One of the common schemes for multiple user access is TDMA. In a typical optical

TDMA scenario, an AP typically consists of only one LED element. All active users share the

same bandwidth resource in their corresponding optical cell. Information for different users

is transmitted in different time slots. Therefore, the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise

ratio (SINR) of an active user k can be expressed as follows:

γk =

(
RPtxH(b̂,k)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′ 6=b̂
(
RPtxH(b′,k)

)2 , (5.1)

where R is the responsivity of the PD; Ptx is the optical power transmitted by an AP and

is assumed to be the same for all APs; H(b̂,k) is the channel attenuation between user k and

the desired AP b̂;
∑

b′ 6=b̂
(
rPtH(b′,k)

)2 represents the interference signal from interfering APs;

N0 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power spectral density; B is the optical

communication bandwidth.

If a simple round-robin (RR) scheduler is used, the spectral efficiency of the optical TDMA
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Φtx Φtx

Figure 5.2: The layout of the optical TDMA scenario with a conventional single-element op-
tical transmitter (left) and the layout of the optical SDMA scenario with an angle
diversity optical transmitter (right).

system is as follows:

ΩTDMA(k) =
1

K

K∑

k=1

log2(1 + γk), (5.2)

where K is the total number of the active users.

The optical TDMA systems described here have two main disadvantages. Firstly, users in the

system are successively assigned to different time slots. Only one user can be served in each

time slot. This strategy significantly limits the overall performance of the system since the

available bandwidth cannot be effectively shared and this limits the user data rate granularity.

Secondly, the conventional single-element optical transmitter requires a large half intensity

radiation angle to achieve full light and signal coverage. As a consequence, ICI in the system

could significantly increase and the overall system performance is then compromised.

5.4 Optical SDMA

In order to overcome the disadvantages of optical TDMA systems, a multiple access scheme

SDMA (as described in Chapter 2.3.2) is introduced to support parallel transmissions.
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Figure 5.3: The layout of a 7-element angle diversity transmitter.
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Figure 5.4: The layout of a 19-element angle diversity transmitter.

5.4.1 Angle Diversity Transmitter

In order to deploy SDMA in VLC, an optical transmitter which can generate parallel narrow

beams of light is required. Hence, a multi-element angle diversity transmitter is introduced.

The layout of the angle diversity transmitter is given in Figure 5.2. Multiple narrow-FOV LED

elements are mounted on a semi-sphere base. Each of the elements points in a different direction

which achieve the same coverage area as the conventional single-element optical transmitter.

The angle diversity transmitter considered in this study consists of several LEDs. The first LED

is installed at the centre of a semi-sphere base. Then, rings of LEDs are installed around the

central LED with increasing radius. In this study, three types of angle diversity transmitters

(7-element, 19-element and 37-element) are considered. The layout of these angle diversity

transmitters are illustrated in Figure 5.3-5.5. Here, α is the angle between each neighbouring
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Figure 5.5: The layout of a 37-element angle diversity transmitter.

rings of LEDs.

In RF, the realisation of narrow beam transmitters requires multiple RF chains and complex

beam-steering algorithms. In VLC, by exploiting an angle diversity transmitter, narrow beam

optical signals can be generated, and complex algorithms for beamforming can be avoided.

The parallel directional transmissions can be realised by activating the LEDs that cover only

the areas occupied by active users. The remaining LEDs which are not used for communication

generate constant light to provide room illumination. Therefore, an angle diversity transmitter

can provide both uniform illumination while communicating to multiple users.

The use of an angle diversity transmitter can effectively mitigate the ICI in an optical attocell

network. As shown in Figure 5.6, in a snapshot of an optical TDMA system, user 3 and user 5

are active and are served by APs in cell 1 and cell 2, respectively. Since the transmitter semi-

angle for the single-element transmitter is large, both user 3 and user 5 experience strong ICI.

For the identical snapshot in an optical SDMA system, all users can be served by spot beams.

Since active LEDs only cover the areas of active users, ICI can be significantly mitigated.

It is notable that the beam angle of an angle diversity transmitter is narrow. This means that this

type of systems require accurate user position information for beam alignment. The detailed

discussion of the impact of user position information is in Sec.5.4.4.
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Figure 5.6: Single-element versus angle diversity transmitter: the figure on the top illustrates
optical TDMA. The figure at the bottom illustrates optical SDMA. Cell 1 and cell
2 are two neighbouring cells in an optical attocell network.

5.4.2 Spatial Grouping

In an attocell network, it is assumed that each active user connects to the AP that provides the

best signal strength. In each optical cell, active users are served by different LED elements

of the angle diversity transmitter. In optical SDMA, these active users cannot be assigned to

arbitrary LED elements since some users might be spatially close to each other which results

in overlapping beams and high mutual interference. Therefore, in the absence of adaptive

beamforming, a proper spatial grouping strategy is essential to achieve high spectral efficiency

in an optical SDMA system with a fixed grid of beams.

The most important part of the spatial grouping strategy is to determine the source LED element

for each active user. The geometry of an optical cell is given in Figure 5.7. The coordinates

of the angle diversity transmitter c is (xc, yc, h) and the coordinates of an active user k is

(xk, yk, 0); vk,c is the vector from the angle diversity transmitter c to an active user k; vm,c

is the normal vector of the LED element m on the angle diversity transmitter c; and θk,m,c is

the angle between the vector vk,c and vector vm,c. The source LED element of active user k is
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Figure 5.7: The geometry of an optical cell. The position of the active user k can be represented
by polar coordinate (r cos(ρ), r sin(ρ)).

chosen to minimise the angle θk,m. The index of the source LED element for active user k can

be described as follows:

Ik,c = min
m

θk,m,c, (c = ĉ) (5.3)

where ĉ is the desired cell for active user k; θk,m,c can be represented as:

θk,m = arccos

( −→v k,c · −→v m,c
‖−→v k,c‖‖−→v m,c‖

)
. (5.4)

When the source LED element for each active user is determined, it is able to determine which

LED elements on the angle diversity transmitter are active. In some situations, some active

users could be spatially close. This means that more than one active user will be allocated

to the same LED element. In order to serve multiple users with one LED element, a TDMA

scheme outlined in Section 5.3 is required. Also, RR scheduling is assumed.

An example of resource allocation in optical SDMA is illustrated in Figure 5.8. Three LED

elements are active. User 1, 2, are allocated to element 1. These two users equally share the

resource. User 3, 4, 5, are allocated to element 3. Three users equally share the bandwidth

resource. User 6 is allocated to element 5. Since there is only one user in that beam, user 6
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Figure 5.8: An example frame of resource allocation in optical SDMA.

uses the entire bandwidth continuously. The other two elements 2 and 4 are inactive, since no

users are required to be served by them. Therefore, these LED elements do not carry intensity

modulation (IM) signals and provide constant light output for illumination.

5.4.3 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the SINR performance for each active user, interference is a key factor to be

considered. In this scenario, interference consist of two parts: intra-cell interference and ICI.

Intra-cell interference originates from the active LED elements in the desired optical cell. ICI

is the interference generated by the active LED elements in the other optical cells. Hence, the

SINR of active user k can be expressed as:

γk =
(RPtxHk,m,ĉ)

2

N0B +
∑

m′ 6=m

(
RPtxHk,m′,ĉ

)2
+
∑
c′

∑
m̂

(
RPtxHk,m̂,c′

)2 , (5.5)

whereHk,m,ĉ is the channel attenuation between the desired LED elementm and an active user

k in the desired cell ĉ;
∑

m′ 6=m

(
RPtxHk,m′

)2 represents the intra-cell interference; and m′ is the
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index of active LED elements in the desired cell;
∑
c′

∑
m̂

(
RPtxHk,m̂,c′

)2 represents the ICI; m̂

is the index of active LED elements in each interfering cell; c′ is the index of the interfering

cell.

In optical SDMA, active users in each optical cell equally share the bandwidth resource. There-

fore, the spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA can be calculated as follows:

ΩSDMA =
K∑

k

1

gk
log2(1 + γk), (5.6)

where gk is the total number of active users served by the desired LED element of active user

k; K is the total number of active users in an optical cell.

The relative positions of active users in the optical cells can significantly affect the spectral

efficiency of the system. In this study, the spectral efficiency gain is used to evaluate the per-

formance of an SDMA system. This metric uses the system performance of the TDMA system

as the baseline. The gain is defined as:

η =
ΩSDMA

ΩTDMA
. (5.7)

For the purpose of fairness, in both scenarios, the following simulation parameters are set to be

identical: i) total transmission power; ii) total number of active users; and iii) the position of

active users. Therefore, the spectral efficiency gain is purely from the implementation of the

angle diversity transmitter and the resource allocation strategy.

5.4.4 The model of position errors

As discussed in the previous section, the spatial grouping strategy depends on the position

information of active users. This means position information is crucial to the operation of

the optical SDMA system. However, the position information is not always accurate due to

the limitation of the optics. When different indoor positioning techniques and devices [149],

[150] are used, the position errors vary accordingly. In this section, the model of the inaccurate

position estimation is introduced.

Assume that the coordinate of the actual position of an active user k is (xk, yk) and the estimated
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position is (x′k, y
′
k). The relationship between (xk, yk) and (x′k, y

′
k) can be represented as:




x′k = xk + ek

y′k = yk + e′k
(5.8)

where both ek and e′k follow a zero-mean normal distribution N (0, σ2
e) [151]; and σe is the

standard variance. For each active user, ek and e′k are independent and identically distributed.

The distance between the actual position and the estimated position can be represented as:

de =
√

(xk − x′k)2 + (yk − y′k)2. (5.9)

Here, according to [152], de follows Rayleigh distribution and the mean value of de is:

E[de] =

√
π

2
σe. (5.10)

In the optical SDMA, the result of user grouping is affected by the position errors. Some

users could be allocated to suboptimal optical cells and this results in an increased intra-cell

interference. Therefore, by considering position errors of active users, the system performance

of optical SDMA is degraded.

5.5 Theoretical Analysis of Optical SDMA

A theoretical framework to analyse the performance of an optical SDMA is presented in this

section. In the system model, the SINR of each active user is dependent on both the position of

the desired user and the position of interfering users. Hence, exact performance analysis seems

to be complex, but an insightful upper and lower bound for the average spectral efficiency are

derived here. They can be used to closely estimate the actual performance of an optical SDMA

system.

5.5.1 An Upper Bound for the SDMA System Performance

From (5.5) and (5.6), it is interesting to note that the performance of an SDMA system is

limited by three factors: noise, intra-cell interference and ICI. Firstly, the best-case scenario of

the SDMA system is considered. In the best-case scenario, it is assumed that all LED elements
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used in the system are with different colours and optical receivers can perfectly distinguish

these colours. Therefore, intra-cell interference and ICI are assumed to be negligible. In this

scenario, an upper bound for the SDMA system performance can be obtained. The derivation

of the upper bound is presented as follows.

In an optical cell, each LED element on the angle diversity transmitter independently serves

users at different locations. The spectral efficiency within an optical cell is equal to the sum of

the spectral efficiencies of each active LED elements. Since each LED element points into a

different direction, the average spectral efficiency for each active LED element is different. An

active LED element can achieve the highest average spectral efficiency when it points vertically

downward. This is because the active users served by this LED element are closest to the angle

diversity transmitter and have the strongest channel gain. The average spectral efficiency of an

active LED element pointing vertically downward is derived as follows.

For simplicity, the service region of the downward LED element is approximated as a circle.

Assuming Rcell is the radius of the hexagonal cell, the radius of the approximated circle can

be determined by: R ≈ 0.91Rcell. Also, it is assumed that the active users within this circular

region are uniform distributed. Assuming r is the horizontal distance between an active user

and the centre of its service region, the probability density function (PDF) of r can therefore be

given as:

fr(r) =
2r

R2
(0 ≤ r ≤ R), (5.11)

where R is the radius of the service region. By considering the geometry relationship between

the parameters d = h/cos(φ), cos(φ) = h/
√
h2 + r2, ψ = φ, (3.14) can be expressed as:

H(r) =
(m+ 1)Aeff

2πh2

(
h√

h2 + r2

)m+3

. (5.12)

Due to the noise-limited characteristic of the system, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be

represented as:

γ(r) =

(
RPtxH(r)

)2

N0B
. (5.13)

In this scenario, (5.6) is modified as follows:

Ωdownward =

K′∑

k

1

gk
log2(1 + γk), (5.14)
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where K ′ is the total number of active users within the service region of the downward LED

element. Since all users in this scenario are served by the downward LED element, gk = K ′.

Also, there is no mutual interference between users. Therefore, γk for all k is independently

and identically distributed. Therefore, the average spectral efficiency of the downward LED

element can be represented as follows:

Ω̄downward = E

[
K′∑

k

1

gk
log2(1 + γk)

]

=
K′∑

k

1

K ′
Er [log2(1 + γ(r))]

= E [log2(1 + γ(r))]

=

∫ R

0
log2(1 + γ(r))fr(r)dr.

(5.15)

Note that the average spectral efficiency is independent of the number of users served by the

vertically downward pointing LED element, K ′.

Since the average spectral efficiency of the other LED elements is less than the average spectral

efficiency in the downward element, the average spectral efficiency in the entire optical cell,

ΩSDMA, can be bounded by Ω̄downward:

Ω̄SDMA ≤ N̄aΩ̄downward = ΩUB, (5.16)

where N̄a is the average number of the active LED elements; ΩUB is the upper bound of the

average spectral efficiency in an optical cell.

In an optical SDMA system, N̄a is not a fixed number. This number depends on the total

number of LED elements on an angle diversity transmitter and also the total number of active

users in the optical cell. For example, if there is only one active user, N̄a is always 1. However,

when there are significant number of active users in an optical cell, N̄a is approximately equal

to the total number of LED elements on the angle diversity transmitter. According to [153], N̄a

can be calculated by:

N̄a = N −N(1− 1/N)K , (5.17)

where N is the total number of LED elements on an angle diversity transmitter; and K is the

number of users within an optical cell. The result of N̄a is presented in Figure 5.9. Note that
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Figure 5.9: The average number of active LED elements for different number of active users
and LED elements.

N̄a increases when there are more active users in an optical cell. Also the maximum value of

N̄a is clipped by the number of LED elements on an angle diversity transmitter. The simulation

result closely matches the theoretical result which proves the accuracy of the probability model.

5.5.2 A Lower Bound for the SDMA System Performance

After considering the best-case scenario, the worst-case scenario is now considered. In the

worst-case scenario, the inactive LED element in an optical cell is no longer transmitting con-

stant light signals. Instead, random light signals are transmitted. In this scenario, the intra-cell

interference and ICI are maximised. Also, the intra-cell interference and ICI of an active user

is independent of the position of other users. Therefore, a lower bound of the SDMA system

performance can be obtained. The derivation of the lower bound is presented as follows.

In this scenario, the representation of the user position PDF is identical to the previous sce-

nario, (5.11). The system is assumed to be interference limited and the intra-cell interference

dominates the interference components. Therefore, the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) can

be represented as:

γk =
(RPtxHk,m,ĉ)

2

∑
m′ 6=m

(
RPtxHk,m′,ĉ

)2 , (5.18)
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where the channel attenuation, Hk,m,ĉ, can be modelled as follows:

Hk,m,ĉ =
(λ+ 1)Aeff

2πd2
k,ĉ

cosλ(φk,m,ĉ) cos(ψk,ĉ)× rect

(
ψk,ĉ
Ψfov

)
, (5.19)

and the channel attenuation, Hk,m′,ĉ, can be represented as follows:

Hk,m′,ĉ =
(λ+ 1)Aeff

2πd2
k,ĉ

cosλ(φk,m′,ĉ) cos(ψk,ĉ)× rect

(
ψk,ĉ
Ψfov

)
, (5.20)

and (5.18) can be rewritten as follows:

γk =
(cos(φk,m,ĉ))

2

∑
m′ 6=m

(
cos(φk,m′,ĉ)

)2 , (5.21)

where (r cos ρ, r sin ρ, 0) is the coordinate of the user k; cosφk,m,c is represented by:

cosφk,m,c =

( −→v k,c · −→v m,c
‖−→v k,c‖‖−→v m,c‖

)
=
rpm,c cos ρ+ rqm,c sin ρ− hwm,c√

r2 + h2
, (5.22)

where −→v m,c = (pm,c, qm,c, wm,c) is defined as a normalised direction vector where p2
m,c +

q2
m,c + w2

m,c = 1.

Considering (5.21) and (5.22), the spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system with only a

single activated LED element can be denoted as follows:

Ω(r, ρ) = log2(1 + γ(r, ρ)). (5.23)

Using the flower model described in [154] and [133], Ω(r, ρ) in (5.23) can be further simplified

as Ω′(r, ρ). Since all transmitters are active and interfering transmitters are symmetrically

located, the magnitude of the interference term can be approximated by the flower model as

the combination of sine waves. The derivation and representation of Ω′(r, ρ) is provided in

Appendix B.2. The result of Ω′(r, ρ) is shown in Figure 5.10. Note that the flower model

approximation accurately matches the exact model.

The average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system with only a single activated LED
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element is:

Ω̄single = Er
[
Ω′(r, ρ)

]

=

∫ R

0

∫ 2π

0
Ω′(r, ρ)fr(r)dρdr

=

∫ R

0
Ω′′(r)fr(r)dr,

(5.24)

where the representation of Ω′′(r) is provided as follows.

For 7-element transmitter, the cell area can be divided into two parts: the area that is served

by the central LED and area that is served by the outer ring of LEDs. For the former scenario,

0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) =
Ω(r, 0o) + Ω(r, π6 )

2
+

Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π6 )

2
cos(6ρ). (5.25)

For the latter scenario, h tan(α2 ) ≤ r ≤ R.

Ω′(r, ρ) = Ω(r,
π

6
) + Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r,

π

6
)| sin(3ρ)|. (5.26)
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The representation of Ω′′(r) for the transmitters with more transmitter elements is listed in

Appendix B.3.

Similar to (5.16), the lower bound of the average spectral efficiency for the entire cell is scaled

with N̄a:

ΩLB = N̄aΩ̄single. (5.27)

5.5.3 The Estimation of the SDMA System Performance

The upper bound, ΩUB in (5.16), can be regarded as the performance of a SDMA system with

no interference. That means each user in the system experiences no interference from neigh-

bouring LED elements. The lower bound, ΩLB in (5.27), can be regarded as the performance

of a SDMA system with full interference. For instance, in the context of Figure 5.1, each user

experiences interference from all 6 neighbouring LED elements. However, the interference

experienced by a typical user in SDMA attocell networks varies significantly. For instance,

a SDMA deployment such as shown in Figure 5.1 may experience interference from a varied

number of LEDs from 0 to 6. In this section, the analysis in Section 5.5.1 and Section 5.5.2

is extended to estimate the performance of SDMA systems more accurately. Let the average

spectral efficiency of a typical user with z interfering LEDs be denoted as Ωz , z = 0, 1, ..., 6.

From the definition of ΩUB and ΩLB, it is clear that Ω0 = ΩUB and Ω6 = ΩLB. Hence, Ωz ,

z = 1, ..., 6 can be expressed as:

Ωz = log2

(
1 +

S
zI

)
≈ log2

( S
zI

)
= ΩLB + log2

(
6

z

)
, (5.28)

where S represents the signal term which is identical to the numerator in (5.18), and I is the

interference term which is identical to the denominator in (5.18). By assuming the probability

of occurrence of each scenario as Pz , the estimated average spectral efficiency of the SDMA

scheme is given as:

ΩSDMA,est =
6∑

z=0

PzΩz (5.29)

The method of calculating Pz is described as follows. Note that Pz is dependent on the user

density in the attocell network. If user density is low, P0 would be very high since users tend

to be well separated. If user density is high, P0 would be very low since most of the users are
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clustered. Let the user density, ζ, is defined as:

ζ =
K

N
. (5.30)

According to (5.17), the probability that a neighbouring LED element is occupied can be rep-

resented as:

Poe =
N̄a

N
= 1− (1− 1/N)ζN . (5.31)

If N is large, Poe can be calculated as:

lim
N→∞

Poe = 1− lim
N→∞

(1− 1/N)ζN = 1− e−ζ . (5.32)

The proof of (5.32) is provided in Appendix B.1. The result of Poe for different N is presented

in Figure 5.11 (a). It can be observed that the difference between the result, Poe, for different

values of N is very small. Therefore, it is assumed that Poe = 1− e−ζ regardless of the value

of N .

In order to derive Pz , consider the scenario when z = 0. In this scenario, none of the 6 LED
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Responsivity, R 0.5 A/W

The gain of the optical filter, G 1

Refractive index, n 1.5

PD area, Ap 0.1cm2

AWGN spectral density, N0 1× 10−21A/Hz

The radius of an optical cell, Rcell 3 m

Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters

elements in the vicinity is occupied. Hence, P0 can be evaluated as:

P0 =

(
6

0

)
(Poe)

0(1− Poe)
6. (5.33)

Similarly, Pz can be evaluated as:

Pz =

(
6

z

)
(Poe)

z(1− Poe)
6−z. (5.34)

The result of Pz when N = 37 is shown in Figure 5.11 (b). The theoretical and simulation

results match very closely, which proves the accuracy of the theoretical model. Substituting the

result for Pz in (5.34) into (5.29) yields the estimated average spectral efficiency.

5.6 Results and Discussions

The performance of the optical SDMA system is simulated and evaluated in this section.

In particular, the average spectral efficiency of the system and the cumulative distribution

function (CDF) of the spectral efficiency gain are illustrated and discussed. Moreover, the

system performance is also evaluated when position errors of active users are considered.

5.6.1 Simulation Setup

In the simulation, both the optical TDMA scheme and the optical SDMA scheme are con-

sidered. The optical TDMA system is used as a benchmark system. In the optical TDMA

scenario, the half-intensity radiance angle of single-element transmitter is assumed to be 60o.

For the 7-element angle diversity transmitter, α = 20o, Φtx = 17o; for the 19-element an-

gle diversity transmitter, α = 22o, Φtx = 10o; for the 37-element angle diversity transmitter,
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Figure 5.12: The illuminance distribution for different types of optical transmitters.

α = 14.3o, Φtx = 7o. In the optical SDMA scenario, the parameters of angle diversity trans-

mitters are designed to have similar half-intensity radiance angle with single-element receiver.

For the purpose of fairness, the sum transmission power of all LED elements is identical for

all types of optical transmitters. The distribution function of illumination for different types

of optical transmitters is given in Figure 5.12. This figure is generated by separating an opti-

cal cell into small grids and accumulating the value of illuminance in each grid. It is notable

that all types of optical transmitters can meet indoor illumination requirement [56] which is

300lux ≤ IIllum ≤ 1500lux, where IIllum is the indoor illuminance.

Optical transmitters are assumed to be placed at the centre of each cell at a height of 3 m. The

optical receivers for all active users are assumed to be placed at the height of a desk, 0.85 m. The

transmission power of an optical transmitter is set as 2 W. Table 5.1 gives the other simulation

parameters.

5.6.2 Spectral Efficiency Performance

In the simulation, in order to generate the average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA

system, 100000 snapshots are generated for each number of active users. For each snapshot,

it is ensured that active users are spatially uniformly distributed. The sum spectral efficiencies
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Figure 5.13: The spectral efficiency of optical attocell network for different number of ac-
tive users is shown when 7-element angle diversity transmitter is implemented.
ΩSDMA,sim represents the simulation result of the actual performance of the op-
tical SDMA system. ΩSDMA,sim represents the estimated theoretical result which
is calculated by (5.29).

of all users in the central optical cell of the 7-cell attocell network is calculated. Finally, the

average spectral efficiency is obtained as the average of the sum spectral efficiency over all

snapshots. The average spectral efficiencies for the optical TDMA scheme and the optical

SDMA scheme are denoted by ΩTDMA and ΩSDMA, respectively. N denotes the number of

LED elements on each angle diversity transmitter.

Figure 5.13 shows the average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system when a 7-

element angle diversity transmitter is used as the optical transmitter. The simulation results and

estimated results of the average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system are denoted

by ΩSDMA,sim and ΩSDMA,est, respectively. It is notable that the average spectral efficiency in-

creases when the total number of active users increases. The average spectral efficiency quickly

saturates as the number of active users increases.

The upper bound of the system, ΩUB, increases significantly when the number of active users

increases. When K is small, ΩSDMA,sim is close to ΩUB. This is because users tend to be

well-separated in this scenario which results in low intra-cell interference and ICI. When K

increases, the gap between ΩSDMA,sim and ΩUB increases. This is because the calculation of
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Figure 5.14: The spectral efficiency of optical attocell network for different number of ac-
tive users is shown when 19-element angle diversity transmitter is implemented.
ΩSDMA,sim represents the simulation result of the actual performance of the op-
tical SDMA system. ΩSDMA,sim represents the estimated theoretical result which
is calculated by (5.29).

upper bound considers no intra-cell and ICI.

The lower bound, ΩLB, is calculated assuming all LED elements are active (strong intra-cell

interference). When K is small, the actual intra-interference in the system is small. Therefore,

ΩSDMA,sim is a few times larger than ΩLB when K is small. When K is large, ΩLB approaches

ΩSDMA. This is because, when there is a considerable number of active users in a cell, all LED

elements on angle diversity transmitters are active. This setup is identical to the assumptions

for calculating ΩLB.

One important observation is that there is a close match between the simulation result, ΩLB,sim,

and theoretical estimation, ΩSDMA,est. This validates the accuracy of the theoretical model and

the related analysis in Section 5.5.3. Also, this means that the performance of optical SDMA

can be well-estimated without complex Monte-Carlo simulations. It can also be observed that

the SDMA system significantly outperforms the TDMA system that up to 6 times higher av-

erage spectral efficiency can be achieved. The angle diversity transmitter can generate narrow

directional light beams which can effectively reduce ICI and enable parallel transmission. This

results in the improvement on average spectral efficiency.
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Figure 5.15: The spectral efficiency of optical attocell network for different number of ac-
tive users is shown when 37-element angle diversity transmitter is implemented.
ΩSDMA,sim represents the simulation result of the actual performance of the op-
tical SDMA system. ΩSDMA,sim represents the estimated theoretical result which
is calculated by (5.29).

Figure 5.14 shows the average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system when a 19-

element angle diversity transmitter is used as the optical transmitter. The trend of the spectral

efficiency performance in this scenario is similar to that in the previous scenario. Note that,

when compared with TDMA, the SDMA system with a 19-element angle diversity transmitter

can achieve up to 17 times higher average spectral efficiency than the TDMA system. When the

number of transmitter elements increases further, the average spectral efficiency of the SDMA

increases accordingly. Figure 5.15 shows that the SDMA system with a 37-element angle

diversity transmitter can achieve up to 26 times higher average spectral efficiency than the

TDMA system. This average spectral efficiency gain is obtained at the expense of using the

angle diversity transmitter with 36 more LED elements. Also, this spectral efficiency gain

requires position information with more accuracy which will be discussed in Sec.5.6.4.

In summary, the theoretical estimation, ΩSDMA,est, can accurately predict the actual system

performance ΩSDMA. The upper bound, ΩUB, can provide a potential system average spectral

efficiency when the advanced interference mitigation scheme is implemented (such as multiple

colour LED elements to avoid intra-cell interference). Also, the lower bound, ΩLB, describes
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Figure 5.16: The spectral efficiency gain of the optical SDMA system for different number of
active users (N = 7).

the average spectral efficiency of the system when no interference mitigation scheme is taken

into account. It is observed that as K increases, the actual SDMA system transfers from a

noise-limited system to an interference-limited system.

It is worth pointing out that optical SDMA using angle diversity transmitter requires more

engineering work including the circuit design for supplying signals to multiple LED elements

and the optics design to generate directed light beams. Also, optical SDMA requires more

knowledge of channel state information to ensure the data transmission on each LED element.

As optical SDMA requires multiple-element AP, the resource allocation algorithm of optical

SDMA is more complex than optical TDMA with single-element APs.

5.6.3 Statistics of the Spectral Efficiency Gain

Figure 5.16 shows the performance of the spectral efficiency gain, η, when a 7-element angle

diversity transmitter is used. It is apparent that most of the time η is greater than unity. This

means the optical SDMA system significantly outperforms the TDMA system regardless of the

position of the active users. The dynamic range of the spectral efficiency gain, η, is large. This

is because the throughput gain is strongly related to the position of active users.
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Figure 5.17: Three typical scenarios for the SDMA system: 1. All active users are close to
each other (left); 2. Some of the active users are close to each other (middle); 3.
All active users are well-separated (right).

When there is only one active user in a cell, K = 1, η can be very high at some positions.

This is because, in a TDMA system, the half-intensity radiation angle of an optical transmitter

is large which results in strong cell edge interference. In SDMA systems, this interference can

be significantly mitigated, since only one LED element with narrow half-intensity radiation

angle is activated at a time. When an active user is at the cell centre, the ICI is not significant

in TDMA systems. In that scenario, SDMA cannot significantly improve the system spectral

efficiency, which results in lower η. Also, the transmission power of a single link in a SDMA

scheme is lower than that in a TDMA scheme. As a result, η may be less than 1.

When there is more than one active user in a cell, K > 1, η mainly depends on the relative

distance between users. For example, in Figure 5.17, three typical scenarios are illustrated.

For the first scenario, all active users are close to each other and within the region that is

served by the same transmitter element. In that scenario, the spectrum of one LED element is

shared by all users. Therefore, the spectral efficiency gain is achieved only from interference

mitigation. For the second scenario, some of the active users are clustered together and three

LED elements are activated simultaneously. This means, apart from the spectral efficiency

gain from the interference mitigation, approximately three times extra spectral efficiency gain

can be achieved by parallel transmissions. For the third scenario, each of the active users are

well-separated. In that scenario, approximately six times extra spectral efficiency gain can be

achieved from parallel transmission.

Figure 5.18 and 5.19 show the performance of the spectral efficiency gain when 19-element

and 37-element angle diversity transmitters are used, respectively. The trend of the results are

similar to the previous scenarios where a 7-element angle diversity transmitter is used. The

overall spectral efficiency gain increases as the number of transmitter element increases. This
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Figure 5.18: The spectral efficiency gain of the optical SDMA system for different number of
active users (N = 19).
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Figure 5.20: The average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system when different stan-
dard variance of the position error is considered (N = 7).
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Figure 5.21: The average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system when different stan-
dard variance of the position error is considered (N = 19).
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Figure 5.22: The average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system when different stan-
dard variance of the position error is considered (N = 37).

is because, when the number of LED elements on an angle diversity transmitter increases,

the half-intensity angle of each element decreases accordingly. Narrow half-intensity angle of

transmitter elements can effectively mitigate the ICI as well as the intra-cell interference. Also,

the optical transmitter with more LED elements has a better ability to separate active users and

create more parallel links to them. Hence, it can be concluded that the spectral efficiency gain

of a SDMA system is scaled with the number of LED elements on each optical transmitter.

5.6.4 Position Errors

Figure 5.20 shows the average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system using 7-element

transmitter when different σe are considered. According to the characteristics of the normal

distribution, 95% of the estimated positions of active users are within two standard deviations

(2σe) away from their actual positions. The curve with no markers represents the average

spectral efficiency of the SDMA system, when the position information is perfectly known,

σe = 0. When σe increases to 0.1 m, the average spectral efficiency of the SDMA system

decreases only by 1.3% compared with the system with perfect position information. When

σe is increased to 0.2 m, 0.3 m, 0.4 m and 0.5 m, the performance of the SDMA system

decreases by 5%, 11%, 18% and 26%, respectively. When σe is large, the position information
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for all active users is inaccurate. As a result, incorrect LED elements in each optical cell

are activated. This means active users may not be served by their optimal LED element and

additional performance penalties are introduced. Therefore, the overall system performance is

degraded significantly if the user position errors are large.

Figure 5.21 shows the average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system using the 19-

element transmitter when different σe is considered. When σe is 0.1 m, 0.2 m, 0.3 m, 0.4 m

and 0.5 m, the performance of the SDMA system decreases 3%, 11%, 22%, 33% and 44%, re-

spectively, compared with the system with perfect position information. For the SDMA system

using 37-element transmitter (Figure 5.22), when σe are 0.1 m, 0.2 m, 0.3 m, 0.4 m and 0.5 m,

the performance of the SDMA system decreases 4%, 14%, 28%, 41% and 52%, respectively,

compared with the system with perfect position information. This means that when the number

of transmitter elements increases, the SDMA system is more sensitive to position information

of the active users. This is because, when the number of LED elements increases, the service

area of each LED element is smaller. This means active users may be easily misallocated to

the cell in the vicinity when the position information is inaccurate. Therefore, for a fixed σe,

the SDMA system using more transmitter elements performs worse. It is also notable that the

performance of the SDMA system is compromised when σe increases. Fortunately, optical at-

tocells are perfect for indoor positioning which has been the first major application. With the

use of the-state-of-the-art indoor positioning techniques, an average position error of less than

0.25 m can be often achieved [150]. This means E[de] =
√

π
2σe < 0.25 m and σe < 0.2 m

can be obtained. Therefore, the system average spectral efficiency only decreases by 14%. This

result is very promising since the optical SDMA is robust to the position error which makes it

suitable for practical implementation.
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5.7 Summary

In this chapter, an optical attocell network adopting optical SDMA is proposed. In this net-

work, an angle diversity transmitter is equipped in each optical cell and it can serve multiple

active users simultaneously. With the use of an angle diversity transmitter, the ICI between

optical cells can be significantly mitigated. The results clearly indicate that the optical SDMA

system significantly outperforms the optical TDMA benchmark system. In particular, up to

26 times higher average spectral efficiency can be achieved when the transmitter is equipped

with 37 LED elements. Also, an upper bound and lower bound of the SDMA system are de-

rived analytically. These bounds can be used and can accurately predict the performance of

the SDMA system. In addition, the result of average spectral efficiency gain clearly indicates

that the SDMA system outperforms the TDMA system, regardless of the relative positions of

the active users. Finally, position errors for the active users are considered. Results shows that

the SDMA system is robust to user position errors, and the system performance is only com-

promised by 14% when the practical state-of-the-art indoor position techniques are used. The

results strongly support the suitability of optical SDMA systems for practical implementations.
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6.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, inter-cell interference (ICI) mitigation techniques in optical attocell networks

have been studied. A simplified model for estimating non-line-of-sight (NLOS) ICI has been

proposed. The proposed model can significantly reduce the computational complexity of con-

ventional ray-tracing model. Also, in order to mitigate ICI in optical attocell networks, angle

diversity receivers (ADRs) with different signal combining schemes have been proposed as re-

ceiver front-ends. Moreover, with angle diversity transmitters, optical space division multiple

access (SDMA) has been achieved, which also mitigates ICI in optical attocell networks. With

the help of the simplified model, a theoretical framework has been proposed. Also, this frame-

work can accurately predict the system performance of optical attocell networks with angle

diversity transmitters and ADRs.

In the first main chapter of the thesis, a downlink ICI model in optical attocell networks is in-

vestigated and a novel simplified model is proposed for estimating NLOS ICI in optical attocell

networks. The results suggest that light reflections have significant impact on the user signal-

to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) performance. Specifically, the second order reflections

are predominant components in the NLOS ICI. Base on that, a simplified model is proposed to

reduce the computational complexity by only considering second-order light reflections. The

model is further simplified by introducing a new method of evaluating NLOS light reflections.

By using the proposed simplified model, the SINR distribution of optical attocell networks has

been derived in closed-form. The simulation results show that the simplified model achieves a

close match with the conventional NLOS ray-tracing model. This simplified model can also be

applied to other scenarios, such as optical attocell networks with angle diversity receivers and

angle diversity transmitters.

In the second main chapter of the thesis, interference mitigation techniques using ADRs are

investigated in optical attocell networks. Four different signal combining schemes for ADRs

and a novel double-source cell configuration are proposed. The results show that an ADR out-

performed a single-PD receiver in terms of SINR performance. In particular, the ADR with op-

timum combining (OPC) performs the best which approaches interference-free system. How-

ever, OPC requires channel state information (CSI) knowledge from all access points (APs). In

comparison, maximum ratio combining (MRC) and select best combining (SBC) provide sub-

optimal performance by considering the CSI knowledge from the desired AP. Also, double-

source cell configuration can further improve the system performance when ADRs are used. A
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criteria of selecting transmission mode in double-source cell configuration is determined which

improves the system performance in different scenarios. It can also be concluded that when

the number of elements on an ADR increases, an ADR is more capable of avoiding ICI which

results in better system performance. Furthermore, an analytical framework is proposed for

analysing optical attocell networks using ADRs. Analytical models for different scenarios in-

cluding line-of-sight (LOS) and NLOS propagation are derived and the accuracy of the models

have been validated.

In the third main chapter of the thesis, optical SDMA using angle diversity transmitters is

studied in optical attocell networks. By using optical SDMA, multiple active users can be si-

multaneously served at different positions. This can increase the available bandwidth resource

and also mitigate ICI in optical attocell networks. The results show that optical SDMA signifi-

cantly outperforms the conventional optical time division multiple access (TDMA) in terms of

system average spectral efficiency. This improvement scales with the number of elements on

each angle diversity transmitter. In particular, up to 26 times higher average spectral efficiency

can be achieved when a 37-element light emitting diode (LED) transmitter is used. In addition,

the upper bound and the lower bound of the performance of optical SDMA systems are derived

analytically. These bounds can estimate the performance of SDMA systems. Moreover, the

results of average spectral efficiency gain clearly show that the SDMA system outperforms the

TDMA system, regardless of the relative positions of the active users. The study is finally ex-

tended to account for the user position errors. The system performance is only compromised by

up to 14% when the practical state-of-the-art indoor position techniques are used. Monte-Carlo

simulation results show that the system is very robust to user position errors. This means that

optical SDMA systems are suitable for practical implementation.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

The results of analytical model presented in Chapter 3 show a close agreement with the Monte-

Carlo simulation. However, all the simulation results and analytical results are based on the

assumption of flat linear additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. In future work, the

multipath effect from the light reflections will be considered. Also, the bandwidth limitation of

transmitter front-ends and receiver front-ends will be considered. Apart from that, the proof-

of-concept experiments can be performed to evaluate the accuracy of theoretical model.
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In Chapter 4, ADRs are used to mitigate ICI in optical attocell networks. It is assumed that

all ADRs are equipped with compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) concentrator. CPC con-

centrator can provide high concentration gain and precisely limit the field-of-view (FOV) of

a photodiode (PD) element. CPC concentrator has strong cut-off effect. If incident light are

within the FOV of a concentrator, all optical energy from incident light can be captured. On

the contrary, if incident light is out of the FOV, no optical energy can be received from the

LOS link. This characteristic is very beneficial for interference mitigation in optical attocell

networks since interfering light from the undesired directions can easily be rejected. However,

a CPC concentrator has drawbacks: the narrower the FOV of a CPC concentrator, the higher

the concentrator gain, but the longer a concentrator will be. In some scenarios, it is impossible

to use a narrow FOV CPC due to the limitation of size. Therefore, other types of concentra-

tors also need to be considered. This means further work can be conducted to evaluate the

performance of ADRs with other types of concentrators. Also, proof-of-concept experiments

could be carried out to validate the theoretical models. In the future work, a prototype network

consists of optical cells with ADRs should be developed.

In Chapter 5, optical SDMA using angle diversity transmitters are investigated in optical attocell

networks. In this thesis, the analysis of system performance only accounts for 7 optical cells.

In future work, more optical cells will be considered. Also, the edge effects and the light

reflections from walls will be taken into account. With the help of edge effects, the optical cells

close to walls will suffer less ICI since opaque walls can reject interfering light signals from

other rooms. However, walls have disadvantages. When users are located at the corner, LOS

links may be affected by reflected light from walls. Therefore, edge effect in optical attocell

networks should be further investigated when optical SDMA is applied. In future work, the

coordination between different optical cells could be considered to further mitigate ICI.
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Appendix A
Interference Mitigation Techniques

using Angle Diversity Receiver

A.1 The Proof of (4.49) and (4.50)

γOPC =

τ2P 2
tx

(
wpdHad,pd +

∑
p 6=pd

wpHad,p

)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑NPD

p=1 w
2
pN0B

. (A.1)

The magnitude of the LOS channel is a few orders of magnitude larger than the NLOS channel.

Since only the desired PD ad can establish a LOS link with the desired AP:

Had,pd � Had,p. (p 6= pd) (A.2)

The SINR of OPC can be approximated as follows:

γOPC(r) ≈

(
τPtxwpdH(r,ΨADR)

)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑NPD

p=1 w
2
pN0B

=

(
τPtxwpdH(r,ΨADR)

)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑
p 6=pd

w2
pN0B + w2

pd
N0B

<

(
τPtxwpdH(r,ΨADR)

)2

w2
pd
N0B

=

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

N0B
= γOPC,UB(r).

(A.3)
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A.2 The Proof of (4.64)

The SINR of OPC in double-source cell configuration is represented as follows:

γdouble
OPC (r) =

(
1

2
τPtx

(
wppos + wpneg

)
H(r,ΨADR)

)2

Idouble
NLOS,OPC +

∑NPD
p=1 w

2
pN0B

<

(
1

2
τPtx

(
wppos + wpneg

)
H(r,ΨADR)

)2

(
w2
ppos + w2

pneg

)
N0B

(A.4)

Since
(wppos + wpneg)2

w2
ppos + w2

pneg

≤ 2, (A.5)

the SINR of the double source cell configuration is:

γdouble
OPC (r) <

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

2N0B
= γdouble

OPC,UB(r). (A.6)
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Appendix B
SDMA using Angle Diversity

Transmitter in Optical Attocell
Networks

B.1 The Proof of (5.32)

In order to calculate (5.32), the limitation of a similar equation is firstly considered:

lim
N→∞

ln(1− 1/N)ζN = lim
N→∞

ζN ln(1− 1/N). (B.1)

Assuming that t = 1/N and according to the L’Hospital’s Rule:

lim
N→∞

ζN ln(1− 1/N) = lim
t→0

[ζ ln(1− t)]′
[t]′

= −ζ. (B.2)

Hence,

lim
N→∞

(1− 1/N)ζN = e−ζ . (B.3)

B.2 The Derivation of Ω′(r, ρ)

The average spectral efficiency, Ω(r, ρ), can be approximated by Ω′(r, ρ). The procedure is

presented as follows.

B.2.1 N = 19

Similarly, for the 19-element transmitter, the cell area can be divided into three parts. When

0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) =
Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π6 )

2
+

Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π6 )

2
cos(6ρ). (B.4)
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When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r < h tan(3α
2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) = Ω(r,
π

6
) + Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r,

π

6
)| sin(3ρ)|. (B.5)

When h tan(3α
2 ) ≤ r < R, Ω′(r, ρ) =





Ω(r, π6 ) + Ω(r, π4 ) +
(
Ω(r, π6 )− Ω(r, π4 )

)
| cos(6ρ)|

if π
12 + π

3u < ρ ≤ π
4 + π

3u

Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π12) +
(
Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π12)

)
| cos(6ρ)|

otherwise,

(B.6)

where u = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

B.2.2 N = 37

For the 37-element transmitter, the cell area can be divided into four parts. When 0 ≤ r <

h tan(α2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) =
Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π6 )

2
+

Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π6 )

2
cos(6ρ). (B.7)

When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r < h tan(3α
2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) = Ω(r,
π

6
) + Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r,

π

6
)| sin(3ρ)|. (B.8)

When h tan(3α
2 ) ≤ r < h tan(5α

2 ), Ω′(r, ρ) =





Ω(r, π6 ) + Ω(r, π4 ) +
(
Ω(r, π6 )− Ω(r, π4 )

)
| cos(6ρ)|

if π
12 + π

3u < ρ ≤ π
4 + π

3u

Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π12) +
(
Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π12)

)
| cos(6ρ)|

otherwise.

(B.9)
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When h tan(5α
2 ) ≤ r < R, Ω′(r, ρ) =





Ω(r, π12) + Ω(r, π8 ) + (Ω(r, π12)− Ω(r, π8 ))| cos(12ρ)|

if π
24 + π

3u < ρ ≤ π
8 + π

3u

Ω(r, π6 ) + Ω(r, 5π
24 ) + (Ω(r, π6 )− Ω(r, 5π

24 ))| cos(12ρ)|

if π
8 + π

3u < ρ ≤ 5π
24 + π

3u

Ω(r, π4 ) + Ω(r, 7π
24 ) + (Ω(r, π4 )− Ω(r, 7π

24 ))| cos(12ρ)|

if 5π
24 + π

3u < ρ ≤ 7π
24 + π

3u

Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π24) + (Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π24))| cos(12ρ)|

otherwise.

(B.10)

B.3 The Representation of Ω′′(r)

B.3.1 N = 7

When 0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)Ω(r, 0) + (π − 1)Ω(r,
π

6
). (B.11)

When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r ≤ R,

Ω′′(r) = (2π − 2)Ω(r,
π

6
) + 2πΩ(r, 0). (B.12)

B.3.2 N = 19

When 0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)Ω(r, 0) + (π − 1)Ω(r,
π

6
). (B.13)

When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r < h tan(3α
2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (2π − 2)Ω(r,
π

6
) + 2πΩ(r, 0). (B.14)
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When h tan(3α
2 ) ≤ r < R,

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)(Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r,
π

6
)) + (π − 1)

×(Ω(r,
π

12
) + Ω(r,

π

4
)).

(B.15)

B.3.3 N = 37

When 0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)Ω(r, 0) + (π − 1)Ω(r,
π

6
). (B.16)

When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r < h tan(3α
2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (2π − 2)Ω(r,
π

6
) + 2πΩ(r, 0). (B.17)

When h tan(3α
2 ) ≤ r < h tan(5α

2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)(Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r,
π

6
)) + (π − 1)

×(Ω(r,
π

12
) + Ω(r,

π

4
)).

(B.18)

When h tan(5α
2 ) ≤ r < R,

Ω′′(r) =
1

2
(π + 1)(Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r,

π

12
) + Ω(r,

π

6
) + Ω(r,

π

4
))

+
1

2
(π − 1)(Ω(r,

π

24
) + Ω(r,

π

8
) + Ω(r,

5π

24
) + Ω(r,

7π

24
)).

(B.19)
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1

Space Division Multiple Access for Optical Attocell

Network Using Angle Diversity Transmitters
Zhe Chen, Student Member, IEEE, Dushyantha A. Basnayaka, Member, IEEE, and Harald Haas, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, an optical space division multiple
access (SDMA) scheme is proposed for optical attocell networks.
In the system, the conventional single-element transmitter in
each optical cell is substituted by an angle diversity transmitter
which can simultaneously serve multiple active users at different
positions. The type of configuration can increase the available
bandwidth resource and also mitigate inter-cell interference
(ICI) in optical attocell networks. The results show that an
optical SDMA scheme significantly outperforms the conventional
optical time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme. The SDMA
scheme improves the average spectral efficiency of the system by
a factor of 26 for a 37-element light emitting diode (LED) angle
diversity transmitter. In addition, the upper and lower bound of
the optical SDMA performance are derived analytically. These
bounds can precisely estimate the performance of SDMA systems.
Also, the study is extended to take account of user position errors,
and Monte-Carlo simulations show that the system is very robust
to user position errors.

Index Terms—angle diversity transmitter; visible light com-
munication; space division multiple access; position errors

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS data traffic has increased significantly and

shows an exponential increase in the future. It is

predicted that mobile data traffic is expected to increase to

24.3 exabytes per month by 2019 [1]. Although there has been

technical improvements in radio frequency (RF) systems, it is

still a technical challenge to meet such high levels of data

traffic. In order to address the limited RF spectrum, visible

light communication (VLC) technology has been developed

as a potential alternative [2]. VLC enables the transformation

of conventional lighting infrastructures into high speed access

point (AP). Pioneering research shows that VLC is able to

attain extremely high data rates [3], [4]. In particular, a single-

colour light emitting diode (LED) can achieve transmission

speeds of over 3 Gbps [5]. Taking an important step beyond

point-to-point VLC links, high speed bi-directional wireless

networking solution using visible light are envisaged. The aim

in the future is to carry 25% of the indoor data traffic via VLC

networks in the future.

In VLC, a LED and a photodiode (PD) are typically

used as the transmitter and the receiver, respectively. The

information is modulated in the intensity of a LED, termed

intensity modulation (IM). At the receiver, a simple non-

coherent energy detector is used to recover the information,

Professor Haas acknowledges support from the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) under Established Career Fellowship
grant EP/K008757/1.

Zhe Chen, Dushyantha A. Basnayaka and Harald Haas are with the Institute
for Digital Communications, Li-Fi Research and Development Centre, the
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, EH9 3JL. (e-mail: z.chen@ed.ac.uk;
d.basnayaka@ed.ac.uk; h.haas@ed.ac.uk)

and this is termed direct detection (DD). The advantages

of VLC technology are as follows: i) VLC operates in an

unregulated part of the electromagnetic spectrum which means

that no license are required for the spectrum resource; ii)

since visible light cannot penetrate opaque objects, VLC can

transmit wireless data within a specific confined area more

securely; iii) VLC is intrinsically safe to use in electromagnetic

interference (EMI) sensitive environments [6], such as aircraft,

hospitals and oil refineries.

Cellular networks can achieve high data density by harness-

ing the frequency reuse gains. Compared with RF cells, optical

cells are considerably smaller due to the confined coverage of

LEDs [7]. An optical cellular network facilitates higher fre-

quency reuse and, therefore, higher data density than small-cell

RF wireless networks. Results shows that an optical cellular

network significantly outperforms RF femtocell systems [8].

In a typical indoor scenario, each lighting fixture becomes an

AP, and can serve multiple users. This type of network is

referred to as an optical attocell network [9].

In cellular multi-user systems, time division multiple access

(TDMA) is typically used. In TDMA, the data intended

for different users is transmitted in different time slots, and

occupies the entire system bandwidth in its respective time

slot. TDMA has two limitations: i) only one user can be

served in a time slot and therefore this does not effectively

exploit the available bandwidth; and ii) the transmitter radiates

signals omni-directionally to provide full cell coverage, and

this causes strong inter-cell interference (ICI), especially to

cell-edge users. In order to overcome these limitations, a

spatial dimension is added to the conventional TDMA system.

In RF, a well-known method is space division multiple access

(SDMA) [10] which has been integrated to the 4G commu-

nication standards such as LTE and IEEE 802.11ac [11]. In

SDMA, an antenna array is used at the transmitter to generate

multiple narrow beams pointing towards different active users.

In this way, multiple users can be served simultaneously within

the same time slot.

Although SDMA shows promising performance in RF, it

cannot be directly adopted in VLC. One of the main issues is

the transmitter. In RF, directional narrow beams are generated

by changing the amplitude and phase of the signals trans-

mitted by an antenna array. However, this approach cannot

be implemented straightforwardly in VLC because VLC uses

intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD). However,

in VLC, LEDs have an inherent feature of a confined field-of-

view (FOV). This characteristic can be exploited for generating

directional light beams. Therefore, in optical SDMA, an angle

diversity transmitter which consists of multiple directional

narrow FOV LED elements is used as the optical transmitter.
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interfering APs

active users
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Fig. 1. The layout of a 7-cell attocell network.

By activating different transmitter elements, the angle diversity

transmitter can simultaneously serve multiple users at different

locations.

In previous research, it has been shown that SDMA is

an effective scheme which can significantly improve the

performance of a RF system [10]. In RF, SDMA increases

the system spectral efficiency by multiplexing information

intended for multiple users using channel state information

[12], [13]. The existing approaches to improve the spectral

efficiency of VLC networks includes a system consisting of

multi-beam transmitters and imaging diversity receivers [14].

However, this system does not support multiple users and

its mobility is significantly restricted by the imaging optical

receiver. In [15] and [16], an optical attocell network is

proposed which can achieve a higher system spectral efficiency

by exploiting frequency reuse and different ICI mitigation

methods. However, to the authors’ best knowledge, there is

little research that exploits the transmitter spatial diversity at

a system level. Therefore, in this study, optical SDMA using

angle diversity transmitters for an optical attocell network is

proposed and systematically analysed.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The sys-

tem model which includes light propagation, optical TDMA,

optical SDMA and position errors is given in Section II. The

theoretical analysis of the optical SDMA system is presented

in Section III. Numerical and theoretical results are compared

and discussed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are given in

Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

This study focuses on the downlink transmission of a

VLC system. A 7-cell attocell network is assumed and the

performance of the cell in the centre is considered in order

to eliminate cell edge effects in the simulations (see Fig. 1).

LED lighting fixtures are the APs. These APs are assumed

to be placed in the ceiling and the optical receivers for all

active users are assumed to be placed at a desktop height

of 0.85 m. For the optical receiver, a wide FOV PD of 70o

is assumed. An optical receiver with a large FOV ensures

that line-of-sight (LOS) components dominate rather than non-

line-of-sight (NLOS) components which are a few orders of

AP

h

ϕ

ψ
Ψfov

Φtx

d

optical receiver

Fig. 2. LOS propagation model.

magnitude weaker than LOS components. Therefore, in this

study, only the effect of LOS paths of the light fixtures is

considered.

A. LOS Propagation Model

A typical LOS link from an AP to an active user is shown

in Fig. 2. The direct current (DC) gain of the LOS link can

be accurately calculated as follows [17]:

H0 =
(n+ 1)Aeff

2πd2
cosn(φ) cos(ψ)rect

(
ψ

Ψfov

)
, (1)

where d is the distance between an AP and its corresponding

receiver; Ψfov is the FOV of the optical receiver; n is the

Lambertian order of the LED elements; n is also a function

of the transmitter half-intensity radiation angle Φtx as n =
−1/ log2(cos(Φtx)); φ is the angle of irradiance; ψ is the

angle of light incidence at the receiver; rect(·) is a unit step

function. The effective signal collection area Aeff is given as:

Aeff = ApG
n2
ref

sin2(Ψfov)
, (2)

where nref is the refractive index of the receiver optics; Ap

is the physical area of the optical receiver; G is the signal

transmission gain of the optical filter.

B. Optical TDMA

In order to serve multiple users in each optical cell, a

multiple access scheme is required. TDMA is assumed to be

the most common scheme for multi-user access. In a typical

optical TDMA scenario, a single-element optical transmitter

is adapted as an AP. All active users share the same spectrum

in their corresponding optical cell. Information for different

users is transmitted in different time slots of identical length.

In each time slot, only one of the active users can be served.

Therefore, the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio

(SINR) of the active user k can be expressed as:

γk =

(
τPtxH(b̂,k)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′ 6=b̂

(
τPtxH(b′,k)

)2 , (3)
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user 2

user 3
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AP

Fig. 3. The difference between TDMA and SDMA. On the left is a TDMA
scenario. Only user 1 is served within a time slot. On the right is a SDMA
scenario. Four users are served simultaneously within one time slot.

where τ is the responsivity of the PD; Ptx is the optical

power transmitted by an AP and is assumed to be the same

for all APs; H(b̂,k) is the channel attenuation between user

k and the desired AP b̂;
∑

b′ 6=b̂

(
rPtH(b′,k)

)2
represents the

interference signal from interfering APs; N0 is the additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power spectral density; B is

the optical communication bandwidth.

Assuming a simple Round Robin (RR) scheduler, the spec-

tral efficiency of the optical TDMA system is as follows:

ΩTDMA(k) =
1

K

K∑

k=1

log2(1 + γk), (4)

where K is the total number of the active users.

The optical TDMA systems described here have two main

disadvantages. Firstly, users in the system are successively

assigned to different time slots. Only one user can be served

in each time slot. This significantly limits the overall perfor-

mance of the system since the available bandwidth cannot

be effectively shared, and this also limits the user data rate

granularity. Secondly, the conventional single-element optical

transmitter requires a large half intensity radiation angle to

achieve full light and signal coverage. As a consequence,

ICI in the system could significantly increase and the overall

system performance is then compromised.

C. Optical SDMA

In order to overcome the disadvantages of optical TDMA

systems, a multiple access scheme that supports parallel

transmissions, SDMA, is introduced. SDMA was initially

implemented in RF communication [18]. As illustrated in

Fig. 3, in a TDMA scenario, an AP consists of a single-element

transmitter which generates an omni-directional signal. Only

one user can be served within a time slot. Unlike TDMA,

the SDMA AP consists of an antenna array which can gener-

ate multiple directional narrow beam signals simultaneously.

Hence, more than one active user can be served within a single

time slot. By exploiting the location information of active

users, the interference between these narrow beams can be

significantly mitigated. Therefore, in comparison with TDMA,

SDMA is able to offer superior performance.

Φtx Φtx

Fig. 4. The layout of the optical TDMA scenario with a conventional single-
element optical transmitter (left) and the layout of the optical SDMA scenario
with an angle diversity optical transmitter (right).
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Fig. 5. The layout of a 7-element angle diversity transmitter.
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Fig. 6. The layout of a 19-element angle diversity transmitter.
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Fig. 7. The layout of a 37-element angle diversity transmitter.

1) Angle Diversity Transmitter: In order to deploy SDMA

in VLC, an optical transmitter which can generate parallel

narrow beam lights is required. Hence, a multi-element angle

diversity transmitter is introduced. The layout of the angle

diversity transmitter is given in Fig. 4. Multiple narrow-beam

LED elements are mounted on a semi-sphere base. Each of the

elements points in a different direction. The combine coverage

area of all LED elements on an angle diversity transmitter is

identical to the conventional single-element optical transmitter.

The angle diversity transmitter considered in this study

consists of several LEDs. The first LED is installed at the
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Single-element transmitter

Angle diversity transmitter

user 1 user 2 user 3 user 4 user 5

user 1 user 2 user 3 user 4 user 5

inactive user

active user

cell 1 cell 2

cell 1 cell 2

Fig. 8. Single-element versus angle diversity transmitter: the figure on the top
illustrates optical TDMA. The figure at the bottom illustrates optical SDMA.
Cell 1 and cell 2 are two neighbouring cells in an optical attocell network.

centre of a semi-sphere base. Then, rings of LEDs are installed

around the central LED with increasing radius. In this study,

three types of angle diversity transmitters (7-element, 19-
element and 37-element) are considered. The layout of these

angle diversity transmitters are illustrated in Fig. 5-7. Here, α
is the angle between each neighbouring rings of LEDs.

In RF, the realisation of narrow beam transmitters requires

multiple RF chains and complex beam-steering algorithms. In

VLC, by using an angle diversity transmitter, narrow beam

optical signals can be generated, and complex algorithms for

beamforming can be avoided. The parallel directional trans-

missions can be realised by activating the LEDs that cover only

the areas occupied by active users. The remaining LEDs which

are not participating for communication generate constant light

to provide room illumination. Therefore, an angle diversity

transmitter can provide both uniform illumination and data

communicating to multiple users.

The use of an angle diversity transmitter can effectively

mitigate the ICI in an optical attocell network. As shown in

Fig. 8, in a snapshot of an optical TDMA system, user 3 and

user 5 are active and are served by APs in cell 1 and cell 2,
respectively. Since the transmitter semi-angle for the single-

element transmitter is large, both user 3 and user 5 experience

strong ICI. For the identical snapshot in an optical SDMA

system, all users can be served by directional beams. Since

active LEDs only cover the areas of active users, ICI can be

significantly mitigated.

2) Spatial Grouping: In an attocell network, it is assumed

that each active user connects to the closest optical access

point. In each optical cell, active users are served by different

LED elements of the angle diversity transmitter. In optical

SDMA, these active users cannot be assigned to arbitrary

LED elements since some users might be spatially close to

each other which results in overlapping beams and high co-

channel interference. Therefore, in the absence of adaptive

beamforming, a spatial grouping strategy is essential to achieve

high spectral efficiency in an optical SDMA system with a

h

(x ,y ,h)c c

(x ,y ,0)k k

k

vk,c vm,c

θ

r
ρ

k,m,c

Fig. 9. The geometry of an optical cell. The position of the active user k
can be represented by polar coordinate (r cos(ρ), r sin(ρ)).

fixed grid of beams.

The most important part of the spatial grouping strategy is

to determine the source LED element for each active user.

The geometry of an optical cell is given in Fig. 9. The

coordinates of the angle diversity transmitter c is (xc, yc, h)
and the coordinates of an active user k is (xk, yk, 0); vk,c is

the vector from the angle diversity transmitter c to an active

user k; vm,c is the normal vector of the LED element m on the

angle diversity transmitter c; and θk,m,c is the angle between

the vector vk,c and vector vm,c. The source LED element of

active user k is chosen to minimise the angle θk,m. The index

of the source LED element for active user k can be given as:

Ik,c = min
m

θk,m,c, (c = ĉ) (5)

where ĉ is the desired cell for active user k; θk,m,c can be

represented as:

θk,m = arccos

( −→v k,c · −→v m,c

‖−→v k,c‖‖−→v m,c‖

)
. (6)

When the source LED element for each active user is

determined, it is able to determine which LED elements on the

angle diversity transmitter are active. In some situations, some

active users could be spatially close. This means that more than

one active user will be allocated to the same LED element.

In order to serve multiple users with one LED element, a

TDMA scheme outlined in Section II-B is required. Also, RR

scheduling is assumed.

An example of resource allocation in optical SDMA is

illustrated in Fig. 10. Three LED elements are active. User

1, 2, are allocated to element 1. These two users equally share

the resource. User 3, 4, 5, are allocated to element 3. Three
users equally share the bandwidth resource. User 6 is allocated

to element 5. Since there is only one user in that beam,

user 6 uses the entire bandwidth continuously. The other two

elements 2 and 4 are inactive, since no users are required to be

served by them. Therefore, these LED elements do not carry

IM signals and generate only constant light for illumination.

3) Performance Evaluation: In order to evaluate the SINR

performance for each active user, interference is a key factor

to be considered. In this scenario, interference consist of two

parts: intra-cell interference and ICI. Intra-cell interference
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Fig. 10. An example frame of resource allocation in optical SDMA.

originates from the active LED elements in the desired optical

cell. ICI is the interference generated by the active LED

elements in the other optical cells. Hence, the SINR of active

user k can be expressed as:

γk =
(τPtxHk,m,ĉ)

2

N0B +
∑

m′ 6=m

(τPtxHk,m′,ĉ)
2
+

∑
c′

∑
m̂

(τPtxHk,m̂,c′)
2 ,

(7)

where Hk,m,ĉ is the channel attenuation between the desired

LED element m and an active user k in the desired cell ĉ;∑
m′ 6=m

(τPtxHk,m′)
2
represents the intra-cell interference; and

m′ is the index of active LED elements in the desired cell;∑
c′

∑
m̂

(τPtxHk,m̂,c′)
2
represents the ICI; m̂ is the index of

active LED elements in each interfering cell; c′ is the index

of the interfering cell.

In optical SDMA, active users in each optical cell equally

share the bandwidth resource. Therefore, the spectral effi-

ciency of the optical SDMA can be calculated as:

ΩSDMA =

K∑

k

1

gk
log2(1 + γk), (8)

where gk is the total number of active users served by the

desired LED element of active user k; K is the total number

of active users in an optical cell.

The relative positions of active users in the optical cells

can significantly affect the spectral efficiency of the system.

In this study, the spectral efficiency gain is used to evaluate the

performance of an SDMA system. This metric uses the system

performance of the TDMA system as the baseline. The gain

is defined as:

η =
ΩSDMA

ΩTDMA
. (9)

For the purpose of fairness, in both scenarios, the following

simulation parameters are set to be identical: i) total trans-

mission power; ii) total number of active users; and iii) the

position of active users. Therefore, the spectral efficiency gain

is obtained from the implementation of the angle diversity

transmitter and the resource allocation strategy.

D. The model of position errors

As previously discussed, the spatial grouping strategy de-

pends on the position information of active users. Thus,

position information is crucial to the operation of the optical

SDMA system. However, the position information is not

always accurate due to the limitation of the indoor positioning

techniques. When different indoor positioning techniques and

devices [19], [20] are used, the position errors vary accord-

ingly. In this section, a model for the inaccurate position

estimation is introduced.

Assume that the coordinate of the actual position of an

active user k is (xk, yk), and the estimated position is (x′
k, y

′
k).

The relationship between (xk, yk) and (x′
k, y

′
k) can be repre-

sented as: {
x′
k = xk + ek

y′k = yk + e′k
(10)

where both ek and e′k follow a zero-mean normal distribution

N (0, σ2
e) [21], and σe is the standard variance. For each active

user, ek and e′k are independent and identically distributed. The

distance between the actual position and the estimated position

can be represented as:

de =
√
(xk − x′

k)
2 + (yk − y′k)

2. (11)

Here, according to [22], de follows Rayleigh distribution and

the mean value of de is:

E[de] =
√

π

2
σe. (12)

In the optical SDMA, the result of user grouping is affected

by the position errors. Some users could be allocated to

suboptimal optical cells and this results in an increased intra-

cell interference. Therefore, by considering position errors of

active users, the system performance of optical SDMA is

degraded.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL SDMA

A theoretical framework to analyse the performance of an

optical SDMA is presented in this section. In the system

model, the SINR of each active user is dependent on both

the position of the desired user and the position of interfering

users. Hence, exact performance analysis would be complex,

but an insightful upper and lower bound for the average

spectral efficiency are derived here. They can be used to

closely estimate the actual performance of an optical SDMA

system.

A. An Upper Bound for the SDMA System Performance

From (7) and (8), it is notable that the performance of

a SDMA system is limited by three factors: noise, intra-

cell interference and ICI. Firstly, the best-case scenario of

the SDMA system is considered. In the best-case scenario,

it is assumed that all LED elements used in the system

are of different colours, and optical receivers can perfectly

distinguish these colours. Therefore, the intra-cell interference

and ICI are totally cancelled. This means the system is noise-

limited. In this scenario, an upper bound for the SDMA system
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performance can be obtained. The derivation of the upper

bound is presented as below.

In an optical cell, each LED element on the angle diversity

transmitter independently serves users at different locations.

The spectral efficiency within an optical cell is equal to the

sum of the spectral efficiencies of each active LED elements.

Since each LED element points to different directions, the

average spectral efficiency for each active LED element is

different. An active LED element can achieve the highest

average spectral efficiency when it points vertically downward.

This is because the active users served by this LED element are

closest to the angle diversity transmitter and have the strongest

channel gain. The average spectral efficiency of an active LED

element pointing vertically downward is derived as follows.

For simplicity, the service region of the downward LED

element is approximated as a circle. Assuming Rcell is the

radius of the hexagonal cell, the radius of the approximated

circle can be determined by: R ≈ 0.91Rcell. Also, it is

assumed that the active users within this circular region are

uniform distributed. Assuming r is the horizontal distance

between an active user and the centre of its service region,

the probability density function (PDF) of r can therefore be

given as:

fr(r) =
2r

R2
(0 ≤ r ≤ R), (13)

where R is the radius of the service region. By consider-

ing the geometry relationship between the parameters d =
h/cos(φ), cos(φ) = h/

√
h2 + r2, ψ = φ, (1) can be expressed

as:

H(r) =
(m+ 1)Aeff

2πh2

(
h√

h2 + r2

)m+3

. (14)

Due to the noise-limited characteristic of the system, the

SINR can be represented as:

γ(r) =

(
τPtxH(r)

)2

N0B
. (15)

In this scenario, (8) is modified as:

Ωdownward =

K′∑

k

1

gk
log2(1 + γk), (16)

where K ′ is the total number of active users within the

service region of the downward LED element. Since all users

in this scenario are served by the downward LED element,

gk = K ′. Also, there is no mutual interference between

users. Therefore, γk for all k is independently and identically

distributed. Therefore, the average spectral efficiency of the

downward LED element can be represented as:

Ω̄downward = E




K′∑

k

1

gk
log2(1 + γk)




=

K′∑

k

1

K ′Er [log2(1 + γ(r))]

= Er [log2(1 + γ(r))]

=

∫ R

0

log2(1 + γ(r))fr(r)dr.

(17)
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Fig. 11. The average number of active LED elements for different number
of active users and LED elements.

Note that the average spectral efficiency is independent of the

number of users served by the vertically downward pointing

LED element, K ′.
Since the average spectral efficiency in the other LED

elements is less than the average spectral efficiency in the

downward element, the average spectral efficiency in the entire

optical cell, ΩSDMA, can be bounded by Ω̄downward:

Ω̄SDMA ≤ N̄aΩ̄downward = ΩUB, (18)

where N̄a is the average number of the active LED elements;

ΩUB is the upper bound of the average spectral efficiency in

an optical cell.

In an optical SDMA system, N̄a is not a fixed number.

This number depends on the total number of LED elements

on an angle diversity transmitter and also the total number

of active users in the optical cell. For example, if there is

only one active user, N̄a is always 1. However, when there

are significant number of active users in an optical cell, N̄a is

approximately equal to the total number of LED elements on

the angle diversity transmitter. According to [23], N̄a can be

calculated by:

N̄a = N −N(1− 1/N)K , (19)

where N is the total number of LED elements on an angle

diversity transmitter; and K is the number of users within an

optical cell. The result of N̄a is presented in Fig. 11. Note

that N̄a increases when there are more active users in an

optical cell. Also the maximum value of N̄a is limited by the

number of LED elements on an angle diversity transmitter. The

simulation result closely matches the theoretical result which

proves the accuracy of the probability model.

B. A Lower Bound for the SDMA System Performance

After considering the best-case scenario, the worst-case

scenario is now considered. In the worst-case scenario, the

inactive LED element in an optical cell is no longer transmit-

ting constant light signals. Instead, random light signals are

transmitted. In this scenario, the intra-cell interference and

ICI are maximised. Also, the intra-cell interference and ICI
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of an active user is independent to the position of other users.

Therefore, a lower bound of the SDMA system performance

can be obtained. The derivation of the lower bound is presented

as follows.

In this scenario, the representation of the user position PDF

is identical to the previous scenario, (13). The system is as-

sumed to be interference limited and the intra-cell interference

dominates the interference components. Therefore, the SINR

can be represented as:

γk =
(τPtxHk,m,ĉ)

2

∑
m′ 6=m (τPtxHk,m′,ĉ)

2 , (20)

where the channel attenuation, Hk,m,ĉ, can be represented as:

Hk,m,ĉ =
(λ+ 1)Aeff

2πd2k,ĉ
cosλ(φk,m,ĉ) cos(ψk,ĉ)

× rect

(
ψk,ĉ

Ψfov

)
, (21)

and the channel attenuation, Hk,m′,ĉ, can be represented as:

Hk,m′,ĉ =
(λ+ 1)Aeff

2πd2k,ĉ
cosλ(φk,m′,ĉ) cos(ψk,ĉ)

× rect

(
ψk,ĉ

Ψfov

)
, (22)

and (20) can be rewritten as:

γk =
(cos(φk,m,ĉ))

2

∑
m′ 6=m (cos(φk,m′,ĉ))

2 , (23)

where (r cos ρ, r sin ρ, 0) is the coordinate of the user k;
cosφk,m,c is represented as:

cosφk,m,c =

( −→v k,c · −→v m,c

‖−→v k,c‖‖−→v m,c‖

)

=
rpm,c cos ρ+ rqm,c sin ρ− hwm,c√

r2 + h2
,

(24)

where −→v m,c = (pm,c, qm,c, wm,c) is defined as a normalised

direction vector where p2m,c + q2m,c + w2
m,c = 1.

Combined with (23) and (24), the spectral efficiency of

the optical SDMA system with only a single activated LED

element is given as:

Ω(r, ρ) = log2(1 + γ(r, ρ)). (25)

Using the flower model described in [24] and [25], Ω(r, ρ) in
(25) can be further simplified as Ω′(r, ρ). Since all transmit-

ters are active and interfering transmitters are symmetrically

located, the magnitude of the interference term can be approx-

imated by the flower model as the combination of sine waves.

The derivation and representation of Ω′(r, ρ) is provided in

Appendix B. Fig. 12 shows the result of Ω′(r, ρ). Note that

the flower model approximation accurately matches the exact

model without approximation.
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Fig. 12. The exact and approximation result of Ω′(r, ρ). In (a), N = 7,
r = 0.5 m. In (b), N = 7, r = 1 m. In (c), N = 7, r = 1.5 m. In (d),
N = 19, r = 1.5 m.

The average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system

with only a single activated LED element is:

Ω̄single = Er [Ω
′(r, ρ)]

=

∫ R

0

∫ 2π

0

Ω′(r, ρ)fr(r)dρdr

=

∫ R

0

Ω′′(r)fr(r)dr,

(26)

where the representation of Ω′′(r) is provided in Appendix C.

Similar to (18), the lower bound of the average spectral

efficiency for the entire cell is scaled with N̄a:

ΩLB = N̄aΩ̄single. (27)

C. The Estimation of the SDMA System Performance

The upper bound, ΩUB in (18), can be regarded as the

performance of a SDMA system with no interference. That

means each user in the system experiences no interference

from neighbouring LED elements. The lower bound, ΩLB in

(27), can be regarded as the performance of a SDMA system

with full interference. For instance, in the context of Fig. 1,

each user experiences interference from all 6 neighbouring

LED elements. However, the interference experienced by a

typical user in SDMA attocell networks varies significantly.

For instance, a SDMA deployment such as shown in Fig. 1

may experience interference from a varied number of LEDs

from 0 to 6. In this section, the analysis in Section III-A

and Section III-B is extended to estimate the performance

of SDMA systems more accurately. Let the average spectral

efficiency of a typical user with z interfering LEDs be denoted

as Ωz , z = 0, 1, ..., 6. From the definition of ΩUB and ΩLB,

it is clear that Ω0 = ΩUB and Ω6 = ΩLB. Hence, Ωz ,

z = 1, ..., 6 can be expressed as:

Ωz = log2

(
1 +

S
zI

)
≈ log2

( S
zI

)
= ΩLB + log2

(
6

z

)
,

(28)
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Fig. 13. (a) The result of Poe for different number of N . (b) The result of
Pz when N = 37.

where S represents the signal term which is identical to

the numerator in (20), and I is the interference term which

is identical to the denominator in (20). By assuming the

probability of occurrence of each scenario as Pz , the estimated

average spectral efficiency of the SDMA scheme is given as:

ΩSDMA,est =

6∑

z=0

PzΩz. (29)

The method of calculating Pz is described as follows. Note

that Pz is dependent on the user density in the attocell network.

If user density is low, P0 would be very high since users tend

to be well separated. If user density is high, P0 would be very

low since most of the users are clustered. Let the user density,

ζ, be defined as:

ζ =
K

N
. (30)

According to (19), the probability that a neighbouring LED

element is occupied can be represented as:

Poe =
N̄a

N
= 1− (1− 1/N)ζN . (31)

If N is large, Poe can be calculated as:

lim
N→∞

Poe = 1− lim
N→∞

(1− 1/N)ζN = 1− e−ζ . (32)

The proof of (32) is provided in Appendix A. The result of Poe

for different N is presented in Fig. 13 (a). It can be observed

that the difference between the result, Poe, for different values

of N is very small. Therefore, it is assumed that Poe = 1−e−ζ

regardless of the value of N .

In order to derive Pz , consider the scenario when z = 0. In
this scenario, none of the 6 LED elements in the vicinity is

occupied. Hence, P0 can be evaluated as:

P0 =

(
6

0

)
(Poe)

0(1− Poe)
6. (33)

Similarly, Pz can be evaluated as:

Pz =

(
6

z

)
(Poe)

z(1− Poe)
6−z. (34)

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Responsivity, τ 0.5 A/W

The gain of the optical filter, G 1

Refractive index, n 1.5

PD area, Ap 0.1cm2

AWGN spectral density, N0 1× 10−21A/Hz

The radius of an optical cell, Rcell 3 m

Illuminance [lux]
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Fig. 14. The illuminance distribution for different types of optical transmit-
ters.

The result of Pz when N = 37 is shown in Fig. 13 (b). The

theoretical and simulation results agree well and this proves

the accuracy of the theoretical model. Substituting the result

for Pz in (34) into (29) yields the estimated average spectral

efficiency.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the performance of the optical SDMA system

is simulated and evaluated. In particular, the average spec-

tral efficiency of the system and the cumulative distribution

function (CDF) of the spectral efficiency gain are illustrated

and discussed. Also, the system performance is also evaluated

when the position errors of active users are considered.

A. Simulation Setup

In the simulation, both the optical TDMA scheme and the

optical SDMA scheme are considered. The optical TDMA

system is used as a benchmark system. For the optical SDMA

scenario, the parameters of angle diversity transmitter are as

follows: for the 7-element angle diversity transmitter, α = 20o,
Φtx = 17o; for the 19-element angle diversity transmitter,

α = 22o, Φtx = 10o; for the 37-element angle diversity

transmitter, α = 14.3o, Φtx = 7o. For the optical TDMA

scenario, the half-intensity radiance angle of the conventional

single-element transmitter is assumed to be 60o which guar-

antees the same equivalent half-intensity radiance angle for

all types of optical transmitters in both scenarios. For the

purpose of fairness, the sum transmission power of all LED

elements is identical for all types of optical transmitters.

The distribution function of illumination for different types
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Fig. 15. The spectral efficiency of optical attocell network for different
number of active users when a 7-element angle diversity transmitter is
implemented. ΩSDMA,sim represents the simulation result of the actual per-

formance of the optical SDMA system. ΩSDMA,sim represents the estimated
theoretical result which is obtained by (29).

of optical transmitters is given in Fig. 14. This distribution

is generated by separating an optical cell into small grids

and accumulating the value of illuminance in each grid. It

is notable that all types of optical transmitters have similar

illumination distribution. This guarantees a fair performance

comparison between these optical transmitters.

For both scenarios, optical transmitters are placed at the

centre of each cell at a height of 3 m. The optical receiver for

all active users are assumed to be placed at the height of a

desk, 0.85 m. The transmission power of an optical transmitter

is set as 2 W. Table I gives the other simulation parameters.

B. Spectral Efficiency Performance

In the simulation, in order to generate the average spectral

efficiency of the optical SDMA system, 100, 000 snapshots

are generated for each number of active users. For each

snapshot, active users are spatially uniformly distributed. The

sum spectral efficiencies of all users in the central optical

cell of the 7-cell attocell network is calculated. Finally, the

average spectral efficiency is obtained as the average of

the sum spectral efficiency over all snapshots. The average

spectral efficiencies for the optical TDMA scheme and the

optical SDMA scheme are denoted by ΩTDMA and ΩSDMA,

respectively. N denotes the number of LED elements on each

angle diversity transmitter.

Fig. 15 shows the average spectral efficiency of the optical

SDMA system when a 7-element angle diversity transmitter

is used as the optical transmitter. The simulation results and

estimated results of the average spectral efficiency of the opti-

cal SDMA system are denoted by ΩSDMA,sim and ΩSDMA,est,

respectively. It is notable that the average spectral efficiency

increases as the total number of active users increases. Also,

the average spectral efficiency quickly saturates as the number

of active users increases.

The upper bound of the system, ΩUB, increases significantly

when the number of active users increases. When K is

small, ΩSDMA,sim is close to ΩUB. This is because users
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Fig. 16. The spectral efficiency of optical attocell network for different
number of active users when a 19-element angle diversity transmitter is
implemented. ΩSDMA,sim represents the simulation result of the actual per-

formance of the optical SDMA system. ΩSDMA,sim represents the estimated
theoretical result which is obtained by (29).

tend to be well-separated in this scenario which results in

low intra-cell interference and ICI. As K increases, the gap

between ΩSDMA,sim and ΩUB increases. This is because in

the calculation of the upper bound no intra-cell and ICI is

considered.

The lower bound, ΩLB, is calculated assuming all LED

elements are active (strong intra-cell interference). When K
is small, the actual intra-interference in the system is small.

Therefore, ΩSDMA,sim is a few times larger than ΩLB when K
is small. When K is large, ΩLB approaches ΩSDMA. This is

because, when there is a considerable number of active users

in a cell, all LED elements on angle diversity transmitters

are active. This setup has the same assumptions as that for

calculating ΩLB.

One important observation is that there is a close match

between the simulation result, ΩLB,sim, and theoretical estima-

tion, ΩSDMA,est. This validates the accuracy of the theoretical

model and the related analysis in Section III-C. Also, this

means that the performance of optical SDMA can be estimated

without the need for complex Monte-Carlo simulations.

It can also be observed that the SDMA system significantly

outperforms the TDMA system and up to 6 times higher av-

erage spectral efficiency can be achieved. The angle diversity

transmitter can generate narrow directional light beams which

can effectively reduce ICI and enable parallel transmission.

This results in an improved average spectral efficiency.

Fig. 16 shows the average spectral efficiency of the optical

SDMA system when a 19-element angle diversity transmitter

is used as the optical transmitter. The trend of the spectral

efficiency performance in this scenario is similar to that in the

previous scenario. Note that, when compared with TDMA, the

SDMA system with a 19-element angle diversity transmitter

can achieve up to 17 times higher average spectral efficiency

than the TDMA system. When the number of transmitter

elements increases further, the average spectral efficiency of

the SDMA increases accordingly. Fig. 17 shows that the

SDMA system with a 37-element angle diversity transmitter
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Fig. 17. The spectral efficiency of optical attocell network for different
number of active users when a 37-element angle diversity transmitter is
implemented. ΩSDMA,sim represents the simulation result of the actual per-

formance of the optical SDMA system. ΩSDMA,sim represents the estimated
theoretical result which is obtained by (29).
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Fig. 18. The spectral efficiency gain of the optical SDMA system for different
number of active users (N = 7).

can achieve up to 26 times higher average spectral efficiency

than the TDMA system.

In summary, the theoretical estimation, ΩSDMA,est, can

accurately predict the actual system performance ΩSDMA. The

upper bound, ΩUB, can provide a potential system average

spectral efficiency when the advanced interference mitigation

scheme is implemented (such as multiple colour LED elements

that avoid intra-cell interference). Also, the lower bound, ΩLB,

describes the average spectral efficiency of the system when

no interefence mitigation scheme is taken into account. It

is observed that as K increases, the actual SDMA system

transfers from a noise-limited system to an interference-limited

system.

C. Statistics of the Spectral Efficiency Gain

Fig. 18 shows the performance of the spectral efficiency

gain, η, when a 7-element angle diversity transmitter is used.

It is observed that most of the time η is greater than unity. This

means the optical SDMA system significantly outperforms

1
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6

Fig. 19. Three typical scenarios for the SDMA system: 1. All active users
are close to each other (left); 2. Some of the active users are close to each
other (middle); 3. All active users are well-separated (right).

the TDMA system regardless the position of the active users.

The dynamic range of the spectral efficiency gain, η, is large.
This is because the throughput gain is strongly related to the

position of active users.

When there is only one active user in a cell, K = 1, η
can be very high at some positions. This is because, in a

TDMA system, the half-intensity radiation angle of an optical

transmitter is large which results in strong cell edge interfer-

ence. In SDMA systems, this interference can be significantly

mitigated, since only one LED element with narrow half-

intensity radiation angle is activated at a time. When an active

user is at the cell centre, the ICI is not significant in TDMA

systems. In that scenario, SDMA cannot significantly improve

the system spectral efficiency, which results in lower η. Also,
the transmission power of a single link in a SDMA scheme

is lower than that in a TDMA scheme. As a result, η may be

less than 1.
When there is more than one active user in a cell, K >

1, η mainly depends on the relative distance between users.

For example, in Fig. 19, three typical scenarios are illustrated.

For the first scenario, all active users are close to each other

and within the region that is served by the same transmitter

element. In that scenario, the spectrum of one LED element

is shared by all users. Therefore, the spectral efficiency gain

is achieved only from interference mitigation. For the second

scenario, some of the active users are clustered together and

three LED elements are activated simultaneously. This means,

apart from the spectral efficiency gain from the interference

mitigation, approximately three times extra spectral efficiency

gain can be achieved by parallel transmissions. For the third

scenario, each of the active users are well-separated. In that

scenario, approximately six times extra spectral efficiency gain

can be achieved using parallel transmission.

Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show the performance of the spectral

efficiency gain when 19-element and 37-element angle diver-

sity transmitters are used, respectively. The trend of the results

are similar to the previous scenarios where a 7-element angle

diversity transmitter is used. The overall spectral efficiency

gain increases as the number of transmitter element increases.

This is because, when the number of LED elements on an

angle diversity transmitter increases, the half-intensity angle

of each element decreases accordingly. Narrow half-intensity

angle of transmitter elements can effectively mitigate the

ICI as well as the intra-cell interference. Also, the optical

transmitter with more LED elements has a better ability to

separate active users and create more parallel links to them.

Hence, it can be concluded that the spectral efficiency gain of
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Fig. 20. The spectral efficiency gain of the optical SDMA system for different
number of active users (N = 19).
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Fig. 21. The spectral efficiency gain of the optical SDMA system for different
number of active users (N = 37).

a SDMA system is scaled with the number of LED elements

on each optical transmitter.

D. Position Errors

Fig. 22 shows the average spectral efficiency of the optical

SDMA system using 7-element transmitter when different σe

are considered. According to the characteristics of the normal

distribution, 95% of the estimated positions of active users are

within two standard deviations (2σe) away from their actual

positions. The curve with no markers represents the average

spectral efficiency of the SDMA system, when the position

information is perfectly known, σe = 0. When σe increases

to 0.1 m, the average spectral efficiency of the SDMA system

decreases only by 1.3% compared with the system with perfect

position information. When σe is increased to 0.2 m, 0.3 m,

0.4 m and 0.5 m, the performance of the SDMA system

decreases by 5%, 11%, 18% and 26%, respectively. When σe is

large, the position information for all active users is inaccurate.

As a result, incorrect LED elements in each optical cell are

activated. This means active users may not be served by their

optimal LED element and additional performance penalties
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Fig. 22. The average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system when
different standard variance of the position error is considered (N = 7).
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Fig. 23. The average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system when
different standard variance of the position error is considered (N = 19).
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Fig. 24. The average spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA system when
different standard variance of the position error is considered (N = 37).

are introduced. Therefore, the overall system performance is

decreased significantly if the user position errors are large.

Fig. 23 shows the average spectral efficiency of the optical

SDMA system using the 19-element transmitter when different
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σe is considered. When σe is 0.1 m, 0.2 m, 0.3 m, 0.4 m
and 0.5 m, the performance of the SDMA system decreases

3%, 11%, 22%, 33% and 44%, respectively, compared with

the system with perfect position information. For the SDMA

system using 37-element transmitter (Fig. 24), when σe are

0.1 m, 0.2 m, 0.3 m, 0.4 m and 0.5 m, the performance of

the SDMA system decreases 4%, 14%, 28%, 41% and 52%,

respectively, compared with the system with perfect position

information. This means that when the number of transmitter

elements increases, the SDMA system is more sensitive to

position information of the active users. This is because, when

the number of LED elements increases, the service area of

each LED element is smaller. This means active users may

be easily misallocated to an adjacent cell when the position

information is inaccurate. Therefore, for a fixed σe, the SDMA

system using more transmitter elements performs worse. It

is also notable that the performance of the SDMA system

is compromised when σe increases. With the use of the-

state-of-the-art indoor positioning techniques [20], an average

position error of less than 0.25 m can be often achieved. This

means E[de] =
√

π
2σe < 0.25 m and σe < 0.2 m can be

obtained. Therefore, the system average spectral efficiency

only decreases by 14%. This result is very promising since

the optical SDMA is robust to position errors and this makes

it suitable for practical implementation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an optical attocell network adopting optical

SDMA is proposed. In this network, an angle diversity trans-

mitter is equipped in each optical cell and can serve multiple

active users simultaneously. With the use of an angle diversity

transmitter, the ICI between optical cells can be significantly

mitigated. The results clearly show that the optical SDMA sys-

tem significantly outperforms the optical TDMA benchmark

system. In particular, up to 26 times higher average spectral

efficiency can be achieved when the transmitter is equipped

with 37 LED elements. Also, an upper bound and lower bound

of the SDMA system are derived analytically. These bounds

can accurately predict the performance of the SDMA system.

In addition, the result of average spectral efficiency gain

clearly shows that the SDMA system outperforms the TDMA

system, regardless of the relative positions of the active users.

Finally, position errors for the active users are considered.

Results shows that the SDMA system is robust to user position

errors, and the system performance is only compromised

by 14% when the practical state-of-the-art indoor position

techniques are used. The results strongly support the suitability

of optical SDMA systems for practical implementations.

APPENDIX

A. The Proof of (32)

Considering a similar limitation:

lim
N→∞

ln(1− 1/N)ζN = lim
N→∞

ζN ln(1− 1/N). (35)

Assuming that t = 1/N and according to the L’Hospital’s

Rule:

lim
N→∞

ζN ln(1− 1/N) = lim
t→0

[ζ ln(1− t)]
′

[t]′
= −ζ. (36)

Hence,

lim
N→∞

(1− 1/N)ζN = e−ζ . (37)

B. The Derivation of Ω′(r, ρ)

The Ω(r, ρ) can be approximated by Ω′(r, ρ). The procedure
is as follows.

1) N = 7: For the 7-element transmitter, the cell area can

be divided into two parts: the area that is served by the central

LED and area that is served by the outer ring of LEDs. For

the former scenario, 0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) =
Ω(r, 0o) + Ω(r, π

6 )

2
+

Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π
6 )

2
cos(6ρ).

(38)

For the latter scenario, h tan(α2 ) ≤ r ≤ R.

Ω′(r, ρ) = Ω(r,
π

6
) + Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r,

π

6
)| sin(3ρ)|. (39)

2) N = 19: Similarly, for the 19-element transmitter, the

cell area can be divided into three parts. When 0 ≤ r <
h tan(α2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) =
Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π

6 )

2
+

Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π
6 )

2
cos(6ρ).

(40)

When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r < h tan( 3α2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) = Ω(r,
π

6
) + Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r,

π

6
)| sin(3ρ)|. (41)

When h tan( 3α2 ) ≤ r < R, Ω′(r, ρ) =





Ω(r, π
6 ) + Ω(r, π

4 ) +
(
Ω(r, π

6 )− Ω(r, π
4 )
)
| cos(6ρ)|

if π
12 + π

3u < ρ ≤ π
4 + π

3u

Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π
12 ) +

(
Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π

12 )
)
| cos(6ρ)|
otherwise,

(42)

where u = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

3) N = 37: For the 37-element transmitter, the cell area

can be divided into four parts. When 0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) =
Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π

6 )

2
+

Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π
6 )

2
cos(6ρ).

(43)

When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r < h tan( 3α2 ),

Ω′(r, ρ) = Ω(r,
π

6
) + Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r,

π

6
)| sin(3ρ)|. (44)

When h tan( 3α2 ) ≤ r < h tan( 5α2 ), Ω′(r, ρ) =





Ω(r, π
6 ) + Ω(r, π

4 ) +
(
Ω(r, π

6 )− Ω(r, π
4 )
)
| cos(6ρ)|

if π
12 + π

3u < ρ ≤ π
4 + π

3u

Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π
12 ) +

(
Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π

12 )
)
| cos(6ρ)|
otherwise.

(45)
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When h tan( 5α2 ) ≤ r < R, Ω′(r, ρ) =




Ω(r, π
12 ) + Ω(r, π

8 ) + (Ω(r, π
12 )− Ω(r, π

8 ))| cos(12ρ)|
if π

24 + π
3u < ρ ≤ π

8 + π
3u

Ω(r, π
6 ) + Ω(r, 5π

24 ) + (Ω(r, π
6 )− Ω(r, 5π

24 ))| cos(12ρ)|
if π

8 + π
3u < ρ ≤ 5π

24 + π
3u

Ω(r, π
4 ) + Ω(r, 7π

24 ) + (Ω(r, π
4 )− Ω(r, 7π

24 ))| cos(12ρ)|
if 5π

24 + π
3u < ρ ≤ 7π

24 + π
3u

Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r, π
24 ) + (Ω(r, 0)− Ω(r, π

24 ))| cos(12ρ)|
otherwise.

(46)

C. The Representation of Ω′′(r)

1) N = 7: When 0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)Ω(r, 0) + (π − 1)Ω(r,
π

6
). (47)

When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r ≤ R,

Ω′′(r) = (2π − 2)Ω(r,
π

6
) + 2πΩ(r, 0). (48)

2) N = 19: When 0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)Ω(r, 0) + (π − 1)Ω(r,
π

6
). (49)

When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r < h tan( 3α2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (2π − 2)Ω(r,
π

6
) + 2πΩ(r, 0). (50)

When h tan( 3α2 ) ≤ r < R,

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)(Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r,
π

6
)) + (π − 1)

×(Ω(r,
π

12
) + Ω(r,

π

4
)).

(51)

3) N = 37: When 0 ≤ r < h tan(α2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)Ω(r, 0) + (π − 1)Ω(r,
π

6
). (52)

When h tan(α2 ) ≤ r < h tan( 3α2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (2π − 2)Ω(r,
π

6
) + 2πΩ(r, 0). (53)

When h tan( 3α2 ) ≤ r < h tan( 5α2 ),

Ω′′(r) = (π + 1)(Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r,
π

6
)) + (π − 1)

×(Ω(r,
π

12
) + Ω(r,

π

4
)).

(54)

When h tan( 5α2 ) ≤ r < R,

Ω′′(r) =
1

2
(π + 1)(Ω(r, 0) + Ω(r,

π

12
) + Ω(r,

π

6
) + Ω(r,

π

4
))

+
1

2
(π − 1)(Ω(r,

π

24
) + Ω(r,

π

8
) + Ω(r,

5π

24
) + Ω(r,

7π

24
)).

(55)
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Interference Mitigation for Indoor Optical Attocell
Networks using Angle Diversity Receiver

Zhe Chen, Student Member, IEEE, Dushyantha A. Basnayaka, Member, IEEE, Xiping Wu, Member, IEEE and
Harald Haas, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, interference mitigation techniques
based on an angle diversity receiver (ADR) are studied for optical
attocell networks. ADRs consist of multiple photodiodes (PDs),
and require appropriate signal combining schemes in order to
mitigate inter-cell interference (ICI) in optical attocell networks.
Therefore, four signal combining schemes namely select best
combining (SBC), equal gain combining (EGC), maximum ratio
combining (MRC) and optimum combining (OPC) are inves-
tigated. In order to further mitigate the ICI, a novel double-
source cell configuration with two transmission modes is also
proposed. Results show that the systems with ADRs significantly
outperform the systems with single-PD receivers in terms of
signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) performance. It is
also shown that double-source cell configurations provide over
20 dB SINR improvement over conventional single-source cell
configurations. Two transmission modes are proposed for dou-
ble source cell configurations, and a criteria for selecting the
modes in order to further enhance the system performance in
different deployments is also proposed. Furthermore, in order to
theoretically analyse the performance of optical attocell networks
with ADRs, analytical models for different scenarios including
line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation are
proposed, and the accuracy of the proposed analytical model is
validated by Monte-Carlo simulations.

Index Terms—visible light communication; optical attocell
network; angle diversity receiver; signal combining schemes;
double-source cell configuration; theoretical analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, data traffic has increased exponentially.
According to the latest Cisco Visual Networking Index

(VNI), overall mobile data traffic is expected to increase to
24.3 exabytes per month by 2019 [1]. In order to alleviate the
congestive data traffic in existing radio frequency (RF) system,
visible light communication (VLC) technology has emerged as
a promising alternative [2]. Recent research shows that VLC
can achieve high data rates [3], [4]. In particular, a single-
colour light-emitting diode (LED) can achieve transmission
speeds of 3 Gbps [5]. Compared with RF communication,
VLC operates at an unregulated part of the electromagnetic
spectrum and is intrinsically safe to be used in electromagnetic
interference (EMI) sensitive environments [6], such as aircraft,
hospitals and oil refineries.

Harald Haas, and Dushyantha Basnayaka acknowledge support from the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) under Estab-
lished Career Fellowship grant EP/K008757/1.

The authors are with the Institute for Digital Communications, Li-
Fi R&D Centre, School of Engineering, The University of Edinburgh,
UK. (e-mail: z.chen@ed.ac.uk; d.basnayaka@ed.ac.uk; xiping.wu@ed.ac.uk;
h.haas@ed.ac.uk)

Cellular networks achieve higher area spectral efficiency
(ASE) by efficient frequency reuse. In a typical cellular
network, the minimum distance between any two access points
(APs) is strictly limited to avoid strong inter-cell interference
(ICI). In RF, femtocell has the minimum cell size of 10 m
[7]. Since the radiation of an RF APs are typically omni-
directional, ICI increases as cell size decreases. In VLC, since
light beams from LEDs are intrinsically directional, and the
coverage of LEDs is confined, the size of optical cells can be
much smaller than the size of RF cells [8]. As a result, optical
APs can be installed much densely without causing strong ICI
in comparison with RF counterparts. Therefore, an optical cell
size in the order of 1 m is typically achievable. In comparison
with RF femtocell networks, optical cellular networks can
achieve better bandwidth reuse and higher ASE [9]. In a
typical indoor scenario, each lighting fixture is regarded as an
AP and networks consist of multiple light fixtures are usually
referred to as optical attocell networks.

Even though optical attocell networks have been shown to
have several advantages over conventional RF communication
networks, their performance is still limited by ICI especially
at cell edge area. In order to mitigate ICI, several methods
have been investigated. The concepts of fractional frequency
reuse (FFR) and joint transmission (JT) were introduced in
[11] and [12], respectively. The results show an improvement
in term of spectral efficiency and the signal quality of cell edge
users. In [13], space division multiple access (SDMA) scheme
using an angle diversity transmitter was proposed. This method
mitigates ICI by generating more concentrated light beams to
different users.

In this study, novel ICI mitigation techniques based on angle
diversity receivers (ADRs) are proposed. The ADR in the
proposed technology consists of multiple narrow field-of-view
(FOV) photodiodes (PDs) with different orientations. In [14]–
[17], a single link from an optical transmitter to an ADR is
investigated. The results show an improvement in terms of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), transmission speed and coverage.
To the best knowledge of the authors, the current article is
the first paper that uses ADR to achieve low ICI in optical
attocell networks. In this paper, four different signal com-
bining schemes namely select best combining (SBC), equal
gain combining (EGC), maximum ratio combining (MRC)
and optimum combining (OPC), are studied for ADRs in
optical attocell networks. Moreover, a novel double-source
cell configuration with two transmission modes is designed
to improve the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR)
performance. A criteria for selecting the modes in different
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Fig. 1: The shape of an ADR (9 PDs).
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Fig. 2: The shape of an ADR (20 PDs).

deployment scenarios are also proposed. Finally, an analyt-
ical framework of evaluating the performance of ADRs in
hexagonal optical attocell networks is also introduced. It is
further shown that the analytical results accurately predict and
evaluate the performance of optical attocell networks.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: the
system model is introduced in Section II. Four different signal
combining schemes for ADRs are discussed in Section III.
The concept of the optical double-source cell is introduced in
Section IV. Theoretical analysis of an optical attocell network
is presented in Section V. The results and discussions are
presented in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII, conclusions
are given.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Optical Receivers

In this study, three types of optical receivers are considered
in optical attocell networks. The first type is a single-PD
receiver with only one upward-pointing PD with a FOV of
Ψsingle. The second type is an ADR with 9 PDs. As shown in
Fig. 1, this ADR consists of an upward-pointing PD which is
surrounded by a ring of 8 PDs. The third type is an ADR with
20 PDs as shown in Fig. 2. This ADR has an upward-pointing
PD and two rings PDs. The number of PDs in each ring is 7
and 12, respectively. Each PD on an ADR has identical FOV,
ΨADR. In addition, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, α is defined
as the tilted angle between the neighbouring rings. The tilted
angle, α is designed so that the overlap between the coverage
area of each PD is minimised without yielding black spots. As
a result, the ADR has a strong ablity to separate different light
sources. For a fair comparison, the overall coverage area of
each optical receiver is assumed to be identical. The coverage
area of a single-PD receiver (S1) and the coverage area of
each ADR (S2,S3) are illustrated in Fig. 3.

���� ��

����	 �
���	����

Fig. 3: The coverage area of different types of optical receivers.
The overall coverage area of an ADR is the union of the
individual coverage areas of each PD on that ADR. The
coverage area of the single-PD receiver is defined by the only
PD.

In optical attocell networks, the interference in the form of
light which is defined in this study as light interference. It can
be reduced by increasing the number of PDs on an optical
receiver, especially when PDs point to a different directions.
The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, since the overall
coverage area of each optical receiver is identical, the optical
receiver with more PDs can have a narrower FOV for each
PD. A narrow FOV PD can effectively reject the line-of-sight
(LOS) interference. Also, due to the dispersive nature of light
reflections, a narrow FOV PD can significantly mitigate the
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) interference because it collects less
light from reflections. Secondly, as the number of individual
detector elements on a receiver increases, the granularity of
the receiver increases. This results in the better capability of
suppressing light interference.

B. Optical Free-space Transmission

In optical attocell networks, lighting fixtures are regarded
as APs. The index of an AP is denoted as a = 1, 2, ..., NAP

and NAP is the total number of the APs. Also, the index of
PDs on an ADR is denoted as p = 1, 2, ..., NPD and NPD

is the total number of PDs on a receiver. The total received
electrical signal sample from PD p is given as [18]:

yp(t) = τsad
(t)⊗had,p(t)+

NAP∑

a=1,a 6=ad

τsa(t)⊗ha,p(t)+nrx(t),

(1)
where τ is the optical-to-electric conversion efficiency; ad
is the index of the desired AP; h(t) is the channel impulse
response between an AP and a PD and the subscripts of h(t)
denotes index of the AP and the PD, respectively; s(t) is the
sample transmitted by an AP and the subscript of s(t) denotes
the index of the AP; the noise sample generated by the receiver
circuit are represented as nrx(t).

Assuming that the symbol duration of the system is much
longer than the duration of channel impulse response, (1) can
be expressed as:

yp(t) = τsad
(t)Had,p +

NAP∑

a=1,a 6=ad

τsa(t)Ha,p + nrx(t), (2)
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where H is the channel direct current (DC) gain between an
AP and a PD, which is H =

∫ −∞
∞ h(t)dt. The subscripts of

H denotes the index of the AP and the PD, respectively.

C. Channel Gain

In this study, both LOS and NLOS paths are considered. The
overall channel DC gain is the sum of both LOS component
and NLOS components:

H = HLOS +

Nref∑

l=1

H l
NLOS, (3)

where l is the order of NLOS light reflections; Nref is the total
number of light reflections that are taken into account for the
NLOS path.

1) LOS Propagation: In LOS links, the channel DC gain
can be calculated as follows [18]:

HLOS =
(m+ 1)Aeff

2πd2
cosm(φ) cos(ψ)rect

(
ψ

2Ψfov

)
, (4)

where d is the distance between an optical transmitter and
its corresponding receiver; Ψfov is the FOV of the optical re-
ceiver; m is the Lambertian order of the optical transmitter and
is a function of the transmitter half-intensity radiation angle
Φtx as m = 1/ log2(cos(Φtx)); φ is the angle of irradiance;
ψ is the angle of light incidence at the receiver; rect(·) is the
rectangular function; the effective signal collection area Aeff

is given as:

Aeff = ApG
n2
ref

sin2(Ψfov)
, (5)

where nref is the refractive index of the receiver optics; Ap is
the physical area of a PD; G is the signal transmission gain
of the optical filter.

2) NLOS Propagation: In NLOS links, the transmitted
power reaches the optical receivers through reflections. In
order to calculate the NLOS channel gain, all of the reflective
surfaces are divided into a number of small reflecting surface
elements [19]. Each element of reflective surfaces reflects a
fraction of incident light energy on it. Typically, the fraction
of the reflected light energy is determined by the reflection
coefficient of the surface material. We mathematically model
this complex behaviour of light as follows.

A typical NLOS link can be divided into three parts. The
first part is the light path from an optical transmitter to the
qth reflecting surface element. The optical channel gain for
this path can be calculated as:

L1,q =
(m+ 1)∆A

2πd2q,tx
cosm(φ) cos(ψ), (6)

where ∆A is the area of the reflecting surface element. The
distance between the optical transmitter and the qth reflecting
surface element is denoted as dq,tx. Equation (6) provides a
method to calculate the power distribution on the reflecting
walls due to a single-point source. Each reflective element
is modelled as a light source which reflects a fraction of
the incident light on it. It is assumed that the reflection of
light obeys Lambertian radiation patten, and the intensity is

determined by the reflective coefficient ρ. Therefore, the power
on each reflecting surface element after the lth light reflection
can be derived.

In the second part of the NLOS path, the qth reflecting
surface element is regarded as a transmitter and the pth

reflecting surface element is regarded as a receiver, the optical
channel gain between them is described as:

Ll,p =

Q∑

q=1

ρq(n+ 1) cosn(φ) cos(θ)∆A

2πd2p,q
Ll−1,q, (7)

where l represents the number of the light reflections and
dp,q is the distance between the reflecting element p and the
reflecting element q. The total number of reflecting elements is
Q. The reflection coefficient of the reflecting element q is ρq;
n is the Lambertian order of the reflecting element, which is a
function of the reflecting element half-intensity radiation angle
θref as n = 1/ log2(cos(θref)). For most surfaces, θref = 60o.

The third part of the NLOS link is the light path from
the last reflecting elements to an optical receiver. The optical
channel gain for this path can be obtained as:

H l
NLOS =

Q∑

p=1

Ll,p
ρp(n+ 1)∆A

2πd2rx,p
cosn(φ) cos(ψ)rect

(
ψ

Ψfov

)
,

(8)
where drx,p is the distance between the qth reflecting surface
element and the optical receiver; the reflection coefficient of
the reflecting element p is ρp.

III. SIGNAL COMBINING SCHEMES FOR ADR

In this section, four signal combining schemes for ADRs,
namely SBC, EGC, MRC and OPC are described. Similar to
RF [20], it is assumed that a user chooses the desired AP that
provides the strongest signal strength:

ad = argmax
a

NPD∑

p=1

∣∣Ha,p

∣∣2. (9)

The ADR combines the received signals from its PDs. Ac-
cording to (1), the received electrical signal sample is given
as:

z(t) =

NPD∑

p=1

wpyp(t). (10)

SINR is an important metric to evaluate the link quality and
capacity in optical attocell networks. According to [18], the
SINR of the desired user after signal combining is given by:

γ =

(
NPD∑
p=1

τPtxwpHad,p

)2

NPD∑
p=1

w2
pN0B +

NAP∑
a=1,a 6=ad

(
τPtx

NPD∑
p=1

wpHa,p

)2 , (11)

where wp is the weight of PD p; N0 is the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) power spectral density; B is the
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communication bandwidth; Ptx is the transmission power of
an optical AP which is defined as:

Ptx = lim
T→∞

√
1

2T

∫ T

−T

(s(t)− s̄)2dt, (12)

where s̄ is given by:

s̄ = lim
T→∞

1

2T

∫ T

−T

s(t)dt. (13)

If NPD is set to 1, (11) represents the SINR of a single-PD
receiver.

In different combining schemes, the weights are evalu-
ated differently, and requires the knowledge of channel state
information (CSI) at the ADR. In this study, CSI is assumed as
channel DC gain, H , and usually ADR acquires CSI through
pilot sequences.

A. SBC scheme
In SBC, the PD has the highest received SNR is selected.

All information from other PDs are discarded. The index of
the desired PD is determined by:

pd = argmax
p

(
τPtxHad,p

)2

N0B
. (14)

The weight of PDs is:

wp =

{
1 p = pd

0 otherwise.
(15)

According to (14), only the knowledge of CSI from the
desired cell to a user is required. The knowledge of CSI from
the other interfering APs to the user is unnecessary. In terms
of the circuit design, a switch is required for selecting the
signals from the desired PD.

B. EGC scheme
The EGC simply combines signals from all PDs with equal

weights, which is wp = 1.
The EGC requires only a simple adder for the combining

circuit. No knowledge of CSI from any AP to a user is required
for signal combining. Since optical power from multiple PDs
is added up, the received optical power using EGC is higher
than the optical power using SBC. However, as the signal
from each PD is equally weighted, the interference cannot be
suppressed effectively which could result in poor overall SINR
performance.

C. MRC scheme
In MRC, weight wp, is proportional to the SNR on each

PD, which is:

wp =

(
τPtxHad,p

)2

N0B
. (16)

Similar to SBC, MRC only requires the knowledge of CSI
from the desired cell to a user. For circuit design, a multiplier
and an adder are necessary for combining the received signals.
With proper weight on each PD, the MRC should boost the
signal component and attenuates the interference and noise
components which would result in a high overall SINR.

���� �����
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Fig. 4: The layout of a conventional optical cell and a double-
source optical cell. Hpos is the channel gain between the
positive AP and a PD; Hneg is the channel gain between the
negative AP and a PD; ∆H denotes the difference between
Hpos and Hneg.

D. OPC scheme

If there is no interference components, MRC can provide
the optimised SNR [21]. However, in the proposed optical at-
tocell network, both LOS and NLOS interference components
from the neighbouring APs can be received. The correlation
between interference terms at different PDs significantly af-
fects the performance of MRC. As a consequence, OPC is
developed. OPC was initially used in RF scenario [21] and
is adopted for optical attocell network. It mitigates the ICI
by considering an interference-plus-noise correlation matrix
which can significantly suppress the correlated interference.
In OPC, weights are calculated as:

w = ξR−1
nnuad

, (17)

where the signals received from the desired AP ad is
uad

= [τPtxHad,1, τPtxHad,2, · · · , τPtxHad,NPD
]T ; and a

vector with the different weight is represented as w =
[w1, w2, · · · , wNPD ]

T ; ξ is a scaling factor; the interference-
plus-noise correlation matrix, Rnn, is given by:

Rnn = N0BI+
∑

a 6=ad

[
uau

T
a

]
. (18)

In (18), I is the identity matrix and ua is the signals received
from AP a: ua = [τPtxHa,1, τPtxHa,2, · · · , τPtxHa,NPD

]T .
Compared with MRC, OPC not only requires the knowledge

of CSI from the desired cell to a user, but also the knowledge
of CSI from all other interfering cells to the user in order to es-
timate the interference-plus-noise correlation matrix. However,
by exploiting the correlation of interference received from each
PD, OPC can effectively suppress the correlated interference
and this is expected to achieve better SINR performance
compared with MRC.

IV. DOUBLE-SOURCE OPTICAL CELL

The existing optical attocell has a single AP at each cell
centre. In this section, we increase the number of optical trans-
mitters in each cell and propose a novel double-source cell
configuration to further improve the performance of ADRs.
As shown in Fig. 4, in each double-source cell, there are two
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APs which are termed as the positive AP and the negative
AP. The time domain signal transmitted by the positive AP
and the negative AP are denoted as spos(t) and sneg(t),
respectively. The dynamic range of them is from 0 to sH. Two
data transmission modes, mode A and mode B, are defined in
double-source cell configuration.

A. Mode A

In mode A, the relationship between spos(t) and sneg(t) is
represented as:

sneg(t) = sH − spos(t). (19)

According to (12), the transmission power of the positive AP
and the negative AP is obtained as:

Ptx,pos =
√

E [(spos(t)− E[spos(t)])2], (20)

Ptx,neg =
√

E [(sneg(t)− E[sneg(t)])2]

=
√

E [(sH − spos(t)− E[sH − spos(t)])2]

=
√

E [(spos(t)− E[spos(t)])2]. (21)

Since the transmission power of the positive AP and the nega-
tive AP is the same, it is simply denoted as Ptx. Furthermore,
the transmit power, Ptx is assumed to be the same for all APs.
For a single optical cell, the received optical signal at a PD is
represented as:

ssum(t) = spos(t)Hpos + sneg(t)Hneg. (22)

Therefore, the received optical power at a PD is:

Prx =
√
E [(ssum(t)− E[ssum(t)])2]

=
√
E [(spos(t)− E[spos(t)])2] |Hpos −Hneg|

= Ptx∆H, (23)

where Hpos is the channel gain between the positive AP and
a PD. Hneg is the channel gain between the negative AP and
a PD; ∆H denotes the difference between Hpos and Hneg.

It can be observed from (23) that the received signal power
is scaled by the channel gain difference, ∆H . Generally,
the desired cell is close to a receiver and the interfering
cells are much farther. As illustrated in Fig. 5, a receiver is
underneath its desired cell and the channel gain difference
∆H of a PD is large. This is because, the PD has little
chance to simultaneously receive LOS signals from the two
APs due to the narrow FOV. Therefore, only one of Hpos,
and Hneg appears as LOS channel gain in (22). Since the
difference between LOS and NLOS channel gain is significant,
the received optical signal is enhanced. It is also shown in
Fig. 5 that, when a receiver is far from an interfering cell, the
channel gain, Hpos and Hneg, are both NLOS. The difference
between them is small which means the received interference
is attenuated. Hence, this configuration can effectively boost
the signal from the desired cell and suppress the interference.
Moreover, the double-source cell configuration is easy to
implement, since the signal from the negative AP is simply an
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Fig. 5: The benefit of implementing a double-source cell
configuration.

inverted version of the signal from the positive AP. A practical
differential LED driver for double-source cell configuration
has been made and achieved high energy efficiency [22].

B. Mode B

Transmission mode A can effectively suppress interference.
However, mode A requires an optical receiver that has the
ability to separate the signals from the positive and negative
APs in the desired cell. If a receiver cannot distinguish them,
the SINR performance of it will be significantly degraded,
especially at cell centre. In order to facilitate the receivers that
cannot distinguish the signals from the positive and negative
APs in their desired cells, another transmission mode, mode
B, is proposed. In mode B, the relationship between sneg(t)
and spos(t) is represented as:

sneg(t) = spos(t). (24)

This means both APs transmit identical signals which is
similar to the conventional single-source cell configuration.
In order to optimise the system performance in double-source
cell configuration, a criteria for transmission modes selection
is necessary. Simulations and discussions on this criteria are
presented in Sec. VI.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, an analytical framework for analysing the
system performance in optical attocell networks is presented.
For simplicity, only the desired AP and the interfering APs in
the vicinity are considered. Also, each optical cell is assumed
to be hexagonal.

A. Simplified NLOS Propagation Model

Firstly, a simplification of the NLOS model is required.
In the conventional model, high-order reflections are taken
into account and this significantly increases the computational
complexity. However, this is unnecessary in an optical attocell
network. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the FOV of the optical
receiver is designed to be narrow enough to block the LOS
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Fig. 6: The propagation model in optical attocell network.
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Fig. 7: The conventional propagation model for second order
reflection part I. Blue line represents one of the second order
reflection paths.
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(a) Simplified reflection model.
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Fig. 8: The simplified propagation model for second order
reflection part I.

interference (O → C) from cells in the vicinity. Furthermore,
the narrow FOV optical receiver also blocks the first-order
reflections (O → D → C) which are reflected by walls.
Second-order reflections are the only dominant inter-cell in-
terference occurred because the other high-order reflections
attenuates significantly and thus are negligible. Hence, only
the second-order reflection (O → A → B → C) is assumed
in the simplified model. Usually, the propagation path of the
second order reflection can be divided into two parts as part
I (O → A → B) and part II (B → C).

1) Second Order Reflection Part I: For this path, light
signals are considered to be transmitted from an optical
transmitter at point O on the ceiling, reflected by the floor
and transmitted back to the ceiling (see Fig. 7). The optical
power density of the reflected light at point O, I0, has the

maximum value and can be presented as:

I0 =
C(m+ 1)(n+ 1)

4π2h−(m+n+2)

∫∫

floor

dxdy

(x2 + y2 + h2)(m+n+6)/2
.

(25)

Here, x, y in (25) can be switched by φ, ϕ, respectively. The
mathematical relationship between them is as follows:

{
x = h tan(φ) cos(ϕ)
y = h tan(φ) sin(ϕ),

(26)

where φ is the angle of irradiance and ϕ is the azimuth angle.
Then, the intensity density at point O can be calculated as
closed-form:

I0 =
C(m+ 1)(n+ 1)

4π2h4

∫ 2π

0

∫ π/2

0

cos(φ)m+n+6Jdφdϕ

=
C(m+ 1)(n+ 1)

2πh2(m+ n+ 4)
,

(27)

where the coefficient C = ρfloorρceilingPtx; and the reflection
coefficient of the floor and ceiling are ρfloor and ρceiling,
respectively; also, J is the Jacobian determinant of the co-
ordinate conversion which can be represented as:

J = det

([
∂x

∂φ

∂x

∂ϕ
;
∂y

∂φ

∂y

∂ϕ

])
. (28)

In the simplified model, I0 is used to estimate the optical
power density at other points on the ceiling. Since light
transmission is isotropic, two points on the ceiling have the
same optical power density when their distances to O are the
same. Hence, for an arbitrary point on the ceiling, optical
power density attenuates according to its horizontal distance
to point O. The trend of attenuation is approximated by a
model, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a). It is assumed that the optical
power emits from a mirror imaging source O′ and the distance
between them is 2h. At point O, the optical power intensity
is assumed to be the same as in the conventional model. The
attenuation factor is defined as α. Hence, at an arbitrary point
on the ceiling, the optical power density can be derived as:

Iv = I0
(

2h√
v2 + 4h2

)α

(29)

where v is the horizontal distance from an arbitrary point
to point O. The attenuation factor, α, is chosen to minimise
the difference between the proposed simplified model and the
conventional model. In this study, the transmitter semi-angle
is chosen to be 60o and α is set as 4.8 accordingly. Fig. 8(b)
shows that there is a close match between the simplified model
and conventional model. In the simplified model, the optical
power density of an arbitrary point on the ceiling, Iv , can be
calculated in closed-form using (29). As a result, the simplified
model significantly reduces the computational complexity in
comparison with the conventional model.

2) Second Order Reflection Part II: For this path, the
reflected light from the ceiling is transmitted to an optical
receiver, as shown in Fig. 9. Due to the limitation of the
receiver FOV, only the reflected light in the grey area on
the ceiling can be captured by the receiver. For simplicity,
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Fig. 9: The simplified propagation model for second order
reflection part II. The light intensity in grey area is assumed
to be identical.
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Fig. 10: The region of scenario I and scenario II for analysing
a conventional single-PD receiver. The region of scenario I is
a circle with a radius of RI. The region of scenario II is a
circle ring.

the optical power intensity of the reflected light in grey area
is assumed to be constant. In a typical 7-cell optical attocell
network, NLOS interference is generated by the six APs in
the vicinity . The distance between an interfering AP to the
desired cell centre is

√
3Rcell. Hence, the total received NLOS

interference is:

INLOS(Ψsingle) = 6

[∫ h tan(Ψsingle)

0

τIv2πr′H(r′)dr′
]2

= 6
[
τIvAeff sin2(Ψsingle)

]2
∣∣∣∣
v=

√
3Rcell

.

(30)

With the simplified assumption of NLOS path II, the entire
NLOS interference in the vicinity can be calculated as closed-
form by (30).

B. SINR Statistic of Conventional Single-PD Receiver

The service quality in optical attocell networks is deter-
mined by the statistic of received SINR. In this study, the
distribution, especially the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the SINR is derived to evaluate the performance of
optical attocell networks. The simplified NLOS propagation
model is applied in the evaluation since general analysis of
SINR performance in optical attocell networks is difficult.
According to the position of active users, the statistic analysis
of a single-PD receiver can be separated into the analysis
of two scenarios, scenario I and scenario II, as shown in
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Fig. 11: The layout of scenario I and scenario II.

Fig. 10. For simplicity, the boundary of scenario I and II
is approximated as a circle. The area of the approximated
circle is equivalent to that of the original region, where
RII ≈ 0.91Rcell.

1) Scenario I: As shown in Fig. 10, users are uniformly
distributed at cell centre. There is no LOS interference from
the optical cells in the vicinity (see Fig. 11). The horizontal
distance between an active user and its desired cell centre is
defined as r. The probability density function (PDF) of r is
given as:

fI(r) =
2r

R2
I

, (0 ≤ r ≤ RI) (31)

where RI is the radius of the circular region of scenario I. By
considering the geometry relationship between the parameters:
d = h/cos(φ), cos(φ) = h/

√
h2 + r2, ψ = φ, (4) can be

expressed as:

H(r,Ψsingle) =
(m+ 1)Aeff(Ψsingle)

2πh2

(
h√

h2 + r2

)m+3

,

(32)
where Ψsingle is the FOV of a single-PD receiver. Assuming
that an attocell network is an interference limited system, the
SINR can be represented as:

γ(r) =

(
τPtxH(r,Ψsingle)

)2

INLOS(Ψsingle) +N0B
≈

(
τPtxH(r,Ψsingle)

)2

INLOS(Ψsingle)
.

(33)
The PDF of SINR for scenario I is given as:

fI(γ) =





h2

(m+ 3)R2
I

γ
1

m+3

0 γ−
m+4
m+3 γI ≤ γ ≤ γ0

0 otherwise,

(34)

where γ0 is the maximum SINR at the cell centre (r = 0),
which can be derived as:

γ0 =

(
τPtxH(0,Ψsingle)

)2

INLOS(Ψsingle)
; (35)

and γI is the minimum SINR at the boundary of the region of
scenario I (r = RI):

γI =

(
τPtxH(RI,Ψsingle)

)2

INLOS(Ψsingle)
. (36)
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The closed-form CDF of the SINR for the scenario I is:

FI(γ) =





0 γ < γI
h2

R2
I

γ
1

m+3

0

(
γ
− 1

m+3

I − γ− 1
m+3

)
γI ≤ γ ≤ γ0

1 γ > γ0.
(37)

2) Scenario II: As shown in Fig. 10, users are uniformly
distributed at cell edge. LOS interference from the neighbour-
ing cell can be received (see Fig. 11). The PDF of r in scenario
II can be derived as:

fII(r) =
2r

R2
II −R2

I

, (RI ≤ r ≤ RII), (38)

where RII is the outer radius of the region of scenario II.
In this scenario, NLOS interference components and noise

are assumed to be negligible. This is because the magnitude
of the LOS interference component is a few orders higher
then the NLOS interference components and noise. Hence,
the SINR of the system can be approximated as:

γ(r) =

(
τPtxHsrc(r)

)2

(
τPtxHinter(r)

)2 ≈
(

h2 + r̃2

h2 + (
√
3Rcell − r)2

)−(m+3)

,

(39)
where Hsrc(r) is the link from desired AP to optical receiver;
Hinter(r) is the link from interfering AP to optical receiver;
r̃ =

√
3Rcell − (RI + RII)/2. The PDF of the SINR for the

scenario II is:

fII(γ) =





h2 + r̃2

(m+ 3)(R2
II −R2

I )
γ−m+2

m+3 1 ≤ γ ≤ γ′
I

0 otherwise,

(40)

and the CDF of the SINR for the scenario II is:

FII(γ) =





0 γ < 1
h2 + r̃

R2
II −R2

I

(
−1 + γ

1
m+3

)
1 ≤ γ ≤ γ′

I

1 γ > γ′
I,

(41)

and γ′
I is also the SINR that exists at the boundary of region

I (r = RI). Unlike (36), γ′ represents the SINR of an optical
receiver that captures the LOS interference from the AP in the
vicinity. The difference between (36) and (42) is due to the
cut-off effect of receiver FOV. γ′

I is derived as:

γ′
I =

(
h2 + r̃2

h2 + (
√
3Rcell −RI)2

)−(m+3)

. (42)

3) Overall Theoretical Performance: Similar to the deriva-
tion for scenario I and scenario II, the SINR CDF of a single-
PD receiver in optical attocell networks can be derived. The
PDF of r is given as:

foverall(r) =
2r

R2
II

, (0 ≤ r ≤ RII). (43)

�

�'I �I1 �
0

cell edge cell centre

Fig. 12: The bimodal distribution of the SINR PDF of a single-
PD receiver.

Similar to (34) and (40), the PDF of SINR γ can be derived:

foverall(γ) =





h2 + r̃2

(m+ 3)R2
II

γ−m+2
m+3 1 ≤ γ ≤ γ′

I

h2

(m+ 3)R2
II

γ
1

m+3

0 γ−m+4
m+3 γI ≤ γ ≤ γ0

0 otherwise,
(44)

where γI > γ′
I. It is notable that the PDF of SINR γ,

follows bimodal distribution (see Fig. 12). The PDF of SINR
consists of two regions, high SINR and low SINR regions.
The high SINR region corresponds to scenario I (cell centre).
In cell centre, the limited FOV of an PD can reject the LOS
interference from neighbouring cells which means only NLOS
interference can be captured. This results in a high received
SINR. The low SINR region corresponds to scenario II (cell
edge). Strong LOS ICI at cell edge results in low received
SINR. It is notable that there is a sharp separation between
the low and high SINR regions. This is because of the cut-
off effect stemmed from the FOV-limited optical receiver.
According to (34) and (40), the PDF can then be represented
as:

foverall(γ) =





R2
II −R2

I

R2
II

fII(γ) 1 ≤ γ ≤ γ′

R2
I

R2
II

fI(γ) γI ≤ γ ≤ γ0

0 otherwise.

(45)

The CDF of SINR γdB can then be generated as:

Foverall(γ) =

∫ γ

−∞
foverall(γ)dγ

=

∫ γ

−∞

R2
I

R2
II

fI(γ) +
R2

II −R2
I

R2
II

fII(γ)dγ

=
R2

I

R2
II

FI(γ) +
R2

II −R2
I

R2
II

FII(γ).

(46)

The SINR performance of a single-PD receiver via numer-
ical simulation and theoretical analysis are shown in Fig. 13.
The theoretical results show a close match to the simulation
results which verifies the accuracy of the theoretical model.

C. SINR Statistics of Angle Diversity Receiver

The theoretical tools developed for analysing single-PD
receivers can be generalised to ADRs. For simplicity, it is
assumed that each PD on an ADR points to a different
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Fig. 13: The CDF of the received SINR when conventional
single-PD receivers are used. Solid line represents the simu-
lation result and round marker represents theoretical results.
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Fig. 14: The generalisation of scenario I. The desire AP ad is
represented in yellow; the interfering APs are represented in
red.

direction and there is no overlap and black spot between the
aperture of each PD. This means that one PD can establish at
most one LOS link with a desired AP.

1) SBC: As shown in Fig. 14, an user in cell centre
selects the upward pointing PD, p1 to achieve the best SINR
performance. Similar to (33), the SINR of an user can be
derived as:

γSBC,centre(r) =

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

INLOS(ΨADR)
, (47)

where ΨADR is the FOV of PDs on an ADR; INLOS(ΨADR)
is the NLOS interference received by p1. An user at the cell
edge selects PD, p2 to achieve the best SINR, and the SINR
of the user is:

γSBC,edge(r) =

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

I ′
NLOS(ΨADR)

, (48)

where I ′
NLOS is the NLOS interference received by p2.

According to [23], when p1 and p2 have identical FOV,
INLOS(ΨADR) = I ′

NLOS(ΨADR). This means SINR of the
optical receiver can be represented by (47) in both cell centre
and cell egde area. Therefore, the PDF of SINR, γ can be

approximated as:

fSBC(γ) =





h2(γ0,SBC)
1

m+3

(m+ 3)R2
II

γ−m+4
m+3 γII,SBC ≤ γ ≤ γ0,SBC

0 otherwise,
(49)

where γ0,SBC is the SINR at r = 0:

γ0,SBC =

(
τPtxH(0,ΨADR)

)2

INLOS(ΨADR)
, (50)

and γII,SBC is the SINR at r = RII:

γII,SBC =

(
τPtxH(RII,ΨADR)

)2

INLOS(ΨADR)
. (51)

The CDF of the SINR for the SBC is:

FSBC(γdB) =





0 γ < γII,SBC

h2

R2
II

γ
1

m+3

0,SBC

(
γ
− 1

m+3

II,SBC − γ− 1
m+3

)

γII,SBC ≤ γ ≤ γ0,SBC

1 γ > γ0,SBC,
(52)

2) EGC: In cell centres, the received signal of an user using
EGC is similar to that of SBC. This is because PDs point to
different directions and only one of them can receive the LOS
signal from the desired cell. However, since the weights of
all PDs are identical, the received NLOS interference is scale
with the number of PDs on the receiver. Therefore, the SINR
can be approximated as:

γEGC,centre(r) =

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

M2INLOS(ΨADR)
. (53)

The SINR of cell edge users is similar to (39):

γEGC,edge(r) =

(
τPtxHsrc(r,ΨADR)

)2

(
τPtxHinter(r,ΨADR)

)2 . (54)

Similar to the derivation in Sec.V-B, the CDF of SINR, γ in
EGC can be approximated as:

FEGC(γ) =
R2

I

R2
II

FEGC,centre(γ) +
R2

II −R2
I

R2
II

FEGC,edge(γ),

(55)
where FEGC,edge(γ) = FII(γ) and FEGC,centre(γ) is:

FEGC,centre(γ) =





0 γ < γI,EGC

h2

R2
I

γ
1

m+3

0,EGC

(
γ
− 1

m+3

I,EGC − γ− 1
m+3

)

γI,EGC ≤ γ ≤ γ0,EGC

1 γ > γ0,EGC,
(56)

Here, γ0,EGC is the SINR at the cell centre (r = 0):

γ0,EGC =

(
τPtxH(0,Ψsingle)

)2

M2INLOS(ΨADR)
; (57)

and γI,EGC is the SINR at the boundary of scenario I (r = RI):

γI,EGC =

(
τPtxH(RI,Ψsingle)

)2

M2INLOS(ΨADR)
. (58)
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3) MRC: In MRC, the received optical power from all PDs
contributes to SINR performance. The different weight will be
allocated to different PDs according to their SINR. Therefore,
the SINR of a user when using MRC can be represented as:

γMRC =

(
τPtx

∑NPD

p=1 wpHad,p

)2

INLOS,MRC
, (59)

where INLOS,MRC is NLOS interference component when
MRC is used. According to the assumption that only one of
the PD can establish LOS link to the source AP, it can be
concluded that:

wpd
≫ wp 6=pd

. (60)

The LOS links have the highest SINR, and thus contributes
the most to the received signal. Therefore, (59) can be approx-
imated as:

γMRC(r) ≈

(
τPtxwpd

H(r,ΨADR)
)2

w2
pd
INLOS(ΨADR)

=

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

INLOS(ΨADR)
.

(61)

After the approximation, (61) and (47) are identical. Hence,
the CDF of the SINR for MRC is: FMRC(γ) = FSBC(γ).

4) OPC: OPC mitigates the NLOS ICI by exploiting CSI
of NLOS interference. The SINR of OPC is:

γOPC =

(∑NPD

p=1 τwpPtxHad,p

)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑NPD

p=1 w2
pN0B

, (62)

where INLOS,OPC is the NLOS interference component of
OPC. The SINR of OPC can be further approximated as:

γOPC(r) =

(
τPtxwpd

H(r,ΨADR)
)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑NPD

p=1 w2
pN0B

. (63)

The proof of (63) is provided in Appendix A. However, it is
difficult to directly derive the CDF of the OPC, based on (63).
Since the NLOS interference component can be suppressed in
OPC scheme, the upper bound of the OPC is considered:

γOPC,UB(r) =

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

N0B
> γOPC(r). (64)

The proof of (64) is provided in Appendix A. The CDF of
SINR for the OPC upper bound, FOPC,UB(γ) is:

FOPC,UB(γ) =





0 γ < γII,OPC

h2

R2
II

γ
1

m+3

0,OPC

(
γ
− 1

m+3

II,OPC − γ− 1
m+3

)

γII,OPC ≤ γ ≤ γ0,OPC

1 γ > γ0,OPC,
(65)

where γII,OPC can be represented as:

γII,OPC =

(
τPtxH(RII,ΨADR)

)2

N0B
, (66)
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Fig. 15: The illustration of using SBC in double source cell
configuration.

and γ0,OPC can be represented as:

γ0,OPC =

(
τPtxH(0,ΨADR)

)2

N0B
. (67)

D. SINR Statistics of Double-source Cell Configuration

In double-source cell configuration, the distance between
two APs in the same cell is designed in such a way that no
PD on an ADR can simultaneously receive LOS light signals
from the two APs in the desired cell. In this section, SINR
performance of ADR in double-source cell configuration using
mode A is analysed. Since positive and negative APs are close
to their cell centre, the LOS channel gain of them is calculated
by (32).

1) SBC: As illustrated in Fig. 15, the ADR using SBC
choose one AP to establish LOS link. Similar to (47), the
SINR of a user can be approximated as:

γdouble
SBC (r) =

(
1

2
PtxτH(r,ΨADR)

)2

Idouble
NLOS,SBC(ΨADR)

. (68)

According to (23) and (30), the total NLOS interference,
Idouble
NLOS,SBC(ΨADR), using SBC in double-source cell config-

uration is derived as:

Idouble
NLOS,SBC(ΨADR) = A2

effτ
2 sin2(ΨADR)

∑

j

∣∣∣Iv′
j
− Iv′′

j

∣∣∣
2

,

(69)
where j is the index of interfering optical cells; v′j represents
the distance from the desired AP to a positive AP in interfering
cell j; v′′j represents the distance from the desired AP to a
negative AP in interfering cell j. The CDF of SINR for SBC in
double-source cell configuration can be derived using a method
similar to the analysis of single-source cell configuration in
Sec. V-B.

2) MRC: As illustrated in Fig. 16, ADR using MRC can
establish two LOS links with both positive and negative APs.
The SINR of an active user can therefore be calculated as:

γdouble
MRC =

(1
2
τPtx

(
wpposHapos,ppos + wpnegHaneg,pneg

) )2

Idouble
NLOS,MRC(ΨADR)

,

(70)
where Idouble

NLOS,MRC(ΨADR) is the power of NLOS interference
in double-source cell configuration when MRC is used. Since
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Fig. 16: The MRC scheme in double source cell configuration.

the desired positive and negative APs are close to each other
and the transmission power of them is the same, the relation-
ship between the channel gain Hapos,ppos and Haneg,pneg is:

Hapos,ppos ≈ Haneg,pneg . (71)

According to (16) and (71), it can be derived that the relation-
ship between the weight of PDs is:

wppos
≈ wpneg

. (72)

To this end, (70) can be approximated as:

γMRC,double(r) ≈

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

I ′double
NLOS,MRC(ΨADR)

, (73)

where I ′double
NLOS,MRC(ΨADR) can be derived from (23) and (30)

that:

I ′double
NLOS,MRC(ΨADR) = A2

effτ
2 sin2(ΨADR)

×
∑

j

(∣∣Iv′
j,pos

− Iv′′
j,pos

∣∣+
∣∣Iv′

j,neg
− Iv′′

j,neg

∣∣
)2

, (74)

where v′j,pos is the horizontal distance between a positive AP
in interfering cell j and the positive AP in the desired cell;
v′j,neg is the horizontal distance between a positive AP in the
interfering cell j and the negative AP in the desired cell; v′′j,pos
is the horizontal distance between a negative AP in interfering
cell j and the positive AP in the desired cell; v′′j,neg is the
horizontal distance between a negative AP in the interfering
cell j and the negative AP in the desired cell.

3) OPC: Similar to MRC, the LOS signals of OPC are
captured by two PDs that can establish LOS links with desired
APs. Therefore, the SINR of OPC in double-source cell
configuration is:

γdouble
OPC =

(
1

2
τPtx

(
wppos

Hapos,ppos
+ wpneg

Haneg,pneg

)
)2

Idouble
NLOS,OPC +

∑NPD

p=1 w2
pN0B

,

(75)
where Idouble

NLOS,OPC is the NLOS interference component of
OPC. The SINR of OPC in double-source cell configuration

����

���������

������

Fig. 17: The layout of a 20×10×4 m room implementing an
optical attocel network. Two optical APs are denoted as Cell
1 and Cell 2.

can be approximated as:

γdouble
OPC (r) ≈

(
1

2
τPtx

(
wppos

+ wpneg

)
H(r,ΨADR)

)2

Idouble
NLOS,OPC +

∑NPD

p=1 w2
pN0B

.

(76)
However, it is difficult to derive the CDF of the OPC based
on (76). Since the NLOS interference from other cells can be
suppressed by OPC, the upper bound of the OPC in double-
source cell configuration is considered:

γdouble
OPC,UB(r) =

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

2N0B
> γdouble

OPC (r). (77)

The proof of (77) is provided in Appendix B. By comparing
(64) and (77), it is notable that the noise level is doubled when
double-source configuration is used. This is because that two
PDs in an ADR are used to receive LOS signals which doubles
the noise from amplifier circuit. Therefore, when double-
source cell configuration is used, the SINR performance of
OPC is expected to be degraded by 3 dB.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, analytical and simulated results obtained
from Monte-Carlo simulation are compared and discussed. As
illustrated in Fig. 17, computer simulations are performed for
a 20× 10× 4 m room, and up to fourth-order reflections are
considered. As a baseline system, the performance of a single-
PD receiver is evaluated. The FOV of the single-PD receiver,
Ψsingle is set as 22o. For the ADR with 9 PDs, α and ΨADR

are set as 8.5o and 15.5o, respectively. For the ADR with 20
PDs, α and ΨADR are set as 6o and 10.5o, respectively. In
the double source cell configuration, when a 9-PD receiver
is used, the distance between positive and negative APs is
set as 0.7 m. When a 20-PD receiver is used, the distance
is set as 0.5 m. The reflection coefficients of the walls, the
ceiling, and the floor are 0.8, 0.8 and 0.2, respectively [24].
For fairness, the optical transmission power of the AP in the
conventional single-source cell configuration is 1 W, and the
optical transmission power of the APs in the double-source cell
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TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

Radius of an optical cell, Rcell 1.5 m

Responsivity, τ 1 A/W
The gain of the optical filter, G 1

Refractive index, n 1.5

Transmitter half-intensity radiation angle, θtx 60◦

The physical area of a PD, Ap 5 mm2

Modulation Bandwidth, B 20 MHz
AWGN spectral density, N0 1× 10−21A/Hz

configuration is set as 0.5 W, which is half of the transmission
power of an AP in single-source configuration. This guarantees
the combined optical power of an AP pair equal to the optical
transmission power of the AP in a conventional cell. Other
simulation parameters are given in Table I. For the theoretical
results, a seven-cell configuration is assumed and the other
parameters are identical.

A. Convention Single-source Cell Configuration

Fig. 18 shows the SINR performance for the single-source
cell configuration when an ADR of 9 PDs is used. Similar
to single-PD receiver, the SINR CDF of 9-PD ADR with
EGC also has bimodal characteristic. The reason is that, the
EGC ADR combines the received light signals with the same
weight and cannot suppress the LOS ICI at cell edge like
single PD receiver. The theoretical result in (55) accurately
captures the SINR performance trends of EGC receiver with
some exceptions like the 6 dB gaps in some parts of the
curves. This is because, in the numerical simulation, LOS
signal might be captured by two different PDs simultaneously
at some positions which doubles the received optical power.

The SINR performance of 9-PD ADR with SBC is signif-
icantly better than a single-PD receiver. This is because, the
SBC chooses the PD that provides the highest channel gain.
Due to the narrow FOV, this PD is free from LOS interference.
This means the SBC can successfully avoid LOS ICI at cell
edges. From (30), it is notable that the NLOS interference
decreases as the FOV of a PD decreases. Since the FOV of
the selected PD is narrower than the single-PD receiver, the
NLOS interference is significantly mitigated compared to the
single-PD receiver. Also, numerical results closely match the
theoretical results in (52), which proves the accuracy of the
model.

The performance of the MRC is, as expected, nearly identi-
cal to the SBC. Due to the diffusive NLOS propagation paths,
the interference signals received by each PD are correlated and
the MRC is unable to suppress this interference. Therefore, the
performance of the MRC is not optimal.

As shown in Fig. 18, the OPC has the best SINR perfor-
mance among all signal combining schemes. By exploiting
the interference-plus-noise correlation matrix, the OPC can
generate the best weights for the ADR. These weights can
effectively suppress the correlated NLOS interfering signals.
Results show that OPC achieves over 20 dB improvement over
SBC and MRC. The theoretical upper bound for the SINR
performance of OPC in (65) also closely comparable to the
simulated SINR performance.
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Fig. 18: The CDF of the achieved SINR at 9-PD ADR in
conventional single-source cell configuration with different
signal combining schemes.
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Fig. 19: The CDF of the achieved SINR at 20-PD ADR in
conventional single-source cell configuration with different
signal combining schemes.

Fig. 19 shows the SINR performance for a single-source cell
configuration with an ADR of 20 PDs. The SINR performance
trend of EGC is similar to the performance of the previous
scenario in Fig. 18. This is because, the overall coverage area
of the ADR remains unchanged when the number of receiver
elements increases. In SBC and MRC, the SINR performance
of 20-PD ADR has a 5 dB improvement over 9-PD ADR. This
is because each PD on the 20-PD ADR has a narrower FOV.
A narrower FOV means less NLOS interference is captured.
Therefore, the overall SINR performance improves. In OPC,
interference from other cells are significantly suppressed. The
main factor affects the system performance is the magnitude
of the received desired power. Since the receiver elements of
20-PD ADR have a narrower FOV and higher concentration
gain than the PDs in 9-PD ADR, the 20-PD ADR can receive
stronger light signals. Therefore, usually 20-PD ADR performs
better than 9-PD ADR when OPC is used.

In summary, in single-source cell configuration, OPC ex-
hibits the best post combining SINR performance in com-
parison with other signal combining schemes. However, OPC
requires the knowledge of CSI not only from the desired cell
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Fig. 20: The CDF of the achieved SINR at a 9-PD ADR
when different signal combining schemes are implemented.
The results of conventional single-source and double-source
cell configurations are denoted by ‘conv’ and ‘double’, re-
spectively.

but also from all other interfering cells. Compared with the
OPC, SBC and MRC also achieve better SINR performance
by simply using the knowledge of CSI from the desired cell.

B. Double-Source Cell Configuration

In this section, the performance of the SBC, MRC, and OPC
are evaluated in mode A double-source cell configuration.

Fig. 20 shows the SINR performance for both the single-
source and the double-source cell configurations with 9 PDs
ADRs. In SBC, the SINR performance improves significantly
when double-source cell configuration is implemented. This
is because the NLOS interference has been significantly mit-
igated when two sources in the interfering cells combines
destructively at the ADR. Also, there is a close match between
the numerical results and analytical SINR results. For MRC,
the SINR performance is nearly identical to the SINR perfor-
mance of SBC. This result is also comparable to the theoretical
result. It can also be observed that the post combining SINR
performance of OPC in double-source cell is 3 dB weaker
than the SINR performance in single-source cell. This is also
consistent with the theoretical analysis. Usually, two signals
coming from double-source cell are captured by two PDs.
Since two PDs are required for OPC to capture light signals in
double-source cell, the total noise power is doubled compared
with a single-source cell.

Fig. 21 shows the SINR performance for both a single-
source cell and a double-source cell configurations with a 20
PDs. The SINR performance trends similar to 9 PDs ADR
scenario. For each signal combining scheme, at least 5 dB
SINR improvement can be obtained by 20-PD receiver. This
is also consistent with the results in single-source cell.

In double-source cell configuration, an important observa-
tion is that the SINR performance of SBC and MRC is close
to the SINR performance of OPC, which can approach the
performance of ICI free system. Compared with OPC, SBC
and MRC require less knowledge of CSI. Hence, it is suitable
to implement in a practical system.
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Fig. 21: The CDF of the achieved SINR at a 20-PD ADR
when different signal combining schemes are implemented.
The results of conventional single-source and double-source
cell configurations are denoted by ‘conv’ and ‘double’, re-
spectively.

C. Transmission Mode Selection in Double-source Cell

Although double-source cell configuration using mode A
shows a significant improvement, it may not be optimal in all
scenarios. In practical optical attocell cell networks, several
factors may affect the performance of mode A: a) due to the
limitation of hardware, only a suboptimal signal combining
scheme, such as EGC, can be applied to an optical receiver; b)
active users equipped with single-PD receiver will experience
significant signal attenuation in cell centre; c) when user
density is low, only a few APs are active which means the ICI
is significantly low and the system can be regarded as a noise-
limited system. In order to address these issues, transmission
mode B is used as a complementary transmission mode for
double-source attocell networks. In order to determine a selec-
tion criteria for the transmission modes, two cases are studied.
One case is the interference-limited case. As illustrated in
Fig. 17, only the desired cell (cell 1) and one interfering cell
(cell 2) are activated in the room. Only the performance in the
desired cell is evaluated. The other case is the noise-limited
case. In this case, only one cell (cell 1) in the room is activated
and evaluated.

Fig. 22 shows the SINR performance in cell 1 when
one neighbouring interfering cell is active. In the single-
PD receiver case, mode B achieves better performance. This
is because single-PD receiver can not separate the signals
from the positive AP and the negative AP. This results in a
significant attenuation of the received signal power, especially
in cell centre. The performance of EGC is similar to the single-
PD receiver. As the EGC combines the signals from both
positive and negative APs, the system performance degrades.
In SBC and MRC, the SINR performance of mode A outper-
forms mode B since mode A can effectively mitigate ICI. In
OPC, there is no difference between mode A and B. This is
because OPC can effectively collect light energy and suppress
correlated ICI by adjusting the weights for each PD.

Fig. 23 shows the CDF of SNR in cell 1 when no neighbour-
ing cell is activated. For single-PD receiver and EGC, there
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Fig. 22: The CDF of the achieved SINR in cell 1 when only
one neighbouring cell is active. 20-PD ADR is used as optical
receiver. The results of mode A are represented as solid lines
and the results of mode B are represented as dash lines.
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Fig. 23: The CDF of the achieved SNR in cell 1 when no
neighbouring cell is active. 20-PD ADR is used as optical
receiver. The results of mode A are represented by solid lines
and the results of mode B are represented by dash lines.

TABLE II: The Criteria of Transmission Modes Selection.

Single-PD EGC SBC MRC OPC
Interference B B A A A or B

No Interference B B A or B A or B A or B

is a significant improvement when mode B is used. This is
because mode B can boost the received signal power of a user.
For SBC, since only one of the PD can be set up data link, the
performance of the mode A and mode B is the same. For MRC,
SNR performance of transmission mode A and transmission
mode B is identical since the energy from both APs can be
captured in both modes. Lastly, the SINR performance of OPC
is identical to the SINR performance of MRC since there is no
ICI. The criteria for selecting transmission modes in double-
source cell configuration is listed in Table II.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates interference mitigation techniques
for indoor optical attocell networks with ADRs. Four different

signal combining schemes, namely SBC, EGC, MRC and
OPC are proposed and evaluated. The performance of ADR is
also comprehensively compared with conventional single-PD
receivers. A novel double-source cell configuration is proposed
for ADR which can further mitigate ICI. Results show that
an ADR outperforms a single-PD receiver in terms of the
SINR performance. In particular, ADR using OPC performs
the best which approaches the performance of interference-
free systems. However, OPC requires the knowledge of CSI
from all optical APs in the network. In comparison, MRC
and SBC can also provide better performance than single-PD
receiver and only the knowledge of CSI from the desired cell
is required. Results also show that, SBC and MRC can achieve
better SINR performance in mode A double-source cell con-
figuration than in single-source cell configuration. Mode B
can provide better performance when single-PD receiver or
ADR with EGC are used in double-source cell configuration.
The criteria for selecting transmission modes in double-source
attocell networks is determined. Moreover, according to the
proposed analytical framework, the theoretical performance of
optical attocell networks with ADRs is derived as closed-form.
There is a close match between the numerical and theoretical
results which proves the accuracy of the analytical model.

APPENDIX

A. The Proof of (63) and (64)

γOPC =

τ2P 2
tx

(
wpd

Had,pd
+

∑
p 6=pd

wpHad,p

)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑NPD

p=1 w2
pN0B

. (78)

The magnitude of the LOS channel is a few order larger than
the NLOS channel. Since only the desired PD ad can establish
LOS link with the desired AP:

Had,pd
≫ Had,p. (p 6= pd) (79)

The SINR of OPC can be approximated as:

γOPC(r) ≈

(
τPtxwpd

H(r,ΨADR)
)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑NPD

p=1 w2
pN0B

=

(
τPtxwpd

H(r,ΨADR)
)2

INLOS,OPC +
∑

p 6=pd

w2
pN0B + w2

pd
N0B

<

(
τPtxwpd

H(r,ΨADR)
)2

w2
pd
N0B

=

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

N0B
= γOPC,UB(r).

(80)
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B. The Proof of (77)

γdouble
OPC (r) =

(
1

2
τPtx

(
wppos

+ wpneg

)
H(r,ΨADR)

)2

Idouble
NLOS,OPC +

∑NPD

p=1 w2
pN0B

<

(
1

2
τPtx

(
wppos

+ wpneg

)
H(r,ΨADR)

)2

(
w2

ppos
+ w2

pneg

)
N0B

(81)

Since
(wppos

+ wpneg
)2

w2
ppos

+ w2
pneg

≤ 2, (82)

the SINR of the double source cell configuration is:

γdouble
OPC (r) <

(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)

)2

2N0B
= γdouble

OPC,UB(r). (83)
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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the benefits of an
angle diversity receiver (ADR) in an indoor cellular optical
wireless communications (OWC) network. As the ADR consists
of multiple photodiodes (PDs), a proper signal combining scheme
is essential to optimise the system performance. Therefore,
three different combination schemes, the equal gain combining
(EGC), the select best combining (SBC) and the maximum ratio
combining (MRC), are investigated. The results indicate that the
ADR significantly outperforms the single-PD receiver in terms
of both signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) and area
spectral efficiency (ASE). In particular, the ADR implementing
the MRC scheme achieves the best performance, where over
40 dB SINR improvement is attained compared to the single-
PD receiver.

Index Terms—angle diversity receiver; visible light communi-
cation; access points; cellular communication

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to alleviate the looming spectrum crisis, visible

light communication (VLC) has emerged as a supplement to

traditional radio frequency (RF) techniques [1]. VLC uses

light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for transmission and photodiodes

(PDs) for detection. Due to the physical nature of LEDs and

PDs, intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) must

be used to realise a VLC system. Recent research shows

that a VLC system can achieve communication speeds of

over 3 Gbps from a single colour LED [2]. Moreover, VLC

systems operate in the entirely unregulated electromagnetic

spectrum and are therefore: a) safe to use in electromagnetic

interference (EMI) sensitive environments; b) not subject to

spectrum licensing for communication purposes.

An indoor cellular optical wireless configuration is in-

vestigated in this work. This enables high data density by

harnessing the frequency reuse gains available to small cell

systems. Indeed, optical cells can be considerably smaller

than RF cells due to the limited coverage and interference

protection by solid objects [3]. An indoor optical cellular

system can have small cell sizes with little, if any, inter-

cell interference. This facilitates higher bandwidth reuse and

therefore higher data density. In an indoor optical wireless

scenario, each LED array in a room serves as an optical

access point (AP). We refer to this type of the optical cellular

network as an optical attocell network [4]. In optical attocell

network, optical orthogonal frequency division multiple access

(O-OFDMA) can be used as the multiple access technique,

since it allows for a flexible allocation of communication

resources to every user in a network.

In previous work, an optical cellular VLC system using

multiple laser sources and multiple detectors is shown to

provide a wide coverage area and high data rates [5]. Un-

fortunately, this configuration requires precise alignment and

mobile user tracking, which makes it difficult to implement

for practical purposes. An indoor optical orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (O-OFDM) based cellular system that

achieves high throughput by frequency reuse is proposed in

[6]. However, the proposed system is designed specially for

an aircraft cabin and fixed frequency reuse is sub-optimal with

respect to interference coordination.

In this study, we use angle diversity receivers (ADRs)

to address the issue of interference coordination as well as

frequency reuse in an indoor cellular system. An ADR consists

of multiple narrow-field-of-view (FOV) PDs, which, when

combined, result in the same FOV and coverage area as the

FOV of a single-PD receiver [7]. These narrow-FOV PDs can

be selected or combined to minimize co-channel interference.

Therefore, three combining schemes, the select best combining

(SBC), the equal gain combining (EGC) and the maximum

ratio combining (MRC) are proposed. As a result, the ADR

that uses the proposed schemes significantly outperforms the

single-PD receiver in an optical cellular system.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows, the sys-

tem model is introduced in Section II. The single-PD receiver

scenario is introduced in Section III. The scenario of the ADR

scenarios are discussed in Section IV. The simulation results

are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the

paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Channel model

In this work, a line-of-sight (LOS) optical channel is as-

sumed. The channel DC gain is defined as follows [8]:

H =

{
(m+ 1)ApTs(θ)g(θ)

2πd2
cosm(φ) cos(θ), θ ≤ Θc

0, θ > Θc

,

(1)
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where d is the distance from a transmitter to an optical

receiver; Ap is the physical area of the optical receiver; Θc

is the FOV of the optical receiver; m is the Lambertian index

which is a function of the half-intensity radiation angle θ1/2 as

m = 1/ log2(cos(θ1/2)); Ts(θ) is the gain of the optical filter;

φ is the angle of irradiance; θ is the angle of light incidence

at the receiver; the concentrator gain g(θ) is given as:

g(θ) =





n2

sin2(Θc)
, 0 ≤ θ ≤ Θc

0, θ > Θc

, (2)

where, n is the reflective index of the receiver optics.

B. Area Spectral Efficiency

Initially, the area spectral efficiency (ASE) is used to

evaluate the spectral efficiency of cellular RF systems in [9].

For a cellular VLC system, the ASE is defined as the sum of

the user throughput per unit bandwidth per unit area, which

can be expressed as:

ASE =

K∑

k=1

Ck

BA
, (3)

where k is the user index, K is the total number active users,

A is the area of the room, B is the modulation bandwidth of

an AP and the Shannon channel capacity for user k is defined

as:

Ck = Bk log2(1 + γk), (4)

where Bk is the allocated bandwidth to user k and γk is the

electrical signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at the

receiver of the user k.

III. SINGLE-PD RECEIVER SCENARIO

In this study, the system performance of the single-PD

receiver scenario is set as a baseline to evaluate the system

performance of ADR scenarios. In the single-PD receiver

scenario, each user in the VLC attocell network is equipped

with a single-PD receiver to collect optical signals.

In order to maximize the SINR of each user in this system,

a source AP needs to be selected out of candidate APs for

each user. The source AP of user k, b
(k)
src , can be chosen as:

b(k)src = argmax
b

(
γ(b,k)

)
. (5)

where, b is the index of the AP. The γ(b,k) is the SINR of the

user k that establish a link with AP b, which can be expressed

as:

γ(b,k) =

(
rPtH(b,k)

)2
(
N0B +

∑
b′∈B(b,k)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,k)

)2) (6)

where r is the optical to electric conversion efficiency; Pt is the

average electric power of an LED array; H(b,k) is the channel

attenuation between user k and AP b;
∑

b′∈B(b,k)
inter

(
rPtH(b′,k)

)2

represents the electrical interference power and B(b,k)
inter is the

set of the interfering APs for user k according to the selected

AP b; N0 is the noise spectral density. Note, that there

is no frequency selective fading in a VLC system such as

A B

A B

a b c
b

a c

o

�

�

FOV

Fig. 1. The shape of an ADR

the proposed one as the PD area is much larger than the

wavelength of the optical signal. It is, therefore, assumed

that all AP exhibit similar frequency responses which are

determined by the electrical and optical components used.

Proportional fair scheduling is assumed, which means that

the available bandwidth of the AP is shared equally across all

users that are connected to that particular AP. The bandwidth

per user is then:

Bk =
B

Nsub

⌊
Nsub

Nk

⌋
, (7)

where Nsub is the total number of subcarriers of an AP, Nk

is the number of users that are served by the same AP which

serves user k, ⌊·⌋ denotes the floor function.

Finally, the average ASE can be calculated as:

ASECR =
K∑

k=1

Bk log2

(
1 + γ

(b
(k)
src ,k)

)

BA
. (8)

IV. ADR SCENARIOS

In this scenario, each user in the VLC attocell network is

equipped with an ADR which consists of 7 PDs attached to

a semi-sphere base. One of the PDs is located at the top of

the base and the other six are located symmetrically along the

side of the base, as shown in Fig. 1. Each PD on the receiver

has the same FOV and β denotes the half-angle of the FOV.

In addition, α is defined as the angle between the direction of

the central PD and the direction of the outermost PD.

Unlike a single-PD receiver, the direction of each PD on

an ADR varies which can significantly affect the system

performance. Therefore, it is of vital importance to carefully

choose a fair metric to compare the performance between an

ADR scenario and a single-PD receiver scenario. In this study,

we constrain the FOV of the ADR to be the same as the FOV

of the single-PD receiver. Indeed, the overall coverage area

of the ADR is equivalent to the coverage of the single-PD

receiver. The FOV area of an ADR (S1) and that of a single-

PD receiver (S2) are presented in Fig. 2.

A. SBC scheme

The SBC scheme is originally proposed in [7] and is adapted

for an optical attocell network. Each user terminal selects one

PD to establish a link with its source AP. The source AP, b
(k)
src ,

and destination PD, s
(k)
des , are chosen to maximize the SINR:

(
b(k)src , s

(k)
des

)
= argmax

b,sk

(
γ(b,sk)

)
, (9)
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FOV
FOV

S1 S2

Fig. 2. The coverage area of an ADR and a single-PD receiver on the ceiling.
The overall coverage area of the ADR is the union of the individual coverage
areas of each PD on that ADR. The coverage area of the single-PD receiver
is defined only by the single PD.

where sk is the PD index of user k and γ(b,sk) is the SINR

of the link between AP b and PD sk, which can be expressed

as:

γ(b,sk) =

(
rPtH(b,sk)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,sk)

)2 . (10)

The method of bandwidth allocation is identical to the

one in the single-PD receiver scenario and the ASE can be

represented as:

ASESB =
K∑

k=1

Bk log2

(
1 + γ

(b
(k)
src ,s

(k)
des

)

)

BA
. (11)

In the SBC scheme, an ADR only considers the signal

from the PD with the highest SINR. That means it requires

a dedicated circuit to continuously monitor the SINR on each

PD. Moreover, a fast switch is also needed for receiving the

signal from the selected PD. Since the PD with the highest

SINR is selected, the ADR can attain a high overall SINR.

However, since only one PD is used at a time, the gain

of combining signals from different PDs might not be well

exploited in this scheme.

B. EGC scheme

The EGC is a scheme that exploits the gain of combining

signals from different PDs on an ADR. For each user, the

signals on each PD are combined with equal weights. To

optimize the SINR performance of each user, an suitable

source AP, b
(k)
src is chosen:

b(k)src = argmax
b

(
γ(b,k)

)
, (12)

where γ(b,k) is the SINR of the link between AP b and user

k, which can be expressed as:

γ(b,k) =

(
S∑

sk=1
rPtH(b,sk)

)2

SN0B +
S∑

sk=1

∑
b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,sk)

)2
(13)

where S is the total number of PDs on an ADR, the numerator

of (13) represents the total signal power received by all PDs of

an ADR;
S∑

sk=1

∑
b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,sk)

)2
represents the total

interference received by all PDs.

The subcarrier allocation is identical to the one in the single-

PD receiver scenario and the ASE can be calculated by (8).

The EGC scheme combines the signals on each PD with

equal weights, which means that only a simple combiner is

required for the combining circuit. Since signals from different

PDs are combined together, the received signal power of an

ADR implementing the EGC scheme is higher than the one

in the SBC scheme. However, since the signal from each PD

is equally weighted and combined, the noise and interference

may result in a poor overall SINR.

C. MRC scheme

In order to overcome the drawback of the EGC scheme,

MRC scheme is proposed to emphasis the signal from the

PD with high SINR. The MRC scheme is similar to the

EGC scheme except that the weight factors on each PD are

proportional to the respective achieved SINR. In the MRC

scheme, a suitable source AP, b
(k)
src is selected to maximize

the SINR performance:

b(k)src = argmax
b

(
γ(b,k)

)
, (14)

where γ(b,k) can be expressed as:

γ(b,k) =

(
S∑

sk=1
rPtw(b,sk)H(b,sk)

)2

S∑
sk=1

(
w2

(b,sk)
N0B +

∑
b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtw(b,sk)H(b′,sk)

)2)
,

(15)

where wsk is the weight factor of PD sk, which can be

represented as:

w(b,sk) =

(
rPtH(b,sk)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,sk)

)2 . (16)

The subcarrier allocation scheme is the same as the one in

the single-PD receiver scenario and the ASE can be calculated

by using (8).

Since the weights are generally different and proportional

to the SINR of each PD, a sophisticated circuit is required to

continuously monitor the SINR on each PD. In addition, com-

pared to the EGC combing scheme, additional multiplication

operations are required for the MRC combiner. However, the

computational complexity only grows linearly with the number

of PDs at the receiver. By using different weight factors for

each PD, the MRC scheme will boost the signal component

and attenuate the interference and noise components which

results in a high overall SINR.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the simulation, we assume a 19.5 m long, 10.4 m wide,

and 4 m high room. All optical APs are placed on the ceiling

and all receivers are placed at a desk height of 0.85 m.

The radius of each optical cell is assumed to be 1.5 m.

Fig. 3 depicts the layout of APs. Two types of ADRs are

considered: one of them has an equivalent FOV of 31.5◦
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R

AP

19.5m

10.4m

Fig. 3. The layout of APs in the simulation

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Radius of a cell, R 1.5 m

Optical electricity conversion efficiency, r 0.5 A/W

The gain of the optical filter, Ts(θ) 1

Half-intensity radiation angle, θ1/2 25◦

The physical area of a PD, Ap 10 mm2

The internal reflective index, n 1.5

Transmission Power of an AP, Pt 8.8 W

Modulation Bandwidth, B 20 MHz

Noise spectral density, N0 10−21 A/Hz

The total number of O-OFDMA subcarriers, Nsub 2048

(α = 7◦, β = 25◦); the other one has an equivalent FOV of

48.1◦ (α = 25◦, β = 25◦). In addition, we use the result from

the single-PD receiver for comparison assuming two different

FOVs (31.5◦, 48.1◦). The number of O-OFDMA subcarriers

is 2048 and full bandwidth reuse is assumed for each AP.

Table I shows the simulation parameters.

By varying the position of the optical receiver across all

possible locations in the room and estimating the respective

achievable SINR, we can determine the cumulative distribution

function (CDF) of the SINR for the optical receivers with

an equivalent FOV of 48.1◦, which is shown in Fig. 4. The

single-PD receiver has the worst SINR performance. This

indicates that, since the FOV of the PD on the single-PD

receiver is large, the single-PD receiver will always receive

interference from the APs in the vicinity which dramatically

degrades the SINR performance. One important observation

is that the ADR implementing the SBC and MRC schemes

has an over 40 dB SINR improvement over the single-PD

receiver. This is attributed to the structure and the combining

scheme of the ADR. The ADR uses narrow-FOV PDs to

cover the same FOV as the single-PD receiver. These narrow-

FOV PDs provide high concentrator gain and help to reject

the co-channel interference. Since the PDs on the ADR point

to different directions, some PDs may successfully avoid co-

channel interference and some of them may not. Since the

optical attocell network is an interference limited environment

where the interference is several magnitudes higher than

the noise [10], the PDs without co-channel interference can

achieve significantly higher SINR than the PDs with co-
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Fig. 4. The CDF of the SINR for single-PD receiver (dash lines) and ADR
(solid lines) when the equivalent FOV is 48.1◦

channel interference. By implementing the SBC scheme, the

ADR can choose the PD with the highest SINR, which is

usually the one that is free from co-channel interference.

Therefore, the ADR implementing the SBC scheme can

achieve a high overall SINR. Compared with the SBC scheme,

the MRC scheme proportionally weights and combines the

signal on each PD, which effectively boosts the signal and

attenuates the interference. As a result, it achieves the best

SINR performance. Another observation is that the ADR

implementing the EGC scheme has a limited improvement

over the single-PD receiver. This corresponds to the fact that

some PDs on the ADR suffer from interference. Since the

ADR implementing the EGC scheme equally combines the

signals from each PD, the interference will not be attenuated

which degrades the overall SINR.

Fig. 5 depicts the CDF of the simulation when the equivalent

FOV drops to 31.5◦. One notable change is that the SINR of

the single-PD receiver and the EGC scheme increase dramat-

ically in the high SINR regions. This indicates that the users

in some locations, i.e., cell centre, are free from interference.

It is also worth emphasising that the MRC scheme again

significantly outperforms the SBC scheme compared to the

previous scenario. This is because, when α decreases, more

PDs on the ADR can receive the signal from the source

AP. Therefore, by weighting and combining the signals from

multiple PDs, the MRC scheme can achieve a better SINR

performance than the SBC scheme which uses the signal from

only one PD.

The result of the ASE performance versus the number of

active users are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. In general, the

ASE increases when the number of active users grows. The

reason for this is the increased spatial re-use of the available

bandwidth. This means that the reuse gain outweighs the loss

due to higher interference in this region of operation.

Since the bandwidth allocation of all scenarios are identi-

cal, the ASE performance of different optical receivers only

depends on their SINR performance. In general, the optical

receiver with a better SINR performance will have a better
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Fig. 6. The area spectral efficiency performance for different receivers
(schemes) when the equivalent FOV is 48.1◦.

ASE performance. In Fig. 6 and 7, as expected, the MRC

scheme outperforms the other schemes in terms of the ASE

performance. In addition, the ASE performance of the single-

PD receiver and the ADR implementing the EGC scheme is

significantly improved when the equivalent FOV decreases

from 48.1◦ to 31.5◦. For the single-PD receiver, the im-

provement is due to the decrease of the FOV of the PD.

A narrower FOV can reject the interference from the other

APs and provide a higher gain. For the EGC scheme, the

improvement stems from the interference avoidance as well

as the gain of combining the signals from multiple PDs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the performance of ADR in an indoor

cellular VLC system. Three different combining schemes, the

SBC, EGC, and MRC schemes are proposed for the ADR

and evaluated in comparison with the single-PD receiver.

The results reveal that the ADR outperformed the single-PD

receiver with regard to the SINR and ASE. In particular, the

MRC scheme provides the best performance, where a 40 dB

SINR improvement over the single-PD receiver was achieved.
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Fig. 7. The area spectral efficiency performance for different receivers
(schemes) when the equivalent FOV is 31.5◦.

Compared to the MRC scheme, the SBC scheme is of less

complexity but with sub-optimal performance. Finally, the

EGC is the simplest combining scheme for implementation

but yielded little benefit with respect to the single-PD receiver.
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Abstract—In this paper, we first investigate the negative impact
of light reflections and then introduce an angle diversity receiver
(ADR) to mitigate the interference effect resulting from light
reflections in an indoor cellular optical wireless communications
(OWC) network. As the ADR consists of multiple photodiodes
(PDs), a proper signal combining scheme is essential to optimize
the system performance. Therefore, four different combining
schemes, the select best combining (SBC), the equal gain
combining (EGC), the maximum ratio combining (MRC) and the
optimum combining (OPC), are investigated. The results indicate
that the OPC scheme achieves the best performance among these
combination schemes. In particular, when we use a seven-PD
ADR as the optical detector, the OPC scheme can significantly
suppress the interference signal resulting from light reflections
and can achieve a signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
performance that is close to the SINR performance of the same
configuration that is free of light reflections.

Index Terms—reflection; angle diversity receiver; visible light
communication; access points; cellular communication

I. INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to address the looming spectrum crisis, visible

light communication (VLC) technology has emerged as a

complementary alternative to traditional radio frequency (RF)

techniques [1]. Recent research has demonstrated transmission

speeds in excess of 3 Gbps from a single colour light-emitting

diode (LED) [2]. Unlike RF cellular communication, VLC

operates in the entirely unregulated part of the electromagnetic

spectrum and is safe to use in critical environments.

A cellular network enables high data density by harnessing

the frequency reuse gains available to small-cell systems.

Compared to RF cells, optical cells can be considerably

smaller due to the limited coverage and interference mitiga-

tion induced by solid objects [3]. An indoor optical cellular

system can have small cell sizes with little, if any, inter-

cell interference. This facilitates higher bandwidth reuse and

therefore higher data density than in RF communication. In

an indoor optical wireless scenario, each lighting fixture in a

room can serve as an optical access point (AP). We refer to

an optical cellular layers as an optical attocell network [4]. In

optical attocell network, optical orthogonal frequency division

multiple access (O-OFDMA) could be used as the multiple

access technique, since it allows for a flexible allocation of

communication resources to every user in a network.

In a previous work, an optical cellular VLC system using

multiple laser sources and multiple detectors is shown to

provide a wide coverage area and high data rates [5]. Unfortu-

nately, only the line-of-sight (LOS) path is considered in this

scenario which makes the system model inaccurate. An indoor

optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (O-OFDM)

based cellular system that achieves high throughput through

frequency reuse is proposed in [6]. Although the presented

study investigates the channel characteristics of non-line-of-

sight (NLOS) communication, it is valid only in an aircraft

cabin and no method is proposed for mitigating the inter-cell

interference signal caused by reflections.

In this study, we investigate the impact of signal reflections

on the performance of an optical cellular network in a large-

room indoor scenario. Furthermore, we propose the usage

of angle diversity receivers (ADRs) to mitigate the inter-cell

interference caused by signal reflections. An ADR consists

of multiple narrow-field-of-view (FOV) photodiodes (PDs),

which, when combined, result in a large-overall-FOV receiver

[7],[8]. These narrow-FOV PDs can be selectively combined

to minimize the effect of signal interference. Four combining

schemes are investigated in this study. The first scheme is

termed select best combining (SBC), where each user connects

to the most suitable AP through a single PD at the receiver.

The second scheme is termed equal gain combining (EGC),

where the signals from each PD are combined with equal

weights. The third scheme is called maximum ratio combining

(MRC), the signals from each PD are combined using different

weights and each weight factor is proportional to the signal to

interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of the link between each

PD and the desired AP. The last scheme is called optimum

combining (OPC), where the signals from different PDs are

combined with different weights, and the weight factor of

each PD is generated by considering the interference-plus-

noise correlation matrix which consists of the channel gain

factors between all possible APs in the room and all the PDs

in a respective receiver.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The

channel model is introduced in Section II. Different types

of optical receivers are introduced in Section III. The single-

PD receiver scenario is introduced in Section IV. The ADR

scenarios with one of four different combining schemes are

discussed in Section V. The simulation results are presented

in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. CHANNEL MODEL

A. LOS Propagation

In this work, the direct current (DC) gain of a LOS optical

channel is defined as follows [9]:

H0 =
(m+ 1)Aeff

2πd2
cosm(φ) cos(θ)rect

(
θ

Θfov

)
, (1)
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where d is the distance from a transmitter to an optical

receiver;Θfov is the FOV of the optical receiver;m is the Lam-

bertian index of a transmitter and is a function of the transmit-

ter half-intensity radiation angle θtx as m = 1/ log2(cos(θtx));
φ is the angle of irradiance; θ is the angle of light incidence at

the receiver; rect(x) is an unit step function and the effective

signal collection area Aeff is given as:

Aeff = ApG
n2
ref

sin2(Θfov)
, (2)

where nref is the refractive index of the receiver optics; Ap is

the physical area of the optical receiver; G is the gain of the

optical filter.

B. NLOS Propagation

Apart from the LOS path, the transmitted power can also

reach the receivers through reflections. Common non-smooth

reflection surfaces can be modelled by dividing their surface

area into a number of small-surface elements [10]. Each

of these can be modelled as an optical receiver in order

to estimate the amount of light that it collects. With this

measure in place, the surface element can then be modelled

as a Lambertian transmitter which reemits a fraction of the

collected light determined by the reflection coefficient of the

surface material. The DC gain of the NLOS path is:

Hi =

Q∑

q=1

ρq(n+ 1) cosn(φ) cos(θ)∆A

2πd2
Hi−1, (3)

where i represents the number of the light reflections and q
is the qth reflecting element, with area ∆A; The total number

of reflecting elements is Q. ρq is the reflection coefficient of

the reflecting element q; n is the Lambertian index of the

reflecting element which is a function of reflecting element

half-intensity radiation angle θref as n = 1/ log2(cos(θref)).
Finally, the overall DC gain is the sum of the LOS compo-

nent and the NLOS components:

H = H0 +

I∑

i=1

Hi, (4)

where up to I reflections are considered in the NLOS path.

III. OPTICAL RECEIVERS

In this study, three types of optical receivers are investigated.

The first type is a single-PD receiver with only one upward-

pointing PD. The second type is an ADR with three PDs

symmetrically attached to a semi-sphere base, as shown in

Fig. 1. The third type is an ADR with seven PDs as shown in

Fig. 2. Each PD at a single receiver has the same FOV angle,

β. In addition, α is defined as the angle between the direction

of the central axis of the optical receiver and the direction of

each PD placed on the side, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

M is defined as the number of PDs on an optical receiver.

For a fair comparison, we constrain the overall coverage

area of each ADR to be the same as that of the single-

PD receiver. The coverage area of each ADR (S2,S3) and

� �
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� � �
�

�

�

�
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Fig. 1. The shape of an ADR (M = 3).
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Fig. 2. The shape of an ADR (M = 7).
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Fig. 3. The coverage area of each type of optical receivers on the ceiling.
The overall coverage area of an ADR is the union of the individual coverage
areas of each PD on that ADR. The coverage area of the single-PD receiver
is defined only by the single PD.

the coverage area of a single-PD receiver (S1) are illustrated

in Fig. 3. Moreover, we constrain each optical receiver to

have the same overall effective area, MAeff, which makes the

comparison fair. We believe that the interference of reflected

light can be reduced by increasing the number of PDs on an

optical receiver, especially when each of the PDs points in a

different direction. The reasons are twofold. First, since the

overall coverage area of each optical receiver is the same,

the optical receiver with more PDs can have a narrower FOV

for each PD. Due to the diffusive nature of reflections, a

narrow-FOV detector can effectively mitigate the interference

because it collects less light from reflections. Second, the

more individual detector elements there are in a receiver, the

better granularity there is in the effort to separate desired and

undesired light components.

IV. SINGLE-PD SCENARIO (M = 1)

In this scenario, each receiver in the optical attocell is

equipped with a single-PD receiver. In order to maximize the

SINR of each user in an optical cellular network, an AP needs

to be chosen out of a number of candidate APs for each user.

The AP of user k, b
(k)
src , may be chosen based on the highest

achieved SINR:

b(k)src = argmax
b

(
γ(b,k)

)
. (5)
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where, b is the index of the AP, γ(b,k) is the SINR of the link

between user k and AP b. The SINR can be expressed as:

γ(b,k) =

(
rPtH(b,k)

)2
(
N0B +

∑
b′∈B(b,k)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,k)

)2) , (6)

where r is the responsivity of the PD; Pt is the standard

deviation of the optical signal transmitted by an AP and is

assumed the same for all APs;H(b,k) is the channel attenuation

between user k and AP b;
∑

b′∈B(b,k)
inter

(
rPtH(b′,k)

)2
represents

the interference signal from interfering APs; B(b,k)
inter is the set

of the interfering APs with respect to user k; N0 is the additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power spectral density; B is

the communication bandwidth.

V. ADR SCENARIOS (M = 3, 7)

In this scenario, each user in the optical attocell is equipped

with an ADR. Different combination techniques for the ADRs

are described in the sequel.

A. SBC scheme

The SBC scheme is originally proposed in [8] and is adapted

for an optical attocell network. Each user terminal selects one

PD to establish a link with its source AP. The source AP,

b
(k)
src , and the destination PD, s

(k)
des , are chosen to maximize the

SINR: (
b(k)src , s

(k)
des

)
= argmax

b,sk

(
γ(b,sk)

)
, (7)

where sk is the PD index of user k and γ(b,sk) is the SINR

of the link between b and sk, which can be expressed as:

γ(b,sk) =

(
rPtH(b,sk)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,sk)

)2 . (8)

In the SBC scheme, an ADR only uses the signal from

the PD with the highest SINR. This means that it requires a

dedicated circuit to continuously monitor the SINR on each

PD. Moreover, a switch is also needed for selecting the signal

from the desired PD. Since the PD with the highest SINR is

used, the ADR can achieve a high overall SINR.

B. EGC scheme

The EGC is the simplest combination scheme that the

signals from each PD are combined with equal weights. It

closely resembles the single-PD scenario, but the narrow FOV

of the individual components causes interference to be reduced

to some extent compared to the single-PD receiver. The way

of choosing the most suitable source AP is the same as the

method in the single-PD scenario, which is expressed as (5).

The SINR can be calculated as:

γ(b,k) =

(
M∑

sk=1
rPtH(b,sk)

)2

MN0B +
M∑

sk=1

∑
b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,sk)

)2
. (9)

The numerator of (9) represents the total signal power re-

ceived by all PDs of an ADR;
M∑

sk=1

∑
b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,sk)

)2

represents the total interference received by all PDs.

The EGC scheme requires only a simple adder for the

combining circuit. Since optical power from multiple PDs is

added up, the received optical power in the EGC scheme is

higher than the optical power in the SBC scheme. However, as

the signal from each PD is equally weighted, in some situation,

the interference cannot be suppressed which could result in a

poor overall SINR.

C. MRC scheme

The MRC scheme is similar to the EGC scheme except that

the weight factor of each PD is proportional to the SINR it

achieves on a given link. In the MRC scheme, the SINR can

be expressed as:

γ(b,k) =

(
S∑

sk=1
rPtw(b,sk)H(b,sk)

)2

S∑
sk=1

(
w2

(b,sk)
N0B +

∑
b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtw(b,sk)H(b′,sk)

)2)
,

(10)

where wsk is the weighting factor of PD sk applied to the

signal received from AP b. It can be calculated as:

w(b,sk) =

(
rPtH(b,sk)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′∈B(b,sk)

inter

(
rPtH(b′,sk)

)2 . (11)

Since the weight factors are proportional to the SINR that

each PD achieved on a given link, a sophisticated circuit is

needed to continuously monitor the SINR on each PD. In

addition, a multiplier and an adder are necessary for combining

the received signals. With proper weight factors on each PD,

the MRC scheme should boost the signal component and

attenuates the interference and noise components which would

result in a high overall SINR.

D. OPC scheme

Assuming the interference at each PD of an ADR is

independent, the MRC scheme can provide the highest SINR

at the receiver [11]. However, in the proposed high density

optical cellular network, the interference signal from the same

AP is often present at each of the PDs. The correlation between

interference terms at different PDs significantly affects the

performance of the MRC scheme. As a consequence, the

OPC scheme is developed. The OPC scheme is initially

used in RF scenario [11] and is adopted for optical cellular

network. It mitigates the inter-cell interference by considering

interference-plus-noise correlation matrix which could signif-

icantly suppress the correlated interference. In OPC, weights

are calculated as:

wb = aR−1
nnu

b
src, (12)

where ub
src = [rPtH(b,1), rPtH(b,2), · · · , rPtH(b,S)]

T is the

signal received from the source AP b, a is a constant,
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Fig. 4. AP layout in the large room for simulation.

wb = [w(b,1), w(b,2), · · · , w(b,S)]
T is a vector which contains

the different weight factors, and the interference-plus-noise

correlation matrix, Rnn, is given by:

Rnn = N0BI+
∑

b′∈Binter

[
ub′u

T
b′
]
. (13)

In (13), I is the identity matrix and ub′ is the set of interference

signal that ub′ = [rPtH(b′,1), rPtH(b′,2), · · · , rPtH(b′,S)]
T .

Compared with the MRC scheme, the OPC scheme not

only needs a sophisticated circuit to continuously monitor

the SINR on each PD, but also needs a complex circuit to

calculate the weights according to the interference correlation

between each PD. However, by exploiting the correlation of

interference between each PD, the OPC scheme can suppress

the correlated interference which is expect to achieve a higher

SINR performance compared to the MRC scheme.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the simulation, we assume a 19.5-m-long, 10.4-m-wide,

and 4-m-high room. All optical APs are placed on the ceiling

and all receivers are placed at a desk height of 0.85 m pointing

upwards. The radius of each optical cell is assumed to be

1.5 m. Fig. 4 depicts the layout of the APs. Two types of ADRs

are considered: one of them has three PDs with an equivalent

total FOV of 30◦ (α = 13◦, β = 20◦); the other one has seven
PDs with an equivalent total FOV of 30◦ (α = 16.5◦, β = 15◦)
as well. In addition, we simulate a single-PD receiver with a

FOV of 30◦. The overall effective area of each optical receiver,
MAeff, is assumed to be the same. Therefore, the physical area

of the PD on the single-PD receiver is 261 mm2, the physical

area of each PD on the three-PD ADR is 41 mm2, and the

physical area of each PD on the seven-PD ADR is 10 mm2.

The reflection coefficients of the walls, the ceiling, and the

floor are 0.8, 0.8 and 0.3, respectively [12]. Table I shows the

simulation parameters.

By varying the position of the optical receiver across all

possible locations in the room and estimating the respective

achievable SINR, we can determine the CDF of the SINR

for the single-PD receiver scenario, which is shown in Fig. 5.

When no reflections are considered, the distribution of the

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Radius of a cell, R 1.5 m

Responsivity, r 0.5 A/W

The gain of the optical filter, G 1

Transmitter half-intensity radiation angle, θtx 25◦

Surface half-intensity radiation angle, θref 60◦

Refractive index, n 1.5

Transmission Power of an AP, Pt 2.2 W

Modulation Bandwidth, B 20 MHz

AWGN spectral density, N0 2.5×10−23A/Hz
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Fig. 5. The CDF of the SINR for the single-PD receiver when the FOV is
30◦. No light reflection and different order of reflections (I = 1, 2, 3, 4) are
considered in this scenario.

SINR is split into a high SINR region and a low SINR region.

This is because the cellular optical wireless communications

(OWC) system is limited by the interference which is several

magnitudes higher than the noise [13]. The users in some

location near the cell centre, are free from inter-cell interfer-

ence which means that they can achieve significantly higher

SINR than the users near the cell edge. The SINR performance

slightly degrades when the first reflection is considered. This

is because the first reflection of light can only reach the optical

receiver via the walls. Since the room is large and the FOV of

the simulated single-PD receiver is narrow, only a user at the

edge of the room can receive the interference signal from one

reflection. However, when the first two reflections are taken

into account, the SINR performance in the high SINR region

dramatically decreases. This is because all users can receive

the reflected interference signal through the reflection off the

ceiling. When the higher-order reflections are considered, the

SINR performance degrades slightly. This is because the mag-

nitude of high-order reflected light decays significantly due

to the power loss of reflection. Therefore, for the subsequent

simulations, only up to four reflections are considered.

Unlike the first-order reflection, the power of the second or

higher-order reflected interference signal is spread over the

entire ceiling area which means it is impossible to totally

eliminate it by properly adjusting the FOV of the receiver.
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Fig. 6. The CDF of the SINR for the ADR (M = 3) when the equivalent
FOV is 30◦. No reflection and up to fourth-order reflections (I = 4) are
considered in this scenario.

Furthermore, since the power of the reflected interference

signal is proportional to the transmission power of the APs, the

reflected interference signal will always constrain the SINR

performance especially when high transmission power or a

low-noise receiver is used. Therefore, for high SINR perfor-

mance in an OWC cellular network, it is of vital importance

to mitigate the impact of the reflected interference signals.

In order to address this issue, the ADR is introduced. Fig. 6

depicts the SINR performance of the ADR with three PDs.

Four different combination techniques are implemented and

the two scenarios of no reflection and up to a fourth-order

reflection are considered.

When no light reflections are present, the interference signal

can only reach the ADR through a LOS path. Since the PDs

on the ADR point in different directions, some PDs may

successfully avoid inter-cell interference. The EGC scheme

equally combines the signal from all PDs, which means the

inter-cell interference cannot be attenuated. Therefore, it has

the worst SINR performance. Nevertheless, the EGC scheme

is able to provide some improvement compared to the single-

PD receiver due to the narrower FOV of its receiver elements,

which decreases the amount of interference signal that each

PD receives. By implementing the SBC scheme, the ADR can

choose the PD with the highest SINR, which is usually the one

that is free from inter-cell interference. Therefore, the ADR

implementing the SBC scheme can achieve a high overall

SINR. Compared with the SBC scheme, the MRC scheme

and the OPC scheme proportionally weight and combine

the received signals on the different PDs, which boosts the

desired signal and attenuates the interference. As a result,

they can achieve the best SINR performance. One important

observation is that the SINR performance of the MRC and

the OPC scheme is almost identical and very close to the

performance of th SBC. This is because, in the MRC and in the

OPC scheme, the PDs affected by LOS inter-cell interference

are allocated extremely low weights and, thus, effectively
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Fig. 7. The CDF of the SINR for the ADR (M = 7) when the equivalent
FOV is 30◦. No reflection and up to fourth-order reflections (I = 4) are
considered in this scenario.

ignored. This means the inter-cell interference hardly affects

the overall SINR of the received signal. As the noise at each

PD is independent, the results of the MRC scheme and the

OPC scheme are practically identical.

When reflections are present, the SINR performance signifi-

cantly changes. Since the reflected interference signal is spread

from the entire ceiling and walls, each PD on the ADR can re-

ceive the reflected interference from the same AP. For the EGC

scheme, the correlated interference terms are equally added

up which significantly increases the interference. Therefore,

the EGC scheme has the worst performance which resembles

closely the performance of the single-PD receiver. Since no

PD can be free from the reflected interference signal, the SBC

scheme cannot avoid interference but can only choose the

PD with the best local SINR. As no correlated interference

is added up, the SINR performance of the SBC scheme

outperforms the EGC scheme. The MRC scheme shows no

improvement over the SBC scheme. Since the interference

signals are correlated in each PD, the magnitude of reflected

interference may be improperly amplified by the MRC scheme

which does not take into account the correlation between the

interference at the different PDs. By using the interference-

plus-noise correlation matrix, the OPC scheme can generate

the best weights for the ADR. These weights can effectively

suppress the correlated interference signal in addition to boost-

ing the amplitude of the desired signal.

When the number of PDs on an ADR is increased to 7, the
trend of the SINR performance for the different combination

schemes remains the same (see Fig. 7). One notable observa-

tion is that all schemes have improved performance for the

cases with reflections. In particular, the OPC scheme achieves

an SINR performance similar to the SINR performance of

the OPC scheme in the scenario without reflections, which

suggests that this combining algorithm manages to almost

completely suppress the interference from signal reflections.

This stems from the fact that more directional PDs on the ADR
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the SINR performance of optical receivers when the
equivalent FOV is 30◦ . Up to fourth-order reflections (I = 4) are considered.

can provide additional information about the desired signal as

well as about the interference terms which can help to suppress

the correlated interference and improve the SINR performance

effectively. It is also notable that the no-reflection scenarios in

Fig. 7 perform slightly worse than the no-reflection scenarios

in Fig. 6. This is because, when there is only one PD on

an optical receiver, all effective area of a PD can be used to

collect the desired signal. However, when the number of PDs

is increased, not all PDs can receive the desired signal due to

the narrow FOV characteristic. This means only part of the

effective area can be used to collect the desired signal. Since

the overall effective area is assumed to be the same for all

optical receivers, the received power of the desired signal is

attenuated more for the seven-PD receiver than for the three-

PD receivers, which results in a worse SINR performance in

the no-reflection scenario.

Fig. 8 compares the SINR performance of the two ADR

configurations in a four-order reflection scenario. The optical

receiver with more PDs can achieve a better SINR perfor-

mance despite the fact that it receives a smaller portion of

the desired signal. Since the equivalent FOV of each optical

receiver is the same, when more PDs are on the same optical

receiver, each PD will has a smaller FOV which results in

a smaller coverage area. Due to the diffusive nature of the

reflected light, a smaller area means less reflected interference

signal is picked up by each PD. Moreover, a larger number of

PDs enables the system to benefit from better receiver diversity

by means of the signal combination schemes. As a result, the

ADR with more PDs performs better in the scenario with light

reflections.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the impact of reflected light in an indoor

cellular VLC system is investigated. The results show that

reflections have a significant impact on the SINR performance

of the cellular network. For a narrow-FOV PD, it is interesting

to note that higher-order reflections have a stronger negative

effect on the SINR than first-order reflections. This is in

stark contrast to what is often assumed in the analysis of

OWC systems. In order to reduce the impact of the reflected

interference signal, ADR is used and four different combin-

ing schemes, SBC, EGC, MRC and OPC are investigated.

The results demonstrate that a larger number of detector

elements in a receiver would improve the efforts to avoid

the interference effects caused by signal reflections due to

the improved information diversity. It can also be concluded

that the correlation between the interference at the different

photodetectors significantly affects the performance of the em-

ployed combining scheme. It is shown that the OPC performs

best as this algorithm successfully manages to evaluate and

account for the interference correlation at the different detector

elements.
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel double-source cell configura-
tion for indoor optical wireless cellular networks is proposed.
In this configuration, each optical cell consists of two access
points (APs) which transmit the same information signals, but
with opposite polarity. When the optical sequences from the
same optical cell are added up, they interfere destructively. This
characteristic is beneficial for an angle diversity receiver (ADR)
which enables the destructive interference to be exploited in order
to reduce inter-cell interference. The results clearly indicate that
the double-source cell configuration significantly outperforms
the conventional single-source cell configuration when an ADR
receiver is used. In this study, four signal combination schemes,
the equal gain combining (EGC), select best combining (SBC),
maximum ratio combining (MRC) and optimum combining
(OPC) are implemented to enhance the performance of the ADR.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, visible light communication (VLC) technol-

ogy has emerged as a complementary alternative to existing

radio frequency (RF) techniques [1]. Transmission speeds of

3 Gbps from a single-colour light-emitting diode (LED) are

reported in [2]. Compared with RF communication, VLC oper-

ates in an unregulated part of the electromagnetic spectrum and

is safe to use in electromagnetic interference (EMI) sensitive

environments.

A cellular network can achieve high data density by har-

nessing the frequency reuse gains. Compared with RF cells,

optical cells can be considerably smaller due to the limited

coverage of LEDs and the interference mitigation introduced

by solid objects [3]. An optical cellular network facilitates

higher bandwidth reuse and, therefore, higher data density

than in small-cell RF wireless networks. In a typical indoor

scenario, each lighting fixture can serve as an access point

(AP). We refer to this type of network as an optical attocell

network. In this network, optical orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (O-OFDM) is a favourable multiple access tech-

nique, since it allows the system to give a flexible allocation

of communication resources to every user in the network.

In previous research, a simple optical cellular wireless

commutation system consisting of multiple LEDs and mul-

tiple optical detectors was investigated [4]. The system was

shown to provide a wide coverage area at high data rates.

However, only the line-of-sight (LOS) path was considered

which makes the simulation results inaccurate. Another optical

cellular system implementing O-OFDM was investigated in

[5]. This optical cellular system achieves high data throughput

by exploiting frequency reuse gains. Although that study

investigated the channel characteristic of both the LOS and

the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) path, the study was limited to an

aircraft cabin scenario, and the inter-cell interference becomes

a limiting factor for higher system throughput. In order to

mitigate the inter-cell interference, an angle diversity receiver

(ADR) was introduced in an optical cellular network [6].

An ADR in combination with a proper signal recombination

can significantly improve the achievable signal-to-interference-

plus-noise-ratio (SINR) in an optical attocell network. In [6],

only a single AP was considered per optical cell. The current

study will demonstrate that there is a better scenario for AP

deployment in an optical attocell.

In this study, two APs are placed in each optical cell in order

to further exploit the spatial diversity introduced by an ADR.

These two APs transmit the same information bits but the

information signals have opposite polarity. This arrangement

is referred to as a double-source cell configuration. Simulation

results show that, for each ADR signal-combing scheme, the

double-source cell configuration significantly outperforms the

conventional single-source cell configuration and a maximum

improvement of over 10 dB has been achieved.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: the

channel model is introduced in Section II. The concepts of the

optical double-source cell are introduced in Section III. Four

different signal-combing schemes for ADR are discussed in

Section IV. The simulation results are presented in Section V.

Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. CHANNEL MODEL

A. LOS Propagation

In an optical attocell network, both LOS and NLOS paths

need to be considered. In LOS links, the direct current (DC)

gain can be accurately calculated as follows [7]:

H0 =
(m+ 1)Aeff

2πd2
cosm(φ) cos(ψ)rect

(
ψ

Ψfov

)
, (1)

where d is the distance between an optical transmitter and

its corresponding receiver; Ψfov is the field-of-view (FOV)

of the optical receiver; m is the Lambertian order of the
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optical transmitter and is a function of the transmitter half-

intensity radiation angle Φtx as m = 1/ log2(cos(Φtx)); φ is

the angle of irradiance; ψ is the angle of light incidence at

the receiver; rect(x) is the rectangular function. The effective

signal collection area Aeff is given as:

Aeff = ApG
n2
ref

sin2(Ψfov)
, (2)

where nref is the refractive index of the receiver optics; Ap

is the physical area of the optical receiver; G is the signal

transmission gain of the optical filter.

B. NLOS Propagation

In NLOS links, the transmitted power reaches the optical

receivers through reflections. In order to calculate the NLOS

channel gain, all of the smooth reflection surfaces are divided

into a number of small reflecting surface elements [8]. Each

element collects the energy of the light signal incident on

its surface and re-emits a fraction of the collected light

determined by the reflection coefficient of the surface material.

A NLOS link can be divided into three parts. The first part

is the light path from an optical transmitter to the qth reflecting

surface element. The optical channel gain for this path can be

calculated as:

L1,q =
(m+ 1)∆A

2πd2q,tx
cosm(φ) cos(ψ), (3)

where ∆A is the area of the reflecting surface element. The

distance between the optical transmitter and the qth reflecting

surface element is denoted as dq,tx. Equation (3) enables us to

calculate the power distribution on the reflecting walls due to

a single-point source. The incident light is absorbed by each

reflection element and re-emitted with a Lambertian pattern,

and the intensity is determined by the reflection coefficient ρ.

Therefore, the power on each reflecting surface element after

the ith light reflection can be derived.

Hence, in the second part of the NLOS path, the optical

channel gain is described as:

Li,p =

Q∑

q=1

ρq(n+ 1) cosn(φ) cos(θ)∆A

2πd2p,q
Li−1,q, (4)

where i represents the number of the light reflections and

dp,q is the distance between the reflecting element p and the

reflecting element q. The total number of reflecting elements is

Q. The reflection coefficient of the reflecting element q is ρq;

n is the Lambertian order of the reflecting element, which is

a function of reflecting element half-intensity radiation angle

θref as n = 1/ log2(cos(θref)). For most surfaces, θref = 60o.

The third part of the NLOS link is the light path from the

reflecting elements to an optical receiver. The optical channel

gain for this path can be represented as:

Hi =

Q∑

p=1

Li,p
ρp(n+ 1)∆A

2πd2rx,p
cosn(φ) cos(ψ)rect

(
ψ

Ψfov

)
,

(5)

A B

A B

a b c
b

a c

o

α

β

FOV

Fig. 1. The shape of an ADR.

Hpos Hneg

Pt

H

Pt

Traditional Cell Double-source Cell

Fig. 2. The configuration of a conventional optical cell and a double-source
optical cell.

where drx,p is the distance between the qth reflecting surface

element and the optical receiver; the reflection coefficient of

the reflecting element p is ρp.

Finally, the overall DC gain is the sum of the LOS compo-

nent and the NLOS components:

H = H0 +

I∑

i=1

Hi, (6)

where up to I reflections are considered in the NLOS path.

III. ADR AND THE DOUBLE-SOURCE OPTICAL CELL

In this study, an ADR with seven photodiodes (PDs) as the

optical receiver is used, as shown in Fig. 1. Each PD at the

ADR has the same FOV angle, β. In addition, α is defined

as the angle between the direction of the central axis of the

optical receiver and the direction of each PD placed on the

side, as shown in Fig. 1.

Conventionally, in an optical attocell network, an optical

AP is placed at the centre of the optical cell (see Fig. 2). This

placement is intuitively reasonable since it can maximise the

SINR in the optical cell by keeping the longest distance to

the other APs in the vicinity. However, this configuration fails

to fully exploit the spatial diversity of the ADR. Therefore, a

novel configuration is proposed to improve the performance

of the ADR.

As shown in Fig. 2, the new configuration is denoted as

a double-source cell configuration. There are two APs in a

double-source cell. One is named as the ‘Positive AP’ and the

other one is named as the ‘Negative AP’. The distance between

the ‘Positive AP’ and ‘Negative AP’ is less then the radius

of the cell. The ‘Positive AP’ transmits the signal sequence,

S(t), which is the same as the signal sequence that would be

transmitted in a conventional cell configuration. The dynamic

range of S(t) is from 0 to SH. The ‘Negative AP’ in this cell

transmits the signal sequence, S′(t). The relationship between
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S′(t) and S(t) is represented as:

S′(t) = SH − S(t). (7)

Here, the transmission power of an optical AP is defined

as the standard deviation of the optical signal. Therefore, the

transmission power of the ‘Positive AP’ and the ‘Negative AP’

is represented as:

Ptx,pos =
√
E [(S(t)− E[S(t)])2], (8)

Ptx,neg =
√
E [(S′(t)− E[S′(t)])2]

=
√
E [(SH − S(t)− E[SH − S(t)])2]

=
√
E [(S(t)− E[S(t)])2]. (9)

Since the transmission power of the ‘Positive AP’ and the

‘Negative AP’ is the same, we simply denote them as Ptx.

Ptx is assumed the same for all APs. For one optical cell, the

received optical signal is represented as:

Ssum = S(t)Hpos + S′(t)Hneg. (10)

Therefore, the received power of the information signal is:

Prx =
√
E [(Ssum − E[Ssum])2]

=
√
E [(S(t)(Hpos −Hneg)− E[S(t)(Hpos −Hneg)])2]

=
√
E [(S(t)− E[S(t)])2] |Hpos −Hneg|

= Ptx∆H, (11)

where Hpos is the channel gain between the ‘Positive AP’

and the optical receiver and Hneg is the channel gain between

the ‘Negative AP’ and the optical receiver; ∆H denotes the

difference between Hpos and Hneg.

The benefit of deploying a double-source cell configuration

can be explained by equation (11). The signal power at the

receiver end is scaled with ∆H . As illustrated in Fig. 3, when

an optical receiver is far from an optical cell, the distance from

an optical AP and an optical receiver is significantly larger than

the distance between two optical APs. This means the distance

between two APs has very little impact on varying the channel

gains, Hpos and Hneg. Therefore, the difference between Hpos

and Hneg is small, which means the received optical signal

is attenuated. When the optical receiver is underneath the

optical AP, the difference between Hpos and Hneg is large.

This is because, two APs in the same optical cell have little

chance to simultaneously establish LOS link with the same

PD at the ADR due to the narrow FOV of each PD. Since

the difference between LOS and NLOS path is significant,

the received optical signal is enhanced. Generally, the desired

optical APs are close to an optical receiver and the interference

APs are much further from an optical receiver. Hence, this

configuration may effectively boost the signal from a source

optical AP and attenuate the interference, which results in a

better SINR performance. Moreover, the double-source cell

configuration is easy to implement, since the signal from the

‘Negative AP’ is simply an inverted version of the signal from

the ‘Positive AP’.

Interfering cell Desired cell

Signal Reflected Signal
Reflected Interference

+ +- -

Hpos

Hneg

Hpos

Hneg

Fig. 3. The optical signal sequence transmitted by the ‘Positive AP’.

IV. SIGNAL COMBINATION SCHEMES FOR AN ADR

In this section, four signal combination techniques for

the ADRs, the select best combining (SBC), the equal gain

combining (EGC), the maximum ratio combining (MRC) and

the optimum combining (OPC) are described. For all schemes,

it is assumed that each receiver connects to the closest optical

cell in space.

A. SBC scheme

The SBC scheme is originally proposed in [9] and is adapted

for an optical attocell network. Each user terminal selects one

PD on the ADR to establish a link with its source cell. The

received SINR can be expressed as:

γ(b,k) =

(
rPtx∆H(b,sk)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′ 6=b

(
rPtx∆H(b′,sk)

)2 , (12)

where r is the optical-to-electric conversion efficiency;

∆H(b,sk) is the channel attenuation between the selected PD

sk and the source optical cell b; N0 is the additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) power spectral density; B is the

communication bandwidth.

In the SBC scheme, an ADR only uses the signal from

the PD with the highest SINR. This means that it requires a

dedicated circuit to continuously monitor the SINR on each

PD and select the signal from the desired PD. Since the PD

with the highest SINR is used, the ADR can achieve a high

overall SINR.

B. EGC scheme

The EGC is the simplest combination scheme where the

signals from each PD are combined with equal weights. The

SINR can be calculated as:

γ(b,k) =

(
M∑

sk=1
rPtx∆H(b,sk)

)2

MN0B +
M∑

sk=1

∑
b′ 6=b

(
rPtx∆H(b′,sk)

)2
, (13)
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where the total number of PDs at the ADR is M .

The EGC scheme requires only a simple adder for the

combining circuit. Since signal power from multiple PDs is

added up, the received signal power in the EGC scheme is

higher than the signal power in the SBC scheme. However,

as the signal from each PD is equally weighted, in some

scenarios, the interference cannot be suppressed which could

result in a poor overall SINR.

C. MRC scheme

The MRC scheme is similar to the EGC scheme except that

the weight factor of each PD is proportional to the SINR it

achieves on a given link. In the MRC scheme, the received

SINR can be expressed as:

γ(b,k) =

(
S∑

sk=1
rPtxw(b,sk)∆H(b,sk)

)2

S∑
sk=1

(
w2

(b,sk)
N0B +

∑
b′ 6=b

(
rPtxw(b,sk)∆H(b′,sk)

)2)
,

(14)

where w(b,sk) is the weighting factor of PD sk applied to

the signal received from the source optical cell b. It can be

calculated as:

w(b,sk) =

(
rPtx∆H(b,sk)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′ 6=b

(
rPtx∆H(b′,sk)

)2 . (15)

Since the weight factors are proportional to the SINR that

each PD achieves on a given link, a bespoke circuit is needed

to continuously monitor the SINR at each PD. In addition,

a multiplier and an adder are necessary for combining the

received signals. With proper weight factors for each PD, the

MRC scheme boosts the signal component and attenuates the

interference and noise components, and this results in a high

overall SINR.

D. OPC scheme

Assuming the interference at each PD of an ADR is

independent, the MRC scheme can provide the highest SINR

at the receiver [10]. However, in the proposed high density

optical cellular network, the interference signal from the same

AP is often present at each of the PDs. The correlation between

the interference terms at the different PDs significantly affects

the performance of the MRC scheme. As a consequence,

the OPC scheme is developed. The OPC scheme is initially

introduced for RF scenario [10] and is later adopted for an

optical cellular network. It mitigates the inter-cell interference

by taking into account the channel’s interference-plus-noise

correlation matrix [10]. This could significantly suppress the

correlated interference. In OPC, weights are calculated as:

wb = aR−1
nnu

b
src, (16)

where ub
src = [rPtx∆H(b,1), rPtx∆H(b,2), · · · , rPtx∆H(b,S)]

T

is the set of signals received from the source optical cell

b; a is a constant; wb = [w(b,1), w(b,2), · · · , w(b,S)]
T is a

R
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Fig. 4. AP layout in the large room for simulation. ’+’ denotes the ‘Positive
AP’ and ’-’ denotes the ‘Negative AP’

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Responsivity, r 0.5 A/W

The gain of the optical filter, G 1

Transmitter half-intensity radiation angle, θtx 25◦

Surface half-intensity radiation angle, θref 60◦

Refractive index, n 1.5

The area of reflecting elements, ∆A 25cm2

Modulation Bandwidth, B 20 MHz

AWGN spectral density, N0 2.5× 10−23A/Hz

Number of light reflections, I 4

vector which contains the different weight factors, and the

interference-plus-noise correlation matrix, Rnn, is given by:

Rnn = N0BI+
∑

b′∈Binter

[
ub′uT

b′
]
. (17)

where Binter is the set of interference optical cells; I is the

identity matrix and ub′ is the set of interference signals, i.e.,

ub′ = [rPtx∆H(b′,1), rPtx∆H(b′,2), · · · , rPtx∆H(b′,S)]
T .

Compared with the MRC scheme, the OPC scheme not only

needs a circuit to continuously monitor the SINR on each PD,

but also requires a circuit to calculate the weights according

to the interference correlation between each PD. However, by

exploiting the interference correlation between each PD, the

OPC scheme can suppress the correlated interference. This

technique is expected to achieve a higher SINR performance

compared with the MRC scheme.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the simulation, a 20-m-long, 10-m-wide, and 4-m-high

room is assumed. In each optical cell, two optical APs are

placed on the ceiling and the distance between an optical

AP and the optical cell centre is denoted as d, which is

varied from 0.1 m to 0.5 m. The layout of the optical APs

is depicted in Fig. 4. ADRs are placed at a desk height of

0.85 m pointing upwards. The ADR parameters are α = 16.5◦

and β = 15◦. The reflection coefficients of the walls, the

ceiling, and the floor are 0.8, 0.8 and 0.2, respectively [11].

For fairness, the optical transmission power of the AP in the

conventional single-source cell configuration is 2.2 W while

the optical transmission power of the APs in the double-source

cell configuration is halved, i.e., it is set to 1.1 W to make

the combined optical power of an AP pair equal to the optical
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Fig. 5. The CDF of the achieved SINR at the ADR when the double-source
cell configuration is implemented. The combination scheme for the ADR is
EGC.

transmission power of the AP in the conventional cell. Table I

presents the remaining simulation parameters.

By varying the position of the optical receiver across all

possible locations in the room and estimating the respective

achievable SINR, the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

of the SINR for the ADR can be determined. Four signal

combination schemes for the ADR are investigated separately

to see the effect of the double-source cell configuration on each

of them. Also, the conventional cell configuration is simulated

as a baseline to evaluate the SINR improvement introduced by

the double-source cell configuration.

The SINR performance for the EGC scheme is shown in

Fig. 5. When d is 0.1 m, the double-source cell configuration

outperforms the conventional cell configuration in terms of

SINR. When d increases, the performance of the double-

source cell configuration degrades. This is because, when d is

large, the distance between the source APs and the interfering

APs from the neighbouring cells decreases. This significantly

increases the inter-cell interference.

Compared with the EGC scheme, the performance trend

of the SBC scheme is different. This is depicted in Fig. 6.

When d is small, especially when d = 0.1 m, some users

inside the optical cell experience a significant SINR drop.

This is because, when d is small, the only activated PD may

establish LOS links with both of the APs in the source optical

cell. Therefore, the channel difference, ∆H , is small and

the received optical power decreases which results in a low

SINR. When d increases, the double-source cell configuration

exhibits an improvement of more than 10 dB over the con-

ventional cell configuration. The reason for this is as follows:

when d is large, only one of the APs in the desired cell can

establish a LOS link with the activated PD on the optical

receiver. Meanwhile, the other AP can only establish a NLOS

link to the activated PD due to the narrow FOV of the PD.

Therefore, the channel difference, ∆H , would dramatically

increase which results in high received signal power.

In Fig. 7, the performance of the MRC scheme is nearly

identical to the SBC scheme. This is because the weights on
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Fig. 6. The CDF of the achieved SINR at the ADR when the double-source
cell configuration is implemented. The combination scheme for the ADR is
SBC.
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Fig. 7. The CDF of the achieved SINR at the ADR when the double-source
cell configuration is implemented. The combination scheme for the ADR is
MRC.

the different received signals are determined according to the

SINR achieved at each PD. As a consequence, the signals

with low SINR are effectively disregarded. This means that

effectively only the strong links contribute to the received

signal which is similar to the SBC scheme. Due to the NLOS

propagation path, the interference signals are correlated in each

PD and the MRC scheme is unable to resolve this correlation.

The magnitude of reflected interference may be improperly

amplified by the MRC scheme. Therefore, the performance of

the MRC scheme is not optimal.

In Fig. 8, when d is small, the performance of the OPC

scheme in double-cell scenario is worse than the performance

in single-cell scenario. The reason of this is similar to the

previous scenarios that ADR cannot exploit the benefit of

spatial diversity when ‘Positive’ and ‘Negative’ APs are placed

too close together. When d increases, the double-source cell

configuration provides approximately 2 dB improvement over

the conventional cell configuration when the OPC scheme is

used. The improvement is not as much as in other schemes,

since the OPC scheme has already extensively exploited the

channel information by considering the interference-plus-noise

correlation matrix. Therefore, the potential for improvement is
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Fig. 8. The CDF of the achieved SINR at the ADR when the double-source
cell configuration is implemented. The combination scheme for the ADR is
OPC.

limited.

Finally, a comparison between the average achievable SINR

in the conventional cell configuration and in the double-source

cell configuration is presented in Fig. 9 for all signal combi-

nation schemes. For the EGC scheme, the optimal distance

between the ‘Positive AP’ and the ‘Negative AP’ is 0.2 m,

where an average SINR of 50 dB is achieved. For both the

SBC scheme and the MRC scheme, the optimal distance is

0.2 m and the average SINR values are 60 dB and 61 dB

respectively. For the OPC scheme, the optimal distance is

0.4 m with an average SINR of 64 dB. For all combination

schemes, the double-source cell configuration has a significant

improvement over the conventional cell configuration in terms

of the achievable average SINR. An important observation

is that the SINR performance of the SBC scheme exhibits

more than 10 dB SINR improvement for the double-source

cell configuration in comparison with the conventional single-

source configuration. This means the SBC scheme is very close

to the OPC scheme, whose performance can approach the

performance of an LOS system which is free from inter-cell

interference [6]. Compared with the OPC scheme, the SBC

scheme requires less computational complexity and, hence, is

very suitable for implementation in an experimental system,

and this will be the subject of future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel double-source cell configuration is

proposed for improving the SINR performance in an optical

attocell network. In this configuration, an ADR is used as the

optical receiver and four different signal combination schemes,

EGC, SBC, MRC and OPC, are investigated. The results

clearly demonstrate that the double-source cell configuration

significantly improves the SINR performance for all signal

combination schemes in comparison with the conventional

cell configuration. It is particularly interesting to note that an

improvement of more than 10 dB can be obtained for the

SBC scheme. This means that, when the double-source cell

configuration is implemented, the SBC scheme can approach

the performance of a system without inter-cell interference.
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Fig. 9. The average achieved SINR at the ADR when the conventional
single-source cell configuration and the double-source cell configuration are
considered.

This result is very promising since the low complexity of the

SBC scheme makes it suitable for practical implementation.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose two novel receiver designs
for asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (ACO-OFDM). The first one, termed ‘Proposed
Receiver I’, exploits the structure of the clipping noise which im-
proves the power efficiency over the state-of-the-art ACO-OFDM
receiver. The second one, termed ‘Proposed Receiver II’, exploits
the benefit of bit error correction which achieves a further
improvement over the state-of-the-art ACO-OFDM receiver at
the expense of computational complexity.

Index Terms—visible light communication; ACO-OFDM, re-
ceiver design

I. INTRODUCTION

To address the looming radio frequency (RF) spectrum
crisis, visible light communication (VLC), a complementary to
RF, has drawn considerable interest [1]. With the emergence of
high-power light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and highly sensitive
photodiodes (PDs), VLC systems can operate in the unregu-
lated electromagnetic spectrum where communication speeds
of over 3 Gbps from a single light-emitting diode (LED) have
been achieved using incoherent light [2]. VLC systems can
transmit data through power used for illumination purposes
which makes them inherently energy-efficient. In addition,
visible light (VL) is safe to use in RF-restricted environments,
i.e., hospitals, airplanes, petrochemical plants etc.

Incoherent light sources, such as LEDs assumed in this
work, only allow a VLC system to be realised as an intensity
modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) system [3]. Since
information can only be conveyed in the intensity of an optical
signal, a VLC system can employ only unipolar modulation
schemes that produce real valued signals. Examples of such
modulation schemes are pulse position modulation (PPM),
pulse width modulation (PWM) and pulse amplitude modu-
lation (PAM). However, at high data rates, the information
signal is affected by inter-symbol interference (ISI) when
passing through a dispersive optical channel. Therefore, an
advanced modulation technique such as orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) is preferred due to its inherent
robustness to multi-path propagation. A Hermitian symmetry
of OFDM subcarriers in the frequency domain guarantees a
real-valued time domain signal. To obtain a non-negative time
domain signal, there are two well-known approaches. The first
one is termed DC-biased optical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (DCO-OFDM), where a DC-bias is introduced to
transform a bipolar time-domain signal to an unipolar signal

[4]. However, in DCO-OFDM, the DC-bias is responsible for
a substantial increase in the transmission power. The other
approach is termed asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM), where the
power efficiency is improved at the expense of half the spectral
efficiency [5], [6].

An ACO-OFDM receiver is initially proposed in [5]. Then,
an enhanced ACO-OFDM receiver design is proposed in [7].
This enhanced receiver reduces the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) by clipping all negative values in the received
signal block. As a result, this receiver achieves a better per-
formance than the previous design in [5]. A further enhanced
ACO-OFDM receiver is proposed in [8]. This receiver esti-
mates the position of the positive signal samples and clips the
noise samples by exploiting the anti-symmetric characteristic
of the time domain signal. However, since the position of the
positive samples may be estimated incorrectly, this may result
in performance degradations.

In this work, we propose two new ACO-OFDM receiver
designs. The first one, termed ‘Proposed Receiver I’, can
amend one more incorrect estimation of the positive samples
compared to the state-of-the-art receiver [8]. The second one,
termed ‘Proposed Receiver II’, is inspired by the sub-optimal
receiver in [9]. This receiver bit-by-bit adjusts the received
signal block of the state-of-the-art receiver and generates a
signal block that has the smallest Euclidean distance to the
received signal. ‘Proposed Receiver I’ and ‘Proposed Receiver
II’, respectively, achieve up to 0.5 dB and 1 dB improvement
over the state-of-the-art receiver.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion II presents the channel model and the properties of
ACO-OFDM. Section III explains the proposed ACO-OFDM
detectors. The computational complexity of the different
ACO-OFDM detectors is discussed in Section IV while the
simulation results are illustrated in Section V. Finally, Sec-
tion VI concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. ACO-OFDM Transmitter

A block diagram of an ACO-OFDM transmitter is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The input bits are mapped to complex symbols,
Xm(l), by a quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) mod-
ulator. Then, Xm(l) is mapped to form the OFDM frame,
Xf(m), m = 0, ..., N − 1, in accordance with the fast Fourier
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an ACO-OFDM transmitter. The E/O conversion
is considered linear with gain of one.

transform (FFT) size N . In ACO-OFDM, the first half of
the odd subcarriers, Xf(m), m = 1, 3, 5, ..., N/2 − 1 are
mapped from the N/4 symbols in Xf(l), l = 0, 1, ..., N/4−1.
Meanwhile, the first half of the even subcarriers are set to zero.
Then, Hermitian symmetry is imposed on the second half of
the OFDM frame:

Xf(N −m) = X∗
f (m), m = 1, 2, 3, ..., N/2− 1, (1)

where * denotes a complex conjugate.
After performing the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT),

Xf (m) is converted to a real-valued time domain signal, x(k).
The x(k) samples are anti-symmetric within each OFDM
frame, where:

x(k) = −x(
N

2
+ k), k = 0, 1, ..., N/2− 1. (2)

The IM/DD communication system requires a unipolar
modulation signal. Therefore, the negative values of x(k) need
to be clipped before transmission. As a result, the non-negative
signal xclip(k) is obtained. Since the time domain signal block
is anti-symmetric, clipping the negative samples does not
destroy any information in x(k) [5]. After passing through the
parallel-to-serial (P/S), the digital-to-analogue (D/A) and the
electrical-to-optical (E/O) converters, the signal is transmitted
through the optical channel.

B. Channel Model

Since the optical wireless channel has a relatively small
root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread [10], for many practical
realisations, the channel can safely be considered as a flat
fading channel and, consequently, it can be characterised by
an optical path gain, gh(opt). Therefore, the performance of the
different ACO-OFDM receivers is evaluated in a flat AWGN
channel, where the received electrical signal x̃rx(k) can be
represented as:

x̃rx(k) = rgh(opt)xclip(k) + n(k), (3)

where n(k) is a zero-mean real-valued bipolar AWGN at the
receiver end, r is the optoelectronic conversion factor which
is assumed to be one.

In this work, the electrical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
SNRelec, is used to evaluate the performance of different
ACO-OFDM receivers. This is defined as:

SNRelec =
Eb(elec)

N0
(4)

where N0/2 is the two-sided power spectral density of the
AWGN. The electrical energy per bit, Eb(elec), is defined as:

Eb(elec) =
Pelec

Bη
=

E[z2elec(s[t])]

Bη
(5)

demodulator
OFDM frame

demapping

FFTS/P, A/D
O/E 

convertor

output bits

optical 
signal

Xm(l) Xf (m) 
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+

~
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a ‘No Detection’ ACO-OFDM receiver.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of a ‘ML with Clip’ ACO-OFDM receiver.

where E[·] is the statistical expectation, Pelec is the average
electrical power of the signal, zelec(s[t]) is the current signal
at the photo diode (PD), B is the signal bandwidth and η is
spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz).

III. RECEIVER DESIGNS

A. Current ACO-OFDM Receivers

Figure 2 displays the block diagram of an ACO-OFDM
receiver design which is initially proposed in [5] and referred
to as the ‘No Detection’ receiver. At the receiver, the input
optical signal is converted to an electrical signal by an optical-
to-electrical (O/E) converter. The electrical signal is distorted
by a zero-mean bipolar AWGN, n(k), which is caused by
shot noise and thermal noise at the receiver. After analogue-
to-digital (A/D) and serial-to-parallel (S/P) conversion, the
electrical signal x̃rx(k) is obtained. For the ‘No Detection’
receiver, x̃rx(k) is simply demodulated in the conventional way
for OFDM. The x̃rx(k) samples are directly passed through
an FFT block and converted to the frequency domain signal,

X̃f(m). After OFDM frame demapping, the signal X̃m(l)
is demodulated using a maximum likelihood (ML) M-QAM
detector.

To mitigate the AWGN power, an alternative receiver design
for ACO-OFDM is proposed in [8]. The receiver termed ‘ML
with Clip’, is illustrated in Fig. 3. This receiver adds two
additional processing steps. They are applied to the electrical
signal, x̃rx(k). Firstly, the negative values in x̃rx(k) are clipped
to zero. Then, the clipped signal, x̃clip(k), is compared pairwise
and modified as:

{
x̃clip(k) = 0, x̃clip(k) ≤ x̃clip(k +N/2)
x̃clip(k +N/2) = 0, x̃clip(k) > x̃clip(k +N/2)

, (6)

where k = 0, 1, ..., N/2− 1.

If x̃clip(k) is greater than x̃clip(k+N/2), the receiver decides
that x̃clip(k) is the signal sample and x̃clip(k+N/2) is the noise
sample which is set to zero. In contrast, if x̃clip(k) is less than
x̃clip(k +N/2), then x̃clip(k +N/2) is the signal sample and
x̃clip(k) is set to zero. If the receiver successfully estimates the
position of the signal sample and discards the noise sample,
half of the noise power is removed. However, since the noise is
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of a ‘Proposed Receiver I’.

Gaussian distributed, the amplitude of the noise sample may
be higher than the signal sample. In this case, the receiver
fails to make the right decision which not only affects the
amplitude of the signal sample but reverses the original sign
as well. Therefore, this degrades the performance of the ‘ML
with Clip’ receiver.

B. Proposed Receiver I

Since an incorrect decision of the pairwise ML comparison
module in the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver may significantly affect
the result of signal decoding, a possibility for improving this
receiver design is to increase the probability of an ‘ML with
Clip’ receiver to make a correct decision. Ideally, if we design
a receiver that compares every possible combination of the
positions of the signal samples and then selects the one that
has the smallest Euclidean distance relative to the received
signal, it can achieve a similar performance to the receiver that
has perfect knowledge of the position of the signal samples.
However, the number of all possible position combinations
of the signal samples is 2N/2 which is not practical when
the number of the FFT subcarriers, N , is large. Therefore,
we propose a new receiver which is of less computational
complexity.

The block diagram of ‘Proposed Receiver I’ is shown in
Fig. 4. ‘Proposed Receiver I’ has the same structure as the
‘ML with Clip’ receiver before the FFT operation, where the
signal, x̃ML(k), is obtained as a result of the pairwise ML
comparison. Compared to the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver, the
‘Proposed Receiver I’ generates another N/2 candidates based
on x̃ML(k) for further comparison. As shown in Fig. 4, the
first candidate, x̃candi,1(k), is identical to x̃ML(k). The rest of
the candidates, x̃candi,p(k), are generated by a pairwise switch

module which can be represented as:

x̃candi,p(p− 2) = 0,

if x̃clip(p− 2) > x̃clip(p− 2 +N/2)

x̃candi,p(p− 2 +N/2) = x̃clip(p− 2 +N/2),

if x̃clip(p− 2) > x̃clip(p− 2 +N/2)

x̃candi,p(p− 2 +N/2) = 0,

if x̃clip(p− 2) ≤ x̃clip(p− 2 +N/2)

x̃candi,p(p− 2) = x̃clip(p− 2),

if x̃clip(p− 2) ≤ x̃clip(p− 2 +N/2)

x̃candi,p(k) = x̃ML(k), otherwise

, (7)

where p = 2, 3, ..., N/2+1. After all candidates are generated,
they are passed through the FFT, the OFDM frame demapping
and the demodulation stages. This yields a series of candidate
output signals, xp(k), p = 1, 2, ..., N/2. In order to choose
the most suitable output signal, each xp(k) is remodulated
into an OFDM frame. After the IFFT and the signal clipping
operations, we obtain the time-domain unipolar versions of the
candidate signals, x̂clip,p(k), p = 1, 2, ..., N/2. The Euclidean
distances between x̂clip,p(k) and x̃clip(k) are calculated and
the candidate with the least Euclidean distance measure is
determined:

pmin = argmin
p

N−1∑

k=0

(x̂clip,p(k)− x̃clip(k))
2, (8)

and the corresponding bit sequence is selected as the output.

Compared to the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver, the ‘Proposed
Receiver I’ can correct one error from the pairwise ML com-
parison module by choosing the candidate with the smallest
Euclidean distance relative to the received signal. This feature
is especially beneficial when the pairwise ML comparison
module makes a mistake on a sample with a large absolute
value. An incorrect decision on such a sample would signif-
icantly enlarge the Euclidean distance between the candidate
and the received signal. This means that it is easier for the
‘Proposed Receiver I’ to detect the error. In addition, the
incorrect decision on a sample with a large absolute value
has a higher probability to cause bit errors than the incorrect
decision on a sample with a small absolute value. Therefore,
the ‘Proposed Receiver I’ is expected to reduce the bit error
ratio (BER) compared to the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver.

C. Proposed Receiver II

Another receiver design, ‘Proposed Receiver II’, is illus-
trated in Fig. 5. This receiver design is inspired by the receiver
design in [9]. Instead of correcting the errors introduced by
the pairwise ML comparison module, the ‘Proposed Receiver
II’ directly fixes the errors in the output bits. The first part of
the ‘Proposed Receiver II’ is the same as the ‘ML with Clip’
receiver and the output bit stream, x(k), is obtained. When the
switch is turned on, x(k) is simultaneously split into two paths.
In the first path, the input remains unchanged and is denoted
as xu(k). The bit stream xu(k) is passed through the four
modules: the QAM modulator, the OFDM frame mapping,
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of a ‘Proposed Receiver II’.

the IFFT and the signal clipping module. Then, a signal x̂u(k)
is obtained. In the other path, the first bit of the output bit
streams, x(k), is changed and the changed signal is denoted
as xc(k). The bit stream xc(k) is converted to x̂c(k) by passing
through the four modules which is same as in the first path.

The two signals, x̂u(k) and x̂c(k), are compared in terms
of the Euclidean distance to x̃clip(k). The Euclidean distance
measure between x̂u(k) and x̃clip(k) is:

d1 =

N−1∑

k=0

(x̂u(k)− x̃clip(k))
2. (9)

The Euclidean distance between x̂c(k) and x̃clip(k) is:

d2 =

N−1∑

k=0

(x̂c(k)− x̃clip(k))
2. (10)

If d1 is less than d2, the unchanged signal, xu(k), becomes
the input to the next iteration. However, if d1 is greater than
d2, the changed signal, xc(k), becomes the input to the next
iteration. For iteration n, the n-th bit of the input is taken into
consideration and the processing operations are the same in
every iteration. The procedure continues until the last bit of
the signal is reached. Finally, the output signal is obtained.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

In this section, we discuss the computational complexity of
the ACO-OFDM receivers. We assume that the computational
complexity of the IFFT and the FFT stages is significantly
higher than the computational complexity of the other stages
in the ACO-OFDM receivers. The computational complexity
order of the IFFT and the FFT stages can be denoted as
O(N log2 N). Here, O(·) is a function that describes the
equivalent growth rate of a function when the value of N
and M tends toward infinity.

Since the ‘No Detection’ receiver and the pairwise ML
receiver includes a single IFFT operations, their order of
the computational complexity is O(N log2 N). In the case of
‘Proposed Receiver I’, as the number of IFFT and FFT opera-
tions increases linearly with the number of OFDM subcarriers,
the ‘Proposed receiver I’ has a computational complexity of
O(N2 log2 N). In the case of ‘Proposed Receiver II’, the
number of IFFT and FFT modules increases linearly with
not only the number of OFDM subcarriers, N , but with the
constellation size M as well. Therefore, ‘Proposed Receiver II’
has the highest order of the computational complexity which
is denoted as O

(
N2 log2 N log2 M

)
.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performances of ‘Proposed Receiver
I’ and ‘Proposed Receiver II’ are evaluated. The number of
subcarriers per OFDM frame, N , is 64 [10]. The channel
attenuation factor, gh(opt), is assumed to be 1 for simplicity.
Also, Gray coding is applied in both the modulators and
the demodulators for the best BER performance. As a lower
performance bound, we use the BER performance of the ‘No
Detection’ receiver, where no AWGN is removed [5]. The
‘ML with clip’ receiver from [8] is evaluated for comparison
purposes. As an upper bound of the performance, an ideal
receiver is simulated and denoted as ‘Genie Rx with Clip’
[8]. This receiver has perfect knowledge of the position of
the time domain samples. In all scenarios, we compare the
performance of different ACO-OFDM receivers in terms of
the electrical SNR, defined in (4) for a BER of up to 10−4.

A. 4-QAM ACO-OFDM

The SNR versus the BER performance of 4-QAM
ACO-OFDM is shown in Fig. 6. Among all ACO-OFDM
receivers, the ‘No Detection’ receiver has the worst perfor-
mance as expected. The ‘ML with Clip’ receiver exhibits
approximately a 1.5 dB SNR improvement over the ‘No De-
tection’ receiver for a BER of 10−4 since the Gaussian noise
is partially suppressed. ‘Proposed Receiver I’ demonstrates a
0.5 dB SNR improvement over the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver
and a 2 dB SNR improvement over the ‘No Detection’ receiver
for a BER of 10−4. This is because ‘Proposed Receiver I’ can
correct one comparison error made by the comparison module
of the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver. The ‘Proposed Receiver II’
further improves the BER performance with a 1 dB SNR gain
over the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver and 2.5 dB SNR gain over the
‘No Detection’ receiver. This is because ‘Proposed Receiver
II’ can correct bit errors caused by the pairwise comparison
module. Finally, as expected, the ‘Genie Receiver with Clip’
achieves a 3-dB improvement over the ‘No Detection’ Re-
ceiver since it can always correctly clip the noise samples
which removes half of the Gaussian noise. The presented
results clearly indicate that the proposed receivers shift the
BER performance of the ACO-OFDM system closer to the
upper limit of the BER performance. ‘Proposed receiver II’, in
particular, is only 0.5 dB away from the maximum achievable
performance.

B. 16-QAM ACO-OFDM

The SNR versus the BER performance of 16-QAM
ACO-OFDM is shown in Fig. 7. Similar to the scenario of
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Fig. 6. BER performance for different ACO-OFDM receiver designs in a
flat linear AWGN communication channel. (4-QAM).
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Fig. 7. BER performance for different ACO-OFDM receiver designs in a
flat linear AWGN communication channel. (16-QAM).

4-QAM ACO-OFDM, the ‘No Detection’ receiver has the
worst performance among all ACO-OFDM receivers. The ‘ML
with Clip’ receiver demonstrates a 2.1 dB improvement over
the ‘No Detection’ receiver. This improvement is 0.6 dB
higher compared to the improvement in 4-QAM ACO-OFDM.
This is because a symbol from a larger QAM constellation
has a higher average energy when the Eb(elec)/N0 is fixed.
Therefore, the power of a time domain sample of 16-QAM
is higher than that of 4-QAM which improves the ability of
the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver to correctly estimate the position
of a signal sample. Both ‘Proposed Receiver I’ and ‘Proposed
Receiver II’ outperform the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver in terms
of BER. In particular, the BER performance of ‘Proposed
Receiver II’ is closest to the performance limit, where the
difference is only about 0.1 dB.

C. Complexity vs. Performance

According to the previous discussion, we can see a tradeoff
between computational complexity and the BER performance
for the different ACO-OFDM receivers. ‘Proposed Receiver
II’ has the best performance but also has the highest order of

computational complexity, O(N2 log2 N log2 M). With a de-
creased order of the computational complexity, O(N2 log2 N),
‘Proposed Receiver I’ has a slightly decreased BER perfor-
mance than ‘Proposed Receiver II’. With the lowest order
of computational complexity, O(N log2 N), the ‘ML with
Clip’ receiver has an even worse performance. In practice, the
receivers should be chosen carefully according to the com-
putational capacity of the hardware and the requirement for
system performance. In general, ‘Proposed Receiver I’ strikes
the best compromise between complexity and performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed two new receiver designs for
ACO-OFDM. ‘Proposed Receiver I’ delivers an up to 0.5 dB
improvement over the state-of-the-art ‘ML with Clip’ receiver.
‘Proposed Receiver II’ delivers an up to 1.0 dB improvement
over the ‘ML with Clip’ receiver, which is only 0.5 dB
away from the upper limit of the BER performance. Both
‘Proposed Receiver I’ and ‘Proposed Receiver II’ have a
higher computational complexity than the ‘ML with Clip’
receiver. The tradeoff between computational complexity and
BER performance needs to be considered when choosing the
most suitable ACO-OFDM receiver for a VLC system.
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Abstract—In this paper, a visible light communication (VLC)
system adopting space division multiple access (SDMA) is pro-
posed. In the optical SDMA system, a conventional single-element
transmitter is substituted by an angle diversity transmitter
which can simultaneously serve multiple active users in differ-
ent positions. In the simulation, two spatial partition schemes,
random grouping and optimal grouping, are implemented which
demonstrate the lower bound and the upper bound of the system
throughput gain for the optical SDMA system, respectively. The
results indicate that the optical SDMA significantly outperforms
conventional optical time division multiple access (TDMA). In
specific, it has been found that an optical SDMA can achieve
over 10 times higher system throughput compared with optical
TDMA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, visible light communication (VLC) technology

has emerged as a complementary alternative to current radio

frequency (RF) techniques [1]. Transmission speeds of 3 Gbps

from a single colour light-emitting diode (LED) have been re-

ported in [2]. In contrast to RF communication systems, VLC

operates in an entirely unregulated part of the electromagnetic

spectrum and is safe to use in the environments sensitive to

electromagnetic interference (EMI).

In a multi-user system, time division multiple access

(TDMA) is a multiple access scheme which has been widely

used. By assigning information for different users to different

time slots, all users can be served by using the same commu-

nication bandwidth. The throughput of the TDMA system is

limited since only one user can be served in a time slot which

cannot effectively exploit the common bandwidth resource. In

order to overcome the system throughput limitation, a spatial

dimension is added to the conventional TDMA system. In

RF, a well-known method is space division multiple access

(SDMA) [3] which is integrated as a part of 4G commu-

nication standard such as LTE and IEEE802.11ac [4]. In

SDMA, an antenna array is used as the transmitter and this

can simultaneously generate multiple narrow beams according

to the positions of the active users. In this way, multiple users

can be served within the same time slot.

Although SDMA shows a promising performance in RF,

it cannot be directly implemented into VLC. One of the

key issues is the transmitter. In RF, directional narrow-beam

signals are generated by changing the amplitude and phase

of the signals on an antenna array. However, this cannot be

realised in VLC because it is an intensity modulation and

direct detection (IM/DD) system. In VLC, LEDs have an

inherent feature of limited field-of-view (FOV). This feature

is perfect for generating directional light beams. Therefore, in

optical SDMA, an angle diversity transmitter which consists

of multiple directional narrow FOV LED elements is used

as the optical transmitter. By turning on different transmitter

elements, the angle diversity transmitter can generate narrow

light beams of different directions.

In previous work, a simple optical wireless system consist-

ing of multi-beam transmitters and imaging diversity receivers

is proposed [5]. Unfortunately, this system fails to support

multiple access and the mobility of the system is significantly

restricted by the imaging optical receiver. In [6], an optical

wireless system adopting SDMA is studied. However, only an

uplink scenario is simulated and the SDMA for the downlink

is not considered. In [7], a cellular VLC system is proposed

which can achieve a high system throughput by exploiting

the benefit of frequency reuse and angle diversity receiver.

However, the spatial dimension of optical transmitter is not

exploited in this scenario.

In this study, optical SDMA is realised by using the an-

gle diversity transmitter which enables parallel transmissions.

Simulation results show that a VLC system implementing

optical SDMA can significantly outperform the conventional

optical TDMA system where a maximum throughput gain of

over 10 is obtained.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The

system model is given in Section II. The concept of optical

TDMA is introduced in Section III. The concept of optical

SDMA is introduced in Section IV. A grouping strategy of

optical SDMA is given in Section V. The simulation results

are presented and discussed in Section VI. Finally, Section VII

concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this study, only the impact of line-of-sight (LOS) paths

of the light fixtures is considered. The direct current (DC) gain

of the LOS link can be accurately calculated as follows [8]:

H0 =
(m+ 1)Aeff

2πd2
cosm(φ) cos(ψ)rect

(
ψ

Ψfov

)
, (1)

where d is the distance between an optical transmitter and

its corresponding receiver; Ψfov is the FOV of the optical

receiver; m is the Lambertian order of the optical transmitter
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and is a function of the transmitter half-intensity radiation

angle Φtx as m = −1/ log2(cos(Φtx)); φ is the angle of

irradiance; ψ is the angle of light incidence at the receiver;

rect(x) is the unit step function. The effective signal collection

area Aeff is given as:

Aeff = ApG
n2
ref

sin2(Ψfov)
, (2)

where nref is the refractive index of the receiver optics; Ap

is the physical area of the optical receiver; G is the signal

transmission gain of the optical filter.

III. OPTICAL TDMA

In this study, the optical TDMA scenario is set as the

baseline for the optical SDMA scenario. In a TDMA scenario,

a light fixture is adapted as an optical access point (AP) for the

purpose of communication. The light fixture is assumed to be

a point source pointing downwards. Since TDMA is assumed

in this scenario, the optical AP can only serve one active user

in one time slot. The received signal to noise ratio (SNR) of

an active user can be expressed as:

γk =
(rHkPtx)

2

N0B
, (3)

where r is the optical-to-electric conversion efficiency; Hk is

the channel attenuation between the optical AP and the optical

receiver of user k; N0 is the additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) power spectral density; and B is the communication

bandwidth.

In optical TDMA, each active user shares the same fre-

quency bandwidth by dividing the transmission frames into

different time slots of identical length. Therefore, the overall

throughput of the optical TDMA system is calculated as:

TTDMA =
1

K

K∑

k=1

B log2(1 + γk), (4)

where K is the number of the active users.

By using TDMA, users are arbitrarily assigned to different

time slots. Since only one user is active at a time slot,

there is no mutual interference between users. However, this

assignment significantly limits the overall throughput since the

bandwidth resource cannot be effectively shared.

IV. OPTICAL SDMA

In order to boost the system throughput, one of the most

effective ways is to enable parallel transmissions to multiple

users in the same time slot. However, parallel transmissions

will introduce multi-user access interference between active

users. Therefore, SDMA is introduced. SDMA is a multiple

access scheme that supports parallel transmissions to spatially

separated users. In order to avoid significant multi-user access

interference, the spatial transmission profile of the transmitters

and receivers have to be controlled. Angular diversity trans-

mitters are perfectly suited for this purpose.

Throughput

group
1

group
2

group
3

gain = TSDMA/TTDMA

TSDMA

TTDMA

tt

Fig. 1. The example of improving system throughput realised by grouping
10 active users into 3 spatial groups.

θsemi
θsemi

Fig. 2. The layout of the optical TDMA scenario with a conventional single-
element optical transmitter (left) and the layout of the optical SDMA scenario
with an angle diversity optical transmitter (right).

A. SDMA vs. TDMA

SDMA was initially implemented in RF systems [9]. The

mechanism of SDMA is illustrated in Fig. 1. For SDMA,

the multiple active users are grouped into one time slot

which would otherwise be occupied by only one active user

in TDMA. For example, by using TDMA, the optical AP

takes four time slots to serve four different users 1,2,3,4

and, in SDMA, this transmission to multiple users can be

performed within only one time slot. This provides a large

potential improvement in overall throughput. However, group-

ing has disadvantages: firstly, in order to support parallel

and directional transmissions, multi-element transmitters are

required; secondly, if users are grouped incorrectly, the multi-

user access interference is high so that the data rate of each

user in the group will be compromised significantly. To address

these issues, an angle diversity transmitter and an optimal

spatial grouping strategy are used in the SDMA system. Both

techniques are introduced in the following sections.

B. Angle Diversity Transmitter

In RF, a SDMA transmitter is realised by using antenna

arrays which could generate multiple narrow beams simul-

taneously [9]. In order to realise the same function in op-

tical wireless communication, an angle diversity transmitter

is required. The layout of an angle diversity transmitter is

illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of multiple narrow beam LEDs

attached to a semi-sphere base. These LED arrays can achieve

the same coverage area as the conventional optical transmitter

in a TDMA scenario. One of the LEDs is located at the top of
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the base and others are located symmetrically along the side

of the base.

For SDMA in RF, the realisation of transmitters requires

multiple RF chains and complex beam-steering algorithms.

However, for optical SDMA, since an LED with narrow FOV

can generate optical signals with narrow beams, complex

algorithms for beamforming can be avoided. The parallel

directional transmissions can be realised by turning on the

LEDs that cover the areas of different active users.

C. Spatial Grouping

In optical SDMA, users cannot be arbitrarily grouped into

different time slots since some users might be spatially close

which results in overlapping beams and high multi-user access

interference. Therefore, in the absence of adaptive beamform-

ing, a carefully chosen spatial grouping is essential to achieve

high throughput in an optical SDMA system.

In arithmetical terms, a spatial grouping is referred to as a

partition P = {G1, G2, G3, ...} of the set of the all active users

U . Here, Gj represents a spatial group. For the purpose of

fairness, all spatial groups are assumed to be mutual exclusive

which means that one active user can only belong to one

spatial group. Another assumption of spatial partitioning is

that all spatial groups should be collectively exhaustive. This

means that none of the active users in the system is unserved.

For spatial grouping, not every possible group partition is

valid. This occurs when active users in the same group are not

spatially separable. In optical SDMA, each LED element on

an angle diversity transmitter serves a specific area. If more

than one active users are in the area served by the same

LED element, these active users cannot be allocated to the

same spatial group. Otherwise, it is not possible to serve them

simultaneously in only one time slot, which will leave some

of the active users unserved.

D. A Performance Evaluation of SDMA Spatial Grouping

For a valid spatial partition Pl = {G1, G2, G3, ..., GJ}, the

signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) of active user ui

in spatial group Gj can be expressed as:

γ(ui,Gj) =

(
rPtxH(b,ui)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′∈B(b,Gj )

inter

(
rPtxH(b′,ui)

)2 , (5)

where r is the optical to electric conversion efficiency; Ptx

is the transmission power of an LED and H(b,ui) is the

channel attenuation between the source LED b and user ui.∑
b′∈B(b,Gj )

inter

(
rPtxH(b′,c)

)2
represents the interference power

and B(b,Gj)
inter is the set of active interfering LEDs which serve

the other users in group Gj .

In optical SDMA, each spatial group occupies a time slot.

For each time slot, information for multiple active users is

transmitted simultaneously. Therefore, the overall throughput

of the optical SDMA can be calculated as:

TSDMA =
1

J

J∑

j=1

∑

ui∈Gj

B log2(1 + γ(ui,Gj)), (6)

TABLE I
THE BELL NUMBERS IN TERMS OF A n-ELEMENT SET.

n 1 2 3 4 5

Bell Numbers 1 2 5 15 52

n 6 7 8 9 10

Bell Numbers 203 877 4140 21147 115975

B

A B

b c d
c

b d

o

α

ea

a eαα α

θsemi

A

Fig. 3. The shape of a 18-element angle diversity transmitter (NTx = 18).

where J is the total number of spatial groups. Each spatial

group take one time slot for data transmission.

Since different spatial partitions and the relative positions

of active users can significantly affect the throughput of the

optical SDMA system, a metric to evaluate the performance

of optical SDMA is essential. Here, the throughput gain is

defined as:

x =
TSDMA

TTDMA
. (7)

The total number of active users and the position of each

active user is identical in both the optical TDMA and the

optical SDMA scenario. Therefore, the gain is purely from the

implementation of the angle diversity transmitter and spatial

grouping strategies.

V. GROUPING STRATEGY

Optimal grouping is a method that determines the best

spatial partition by exhaustive search. Firstly, all possible par-

titions of active users are generated as candidates. Here, Bell

number is used to determine the total number of candidates.

In combinatorial mathematics, the Bell number represents the

number of all possible partitions of an n-element set [10]. The

number of all possible spatial partitions for active users of

different number are listed in Table I. As the number of active

users increases, a steep increase in the number of possible

spatial partitions can be observed.

After all candidates are generated, the validation of each

candidate is checked in order to guarantee that none of active

users is left unserved in each candidate. Then, the invalid can-

didates are discarded. For each valid partition, the throughput

gain is calculated and compared. Finally, the partition with the

best throughput gain is chosen as the result. By implementing

optimal grouping, the upper bound of the throughput gain for

an optical SDMA system can be achieved.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Parameters

In the simulation, all active users are assumed to be within

an hexagonal area with a radius of 3 m. An angle diversity
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Fig. 4. The shape of a 36-element angle diversity transmitter (NTx = 36).

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Responsivity, r 0.5 A/W

The gain of the optical filter, G 1
Refractive index, n 1.5

Modulation Bandwidth, B 20 MHz

AWGN spectral density, N0 1×10−21A/Hz

transmitter is placed at the centre of the hexagon at a height

of 3 m. An angle diversity transmitter consists of several

branches. The first branch is the LED at the centre of a semi-

sphere. Then, new branches are added as a ring of LEDs with

an increasing radius around the central branch. Here, two types

of angle diversity transmitters are considered, as illustrated

in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. One has three branches (Ntx = 18,

α = 18o, Φtx = 4.5o) and the other one has four branches but

with narrower FOV for each transmitter element (Ntx = 36,

α = 12.9o, Φtx = 3.2o). Here, Φtx is the transmitter half-

intensity radiance angle and α is the angle between each

neighbouring branches of LEDs. The total number of LEDs

of the angle diversity transmitter is represented as Ntx. The

total number of users in the system is represented as K .

In the case of TDMA, a conventional single-element optical

transmitter is used. The half-intensity radiance angle of the

conventional optical transmitter is assumed to be 45o which

guarantees the same equivalent half-intensity radiance angle

for all types of optical transmitters. For the purpose of fairness,

the transmission power of the conventional optical transmitter

is equal to the sum of the transmission power of all LEDs

in the angle diversity transmitter. The transmission power of

optical transmitter in this study is set as 2 W. Table II shows

the other simulation parameters.

B. The Simulation Setups

In total, 10, 000 scenario snapshots are generated for each

number of the active users. For each snapshot, the positions of

the K active users are generated and these follow a uniform

distribution in the hexagon area. By calculating and comparing

the system throughput of optical TDMA and SDMA for each

snapshot, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the

throughput gain can be determined. Moreover, random group-

ing is also considered in the simulation. For random grouping,

only a random spatial partition is used in each snapshot.

Therefore, the results of the random grouping indicate the

lower bound of the system throughput gain.
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Fig. 5. The CDF of the throughput gains for different number of active
users. (Ntx = 18).
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Fig. 6. Three typical relative positions of active users. 1. All active users
are close to each other (left). 2. Some of the active users are close to each
other (middle). 3. All active users are well-separated (right).

C. Results Analysis

Fig. 5 illustrates the performance of the throughput gain

when an 18-element angle diversity transmitter is used. When

random grouping is implemented, the overall throughput gain

of the system is low. In most of the scenario snapshots, the

throughput gains are below 2 and, for some snapshots, the

gains are lower than 1 which means, in this case, optical

SDMA performs even worse then optical TDMA. Moreover,

there is no significant improvement in the throughput gain

when the number of the active users K increases. The reason

for this is that, for random grouping, active users close to each

other may be incorrectly allocated to the same spatial group.

This means that these users will experience strong interference

which results in a low system throughput.

Compared with the random grouping, the overall throughput

gain of the optimal grouping scheme is significantly higher.

Also, the dynamic range of the throughput gain is much

wider. This is because, for the optimal grouping scheme, the

throughput gain mainly depends on the relative position of

active users. For example, in Fig. 6, three typical relative

positions of active users are illustrated. For the first scenario,

all active users are close to each other and within the region

that is served by the same transmitter element. The only valid

spatial grouping for this scenario is to allocate all active users

into six different groups, which is the same as in optical

TDMA. Hence, no throughput gain can be achieved. For

the second scenario, some of the active users are clustered

together. Since there are a maximum of three active users

within the area that is served by the same optical transmitter
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Fig. 8. The comparison of throughput gains when optimal grouping strategy
is implemented. The system gains for different number of active users are
chosen when F (x) = 0.5 in the previous scenarios.

element, at least three groups are required. As a result, the

best throughput gain that can be achieved is around two. For

the last scenario, each of the active users are well separated.

Only one spatial group is required and the best throughput

gain can be achieved is around six. As shown in Fig. 5,

the overall throughput increases when an optical transmitter

serves more active users. This is because, by implementing

optimal grouping strategy, interference from the overlapping

beams in the same time slot can be significantly mitigated.

When the number of active users increases, the angle diversity

transmitter can serve more active users simultaneously without

introducing significant interference. As a result, the overall

system throughput is increased.

Fig. 7 illustrates the performance of the throughput gain

when a 36-element angle diversity transmitter is used. The

performance trend is similar to the previous scenario where an

18-element angle diversity transmitter is used. A comparison

of the optimal grouping scheme between these scenarios is

given in Fig. 8. The system gains for different number of

active users are compared when F (x) = 0.5. The 36-element

angle diversity transmitter has a better performance than 18-

element angle diversity transmitter when the number of active

users is the same. This improvement scales with the number

of active users. When more users are served by the angle

diversity transmitter, greater improvement can be obtained.

This is because a transmitter with more elements can generate

narrower light beams to serve multiple active users in parallel.

When each of the light beam become narrower, the multi-user

access interference between them becomes smaller. Therefore,

a higher system throughput can be achieved.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a VLC system adopting optical SDMA is

proposed. In this system, an angle diversity transmitter is used

as the optical transmitter which can serve multiple active users

in parallel. The results clearly indicate that the optical SDMA

significantly outperforms the optical TDMA in terms of the

system throughput. It is particular interesting that, in contrast

to optical TDMA, the optical SDMA can achieve a system

throughput improvement of over 10 times. This improvement

is even higher when an angle diversity transmitter with a

larger number of transmitting elements is used. This result is

very promising since optical SDMA can significantly increase

the system throughput of a VLC system without requiring

additional transmission power and bandwidth resource. From

an application perspective, the Internet-of-Things will require

many different objects to be connected to the internet within

one room. The purposed SDMA systems seems to be a very

promising candidate for this purpose.
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel model is proposed for esti-
mating non-line-of-sight (NLOS) interference in indoor optical
attocell network. The proposed model significantly simplifies the
calculation for the NLOS interference. Simulation results verify
the accuracy of the model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been great research interest in optical
cellular network. Compared with radio frequency (RF) cells,
optical cells can be considerably smaller due to the limited
coverage area [1]. This facilitates higher bandwidth reuse and

therefore higher data density than in RF communication. In
an indoor optical wireless scenario, each lighting fixture in
a room can serve as an optical access point (AP). This type
of optical cellular layers are referred to as an optical attocell
network [2].
As the APs in an optical attocell network are close to each

other, inter-cell interference between them is inevitable. This
issue significantly limits the performance of the system. In
an optical attocell network, inter-cell interference consists of
two parts: line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS)

interference. In order to mitigate the LOS interference, an
angle diversity receiver is introduced in [3]. An angle diversity
receiver consists of multiple directional photodiode (PD) with
narrow field-of-view (FOV). With the use of signal combining
schemes, an angle diversity receiver can significantly improve
the system performance by eliminate the effect of LOS in-

terference from the cell in the vicinity without losing the
coverage. In terms of NLOS interference, as it can be reflected
by wall, even the narrow FOV optical receiver fails to filter
it out. Hence, the estimation of the NLOS interference is of
significant importance as it is always limits the upper bound
of the system performance in optical attocell network.
In previous research, a recursive method for evaluating the

light reflection with Lambertian reflector in an indoor free-
space optical channel is proposed [4], and referred here to as
the conventional model. The model enables accurate analysis

of light reflection and the result is validated by experiments.
However, this model assumes that each of the smooth re-
flection surface consists of a large number of Lambertian
reflectors which is extremely time consuming for Monte Carlo
simulation. A simplified mathematical model is developed in
[5]. In that model, NLOS path loss is estimated by a path
loss exponent and a shadowing component. Unfortunately, this

model is only valid for some particular paths in aircraft cabin.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this study, a novel simplified model for NLOS prop-
agation is proposed. In the conventional model, high-order
reflections are taken in account which significantly increases

the computational complexity. However, this is unnecessary
in the optical attocell network. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the
FOV of the optical receiver is designed to be narrow which
can mitigate the LOS interference from cells in the vicinity.

The narrow FOV optical receiver can also filter the first-order
reflection which is reflected by walls. Second-order reflecting
light is the predominant one in the inter-cell interference
because the high-oder reflecting light attenuates significantly.
Hence, only the second-order reflection is assumed in the
proposed model. Also, only the desired cell and the interfering
cells in the vicinity are considered in the proposed simplified

model which is shown in Fig. 1(b).

A. NLOS Path I

The entire propagation path for the proposed simplified

model are divided into two parts as: NLOS path I and NLOS
path II. For the NLOS path I (see Fig. 2), light signals transmit
from an optical transmitter at point O on the ceiling, reflected
by the ground and back to the ceiling. In the conventional
model, the ground is divided into a number of small elements.
Each element collects the energy of the light signal incident

on its surface and re-emits a fraction of the collected light
determined by the reflection coefficient of the ground. In the
simplified model, shown in Fig. 2(a), it is assumed that light
is reflected by only two point reflectors S and S′. Since
light transmission is isotropic, two points on the ceiling have
the same intensity density of the reflected light when their
distances to O are identical. Hence, for an arbitrary point on

the ceiling, the intensity density can be represented as:

Ir,h =
0.5I0,h(h

2 + l2)α

(h2 + (r + l)2)α
+

0.5I0,h(h
2 + l2)α

(h2 + (r − l)2)α
, (1)

where, r is horizontal separation between a specific point
to O and h is the height of the room; l is the horizontal
distance between one of the reflectors and point O. This can
be represented as: l = h tan(Φtx); I0,h represents the light
intensity density at point O when the height of the room is h,
which can be calculated as close-form:

I0,h =
Ptxρfloorρceiling(m+ 1)(n+ 1)

2πh2(m+ 5)
, (2)

where Ptx is the power of the optical transmitter; ρfloor and
ρceiling are the reflecting coefficient of the floor and the ceiling;
α is the attenuation factor which is chosen to minimise the
difference between the proposed simplified model and the

conventional model. Fig. 2(b) shows the estimated values of
α at different specific transmitter semi-angles, Φtx, and three
order polynomial is used for interpolation. In this way, α in
terms of an arbitrary Φtx can be obtained.
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(a) Reflections in optical attocells.
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(b) Simplified cell configuration.

Fig. 1: An optical attocell network.

B. NLOS Path II

The second part of the NLOS path is the light transmitted
from ceiling to an optical receiver (see Fig. 3). Only the
reflected light in the grey area on the ceiling can be received
by the optical receiver. As the FOV of the optical receiver in
the optical attocell network is designed to be small to miti-
gate inter-cell interference, the variation of the light intensity
density in this area is small. Therefore, it is assumed that the

intensity density of reflected light at the ceiling is constant
which is identical the intensity density at cell centre.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The comparison between theoretical model and Monte Carlo
simulations of the system signal-to-interference-plus-noise-
ratio (SINR) performance is presented in Fig. 4. For numerical
simulation, conventional model is used and a 20× 10× 4 m

room is assumed. The radius of the hexagonal cell is as-
sumed to be scaled with the transmitter semi-angle: Rcell =
h tan(Φtx). The FOV of the receiver is designed to be small
and can be determined by: 1/2Rcell = h tan(Ψfov). For
simplicity, each of the users is within the area where a LOS
link with its desired AP can be established. In terms of the
analytical result, the proposed simplified model is assumed

and its parameters is consistent with the conventional model.
There is a close agreement between the presented model and

the conducted simulation when the transmitter semi-angle of

the optical receiver is small. The difference between the result
of the Monte Carlo simulation and theoretical model is greater
when the transmitter semi-angle is large. This is because,
when the transmitter semi-angle is small, the simplified model
regresses to the conventional model. When the transmitter
semi-angle increases, the accuracy of the model decreases.
Fortunately, in an optical attocell network, the cell size and the

semi-angle of optical transmitter is designed to be small which
can ensure high data density. Hence, the simplified model
can accurately estimate the SINR performance in an optical
attocell network and significantly reduce the computational
complexity in comparison with the conventional model.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, a novel model is proposed for evaluating

NLOS interference in an optical attocell network. The novel
model significantly reduces the calculation complexity in com-
parison with the conventional model. Both of the numerical
and analytical results of SINR distribution in an optical attocell
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(a) Simplified reflection model.
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Fig. 2: The simplified propagation model for NLOS path I.
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Fig. 3: The simplified propagation model for NLOS path II.
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Fig. 4: The CDF of the SINR at the optical receiver in terms
of different transmitter semi-angle Φtx.

network are presented. The numerical simulation validates the
accuracy of the proposed model.
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Abstract—In this paper, an optical space division multiple
access (SDMA) scheme is proposed for optical attocell networks.
In the system, a conventional single-element transmitter in each
optical cell is substituted by an angle diversity transmitter
which can simultaneously serve multiple active users at different
positions. This type of configuration can increase the available
bandwidth resource and also mitigate inter-cell interference
(ICI) in optical attocell networks. The results indicate that the
optical SDMA scheme significantly outperforms the conventional
optical time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme. The SDMA
schemes is shown to improve the average spectral efficiency of
the system by a factor of 26 for a 37-element light-emitting diode
(LED) angle diversity transmitter. Finally, the study is extended
to account for user position errors. The Monte-Carlo simulation
results show that the system is very robust to user position errors.

Index Terms—angle diversity transmitter; visible light com-
munication; space division multiple access; position errors

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, visible light communication (VLC) technology
has emerged as a viable technology to complement conven-

tional radio frequency (RF) systems, and to help alleviate the

RF spectrum crunch [1]. One of the key advantages of VLC
is that it enables the transformation of conventional lighting

infrastructures into high speed optical cellular communication

networks. In a typical indoor scenario, each light fixture can
act as an access point (AP), and can serve multiple users. This

type of network is referred to as an optical attocell networks

[2]. Compared with RF cells, optical cells are considerably
smaller due to the limited coverage of light-emitting diodes

(LEDs) [3]. An optical attocell network facilitates higher

frequency reuse and data density than in small-cell RF wire-
less networks. Recent research shows that an optical attocell

network significantly outperforms RF femtocell systems [4],

[5].

Typically, time division multiple access (TDMA) is used as

a multiple access scheme in a multi-user system. This type of

system has two limitations: firstly, only one user can be served
in a time slot which is not the optimum transmission strategy

for multiple user access; secondly, a transmitter requires to

radiate signals omni-directionally to provide full cell coverage.
This causes strong inter-cell interference (ICI), especially to

cell-edge users. In order to overcome these limitations, a
spatial dimension is added to the conventional TDMA system.

In RF, space division multiple access (SDMA) is well-known

technique [6], and it uses an antenna array at the transmitter
to simultaneously generate multiple narrow directional beams

which point to the active users. In this way, multiple users can

be served within the same time slot.

Although SDMA shows promising performance in RF, it

cannot be directly adopted in VLC. One of the key issues is

the transmitter. In RF, directional narrow beams are generated
by changing the amplitude and phase of the signals transmitted

by an antenna array. However, this approach cannot be applied
straightforwardly to VLC because VLC uses intensity modu-

lation and direct detection (IM/DD). However, in VLC, LEDs

have an inherent feature of a confined field-of-view (FOV).
This feature can be exploited for generating directional light

beams. Therefore, in optical SDMA, an angle diversity trans-

mitter which consists of multiple narrow FOV LEDs is used
as the optical transmitter. By activating different transmitter

elements, the angle diversity transmitter can simultaneously

serve multiple users at different locations.

Existing approaches to improve the spectral efficiency of
VLC networks include a system consisting of multi-beam

transmitters and imaging diversity receivers in [7]. Unfortu-

nately, this system fails to support multiple users and their mo-
bility is significantly restricted by the imaging optical receiver.

In [8] and [9], an optical attocell network is proposed which

can achieve a higher system spectral efficiency by exploiting
the benefit of frequency reuse and different ICI mitigation

methods. However, to the authors’ best knowledge, there is

very little published research that exploits the transmitter
spatial diversity in a system level. Therefore, in this study,

optical SDMA which uses angle diversity transmitters for

optical attocell network is proposed.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The
propagation model is given in Section II. An optical TDMA

system is introduced in Section III. An optical SDMA system

is introduced in Section IV. A model of position error is given
in Section V. Simulation results are compared and discussed

in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PROPAGATION MODEL

This study focuses on the downlink transmission of a VLC
system. A 7-cell attocell network as shown in Fig. 1 is assumed

and the performance of the central cell is considered in order
to eliminate cell-edge effects in the simulations. Light fixtures

are acting as APs. These APs are assumed to be placed in the

ceiling and the optical receivers for all active users are placed
at desktop height. In this study, a line-of-sight (LOS) optical

channel is assumed. The direct current (DC) gain of the LOS
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interfering base stations

active users
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Fig. 1. The layout of a 7-cell optical attocell network.

link can be calculated as follows [10]:

H0 =
(n+ 1)Aeff

2πd2
cosn(φ) cos(ψ)rect

(
ψ

Ψfov

)
, (1)

where d is the distance between a base station and its cor-

responding receiver; Ψfov is the FOV of the optical receiver;

n is the Lambertian order of the LED element on the base
station; n is also a function of the transmitter half-intensity

radiation angle Φtx as n = −1/ log2(cos(Φtx)); φ is the angle

of irradiance; ψ is the angle of light incidence at the receiver;
rect(·) is a unit step function.

III. OPTICAL TDMA

In a typical optical TDMA scenario, a single-element optical
transmitter is adapted as a base station. All active users

share the same spectrum in their corresponding optical cell.
Information for different users is transmitted in different time

slots of identical length. In each time slot, only one of the

active users can be served. Therefore, the received signal-to-
interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) of the active user k can

be expressed as:

γk =

(
τPtxH(b̂,k)

)2

N0B +
∑

b′ 6=b̂

(
τPtxH(b′,k)

)2 , (2)

where τ is the responsivity of the photodiode (PD); Ptx is the

optical power transmitted by an AP and is assumed to be the
same for all APs; H(b̂,k) is the channel attenuation between

user k and the desired base station b̂;
∑

b′ 6=b̂

(
rPtH(b′,k)

)2
represents the interference signal from interfering APs; N0

is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power spectral

density; B is the optical communication bandwidth.

Assuming a simple Round Robin (RR) scheduler, the spec-

tral efficiency of the optical TDMA scheme is as follows:

ΩTDMA(k) =
1

K

K∑

k=1

log2(1 + γk), (3)

where K is the total number of the active users per cell.

The optical TDMA system described here has several

disadvantages. On the one hand, users in the system are

successively assigned to different time slots. Only one user
can be served in each time slot. This strategy significantly

limits the overall performance of the system since the available

Single-element transmitter

Angle diversity transmitter

user 1 user 2 user 3 user 4 user 5

user 1 user 2 user 3 user 4 user 5

inactive user

active user

cell 1 cell 2

cell 1 cell 2

Fig. 2. Single-element versus angle diversity transmitter: the figure on the top
illustrates optical TDMA. The figure at the bottom illustrates optical SDMA.
Cell 1 and cell 2 are two neighbouring cells in an optical attocell network.

bandwidth cannot be effectively shared and this limit the user

data rate granularity. On the other hand, the conventional

single-element optical transmitter requires a large half intensity
radiation angle to achieve full light and signal coverage. As

a consequence, ICI in the system could significantly increase
and this will compromise the overall system performance.

IV. OPTICAL SDMA

A. Angle Diversity Transmitter

In RF, the realisation of narrow beam transmitters requires

multiple RF chains and complex beam-steering algorithms.
In VLC, by exploiting an angle diversity receiver, narrow

beam optical signals can be generated, and complex algorithms

for beamforming can be avoided. The parallel directional
transmissions can be realised by activating LEDs that cover

only the areas occupied by active users. The remaining LEDs

not acting as APs generate constant light to provide room
illumination. Therefore, an angle diversity transmitter can

provide both uniform illumination while communicating to

multiple users.

The use of an angle diversity transmitter can effectively

mitigate ICI in an optical attocell network. As illustrated in

Fig. 2, in a snapshot of an optical TDMA system, user 3 and
user 5 are active and are served by APs in cell 1 and cell 2,

respectively. Since the transmitter semi-angle for the single-

element transmitter is large, both user 3 and user 5 experience
high ICI. For the identical snapshot in the optical SDMA

system, all users are served by spot beams. Since active LEDs

only cover the areas of active users, inter-cell interference can
be significantly mitigated.

B. Spatial Grouping

In an optical attocell network, it is assumed that each active

user connects to the closest optical access point. In each
optical cell, active users are served by different LED elements

of the angle diversity transmitter. In optical SDMA, these
active users cannot be assigned to arbitrary LED elements

since some users might be spatially close to each other which

results in overlapping beams and high mutual interference.
Therefore, in the absence of adaptive beamforming, a proper

spatial grouping strategy is essential to achieve high spectral
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Fig. 4. An example frame of resource allocation in optical SDMA.

efficiency in an optical SDMA system with a fixed grid of

beams.

The first step of the spatial grouping strategy is to determine
the source LED element for each active user. The geometry

of an optical cell is illustrated in Fig. 3. The coordinate of the

angle diversity transmitter c is (xc, yc, h) and the coordinate of
an active user k is (xk, yk, 0); vk,c is the vector from the angle

diversity transmitter c to the active user k; vm,c is the normal

vector of the LED element m on the angle diversity transmitter
c; θk,m,c is the angle between vk,c and vm,c. The source LED

element for the active user k is chosen to minimise the angle
θk,m. The index of the source LED element for active user k
is given as:

Ik,c = min
m

θk,m,c, (c = ĉ) (4)

where ĉ is the desired cell for active user k; θk,m,c can be
represented as:

θk,m = arccos

( −→v k,c · −→v m,c

‖−→v k,c‖‖−→v m,c‖

)
. (5)

The list of active LED elements on the angle diversity
transmitter can be obtained after the source LED elements

for all active users are determined. In some situations, some

active users could be spatially close. As a result, more than
one active user could be allocated to a single LED element.

In order to serve multiple users with one LED element, it is

assumed that TDMA as outlined in Sec. III is used to separate
these users.

Finally, an example of resource allocation in optical SDMA

is illustrated in Fig. 4. Three LED elements are active. User
1, 2, are allocated to element 1. These two users equally

share the resource using TDMA. User 3, 4, 5, are allocated to

element 3 using TDMA to separate them. User 6 is allocated
to element 5. Since there is only one user in that beam, user

6 uses the entire bandwidth continuously, it occupies both

time and spectrum exclusively. The other two elements, 2 and
4, are inactive, since no users are required to be served by

them. Therefore, these LED elements do not carry intensity
modulation (IM) signals and provide constant light output for

illumination.

C. Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the SINR performance for each active

user, interference is a key factor to be considered. In optical
SDMA, interference consist of two parts: intra-cell interfer-

ence and ICI. Intra-cell interference originates from the active

LED elements in the desired optical cell. ICI is the interference
generated by the active LED elements in other optical cells.

Hence, the SINR of active user k can be expressed as:

γk =
(τPtxHk,m,ĉ)

2

N0B +
∑

m′ 6=m

(τPtxHk,m′,ĉ)
2
+
∑
c′

∑
m̂

(τPtxHk,m̂,c′)
2 ,

(6)

where τ is the optical to electric conversion efficiency; Ptx is

the transmission power of an LED; and Hk,m,ĉ is the channel
attenuation between the desired LED element m and an active

user k in the desired cell ĉ.
∑

m′ 6=m

(τPtxHk,m′)
2

represents

the intra-cell interference and m′ is the index of active LED
elements in the desired cell.

∑
c′

∑
m̂

(τPtxHk,m̂,c′)
2

represents

the ICI; m̂ is the index of active LED elements in each

interfering cell; c′ is the index of the interfering cell.
The spectral efficiency of the optical SDMA scheme can be

calculated as:

ΩSDMA =

K∑

k=1

1

gk
log2(1 + γk), (7)

where gk is the total number of active uses served by the
desired LED element of active user k; K is the total number

of active users in an optical cell.

V. THE MODEL OF POSITION ERRORS

As discussed in the previous section, the spatial grouping
strategy depends on the position information of active users.

This means that position information is crucial to the operation

of the optical SDMA system. However, the position informa-
tion is not always accurate. The inaccurate position informa-

tion occurs due to the limitation of positioning hardware and

algorithms. When different indoor positioning techniques and
devices are used, the position errors vary accordingly [11],[12].

In this section, a simple model for position errors is introduced.
Assume that the Cartesian coordinate of the actual position

of an active user k is (xk, yk) and its estimated position is

(x′
k, y

′
k). The relationship between (xk, yk) and (x′

k, y
′
k) can

be represented as:
{
x′
k = xk + ek

y′k = yk + e′k
(8)

where both ek and e′k follow a zero-mean normal distribution

N (0, σ2
e) [13]; σe is the standard variance. For each active
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user, ek and e′k are independent and identically distributed. It
is notable that the distance between the actual position and the

estimated position can be represented as:

de =
√
(xk − x′

k)
2 + (yk − y′k)

2. (9)

Here, according to [14], de follows Rayleigh distribution and

the mean value of de is:

E[de] =
√

π

2
σe. (10)

In optical SDMA, user grouping is affected by the position
errors. Some users could be allocated to a suboptimal LED

element and this results in an increasing intra-cell interference.

Therefore, positioning errors could significantly degrade the
performance of optical SDMA systems.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Simulation Setup

In the simulation, both optical TDMA and optical SDMA

are considered. The performance of the optical TDMA system

is used as a benchmark of the optical SDMA system. For the
optical TDMA scenario, the half-intensity radiance angle of

the conventional single-element transmitter is assumed to be

60o. For the optical SDMA scenario, three types of angle
diversity transmitters are considered. The number of LED

elements on each type of angle diversity transmitter is 7, 19
and 37, respectively. For the purpose of fairness, it is ensured
that the combined half-intensity radiance angle of all types

of angle diversity transmitters is identical to the conventional
single-element transmitter. It is also ensured that the total

transmission power of all transmitters are the same irrespective

of being single or multi-element.

For both scenarios, optical transmitters are placed at the
centre of each cell at a height of 3 m. The optical receiver

for all active users are assumed to be placed at a desk height

of 0.85 m. The radius of each cell is 3 m. The transmission
power of an optical access point is set as 2 W. The FOV Φfov,

responsivity τ , and effective area Ap, of a PD are 70o, 0.5
A/W and 1 cm2 respectively. The noise spectral density, N0

is 1× 10−21A/Hz.

B. Spectral Efficiency Performance

The simulation study consists of 100, 000 snapshots of

user locations in the 7-cell optical attocell network. For each
snapshot, it is ensured that active users are spatially uniformly

distributed. The sum spectral efficiencies of all users in the

central optical cell of the 7-cell attocell network is calculated.
Finally, the average spectral efficiency is obtained as the

average of the sum spectral efficiency over all snapshots. The
average spectral efficiencies for optical TDMA scheme and

optical SDMA scheme are represented as ΩTDMA and ΩSDMA,

respectively. N is denoted as the number of LED elements on
each angle diversity transmitter.

Fig. 5 illustrates the average spectral efficiency of the optical

SDMA scheme when 7-element angle diversity transmitters

are used. It can be observed that the SDMA scheme signifi-
cantly outperforms TDMA scheme where up to 6 times higher

average spectral efficiency can be achieved. The reason is,
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Fig. 5. The average spectral efficiency of optical SDMA scheme. (N = 7)
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Fig. 6. The average spectral efficiency of optical SDMA scheme. (N = 19)

an angle diversity transmitter can generate narrow directional

light beams which can effectively reduce ICI, and in turn

increase average spectral efficiency.

It is also notable that the average spectral efficiency in-

creases but the increase is saturating as the number of users

increases. This is because when the total number of active
users is small, the mutual interference between each link is

very small. Hence, the average spectral efficiency is scaled

with the number of active users. When the total number
of active users is large, the number of active LEDs also

increases. This will increase ICI which limits the average

spectral efficiency.

Fig. 6 illustrates the average spectral efficiency of an optical

SDMA system when 19-element angle diversity transmit-

ters are used as the optical transmitters. The trend of the
spectral efficiency performance in this scenario is similar to

the previous scenario. One notable difference is that, when

compared with TDMA, an SDMA system with 19-element
angle diversity transmitters can achieve up to 13 times higher

average spectral efficiency than the TDMA system. This is be-
cause more elements on an optical transmitter enables greater

separation of users in the cell which results significantly lower

mutual interference between users and better performance.
When the number of transmitter elements increases further,

the average spectral efficiency of optical SDMA increases
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Fig. 7. The average spectral efficiency of optical SDMA scheme. (N = 37)

accordingly. As shown in Fig. 7, an optical SDMA system

with 37-element angle diversity transmitters can achieve up
to 26 times higher average spectral efficiency than an optical

TDMA system.

C. Position Errors

In Fig. 5, when σe is 0.1 m, the average spectral efficiency
of the SDMA system decreases only by 1.3% compared

with the system with perfect position information. When

σe is increased to 0.2 m, 0.3 m, 0.4 m and 0.5 m, the
performance of the SDMA system decreases by 5.0%, 11%,

18% and 26%, respectively. When σe is large, the position

information for all active users are very inaccurate. As a result,
incorrect LED elements in each optical cell are activated.

This means active users may not be served by their optimal

LED elements and this means additional performance penalty
is introduced. Therefore, the overall system performance is

degraded significantly if the error of position estimates is large.

Fig. 6 shows the average spectral efficiency of an optical

SDMA system with 19-element transmitters. When σe are
0.1 m, 0.2 m, 0.3 m, 0.4 m and 0.5 m, the performance

of the SDMA system decreases by 3.0%, 11%, 22%, 33%
and 44%, respectively, compared with the system with perfect

position information. For optical SDMA system using 37-

element transmitters (Fig. 7), when σe are 0.1 m, 0.2 m,
0.3 m, 0.4 m and 0.5 m, the performance of the SDMA system

decreases 4.0%, 14%, 28%, 41% and 52%, respectively, com-

pared with the system with perfect position information. This
means that when the number of transmitter elements increases,

the SDMA system is more sensitive to the position information

of the active users. This is because, when the number of LED
elements increases, the service area of each LED element is

smaller. As a result, active users may be easily misallocated

to the cell in the vicinity when the position information is
inaccurate. Therefore, for fixed σe, the SDMA systems using

more transmitter elements perform worse. It is also notable
that the performance of SDMA systems is compromised when

σe increases. Fortunately, with the use of the-state-of-the-art

indoor positioning techniques [12], an average position error
of less than 0.25 m can often be achieved in the similar system

configuration. This means E[de] =
√

π
2σe < 0.25 m and

σe < 0.2 m can be obtained. Therefore, the system average
spectral efficiency decreases only by 14%.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an optical attocell network adopting optical
SDMA is proposed. In this network, an angle diversity trans-

mitter is equipped in each optical cell and it can serve multiple

active users simultaneously. With the use of an angle diversity
transmitters, the ICI between optical cells can be significantly

mitigated. The results clearly indicate that the optical SDMA

system significantly outperforms the optical TDMA bench-
mark system, optical TDMA system. In particular, up to 26
times higher average spectral efficiency can be achieved when

the transmitter is equipped with 37 LED elements. Moreover,
position errors of active users are considered. Results show

that the SDMA system is robust to position errors, and the
system performance is only compromised by up to 14% when

practical state-of-the-art indoor position techniques are used.

The results strongly support the suitability of optical SDMA
systems for practical implementations.
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